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Abstract

The Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome pandemic continues to have a large social

impact. Many advances in the treatment of infection by the causative agent, Human

Immunodeficiency Virus, have been made in the last three decades. However, this treat-

ment often means a life-long rigorous adherence to treatment and acquisition of resistance

mutations to antiretrovirals. Thus far, the efficacy of promising vaccines has been dis-

appointing. In the last decade, interest has grown concerning the interaction between

mutations conferring resistance to antiretrovirals and the effect this has on epitopes rec-

ognized by cytotoxic-T-lymphocytes (CTL). Investigating this is a difficult task, owing

to both the extreme polymorphism of HIV and the polymorphism of the Human Leuko-

cyte Antigen (HLA) molecules that present peptides to the CTLs. A large amount of

HLA-associated CTL escape mutations have been discovered. Together with this, com-

putational approaches in CTL epitope discovery is becoming increasingly accurate. Here,

a method of imputing HLA type from patients together with predicting the influence of

anitretroviral mutations was used to discover potential epitopes for the HLA B*15 and

B*48 types in the HIV-1 Subtype B pol region.
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1
Introduction

The Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) is the primary agent contributing to the con-

dition known as Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS). This condition is charac-

terised by compromised immunity in late stages of HIV infection and infected individuals

and high risk of succumbing to especially opportunistic infections and neoplasms. Ac-

cording to the WHO report of 2012, there were 35.3 million people infected with HIV

worldwide with 2.3 million new infections that year. Additionally, 1.6 million world-wide

deaths were estimated to be due to AIDS-related illnesses. Infection of other hosts is

typically facilitated through sexual intercourse and blood-to-blood contact.

HIV is a single-stranded RNA lentivirus of the Retroviridae family. Being a retrovirus,

the virus contains a reverse-transcriptase enzyme that facilitates reverse transcription of

viral RNA to DNA and subsequent integration of the viral genome into the infected cell’s

genome. This integration into the host genome allows mutual propagation when the in-

fected cell replicates. It is for this very reason that the virus becomes entrenched in

the infected host. Progression of HIV-infection is particularly slow, lasting 8-12 years

from the time of infection to onset of AIDS. The genome of HIV is particularly poly-

morphic owing to (among other factors) an error-prone HIV reverse transcriptase. This

allows relatively quick escape of immune responses and development of resistance to an-

tiretrovirals, the primary drugs used to combat HIV infection. In this chapter, HIV as

a pathogen is discussed. Its infectivity and host immune responses as well as treatment

options will be covered. The focus is on protection from the virus by the host’s adaptive

1



1.1. HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS

immune response, specifically cell-mediated immunity, which reacts against endogenous

viral peptides. Importantly, it will be discussed how antiretroviral resistance mutations

and immunological responses may interact.

1.1 Human Immunodeficiency Virus

The Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) is a lentivirus of the Retroviridae family ac-

cording to the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (http://ictvonline.

org/). The virus occurs throughout the world and is extremely diverse [Rambaut et al.,

2004]. The virus is divided into two main types, HIV-1 and HIV-2. The main differences

between the two types are virulence and origin. HIV-1 has a higher virulence and in-

fectivity factor and also causes the progression to AIDS faster (8-10 years) than HIV-2

(15-20 years). The origin of HIV-1 is thought to be a complicated series of zoonotic events

involving the Simian Immunodeficiency Virus (SIV) from the chimpanzee and Western

gorillas in central regions of Africa [Sharp and Hahn, 2011]. HIV-2 is thought to have

originated from the sooty mangabey, from West Africa [Sharp et al., 1995]. This is also

reflected in the distribution of HIV-1 and HIV-2, with HIV-2 infection occurring more

commonly in West Africa. The focus of this study is on HIV-1. HIV-1 is further sub-

divided into groups and each group contains a set of subtypes [Hemelaar et al., 2006].

The most common group of HIV is group M. This group contains the subtypes A, B, C,

D, F, G and H. Distribution of the major subtypes is shown in Table 1.1. Subtype C

is the most common subtype, claiming approximately 47.2% of all worldwide infections

and particularly concentrated in sub-Saharan Africa. Subtype A makes up approximately

26.7% and subtype B 12.3%.

Table 1.1: The table shows the proportion and geographical distribution of common
subtypes of HIV-1. The most common subtype, is subtype C, followed by subtype A and
subtype B [Hemelaar et al., 2011].

Subtype Proportion Common regions
A 12% Asia
B 11% Americas, Europe, Australia
C 48% Sub-Saharan Africa

2
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Integrase

gp120

gp41

Matrix

Protease

Nucleocapsid

Reverse  Transcriptase

RNA genome

Nucleocapsid

Figure 1.1: A schematic representation of the HIV-1 viron. Two copies of the +ss-RNA
genome are bound to a nucleocapsid protein. The surrounding capsid is made up of
capsid protein units and also house HIV reverse transcriptase and integrase. This core
particle is surrounded by a matrix protein. Finally, a lipid envelope surrounds the virus,
with embedded proteins gp120 and gp41 that are essential for attachment and entry into
a target cell. Source: Adapted from: http://web.archive.org/web/20050531012945/

http://www.niaid.nih.gov/factsheets/howhiv.htm.

1.1.1 Structure

The fine structure of HIV-1 was determined not long after the initial discovery [Gelderblom

et al., 1987]. A schematic representation of the structure of HIV is shown in Figure 1.1.

Its genome consists of two copies of two single stranded, positive sense RNA molecules.

The genetic material is bound to a protein p7 surrounded by the capsid protein, p24. This

core particle is surrounded by the matrix protein, gp120 and the whole core particle is

surrounded by a phospholipid layer containing the attachment and fusion glycoproteins,

gp120 and gp41. Non-structural proteins include serine protease, reverse transcriptase

and integrase enzymes which are pivotal to complete post-entry processes.

3
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1.1. HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS

1.1.2 HIV genome features

The RNA genome of HIV is approximately 9.7k nucleotides in length [Wain-Hobson et al.,

1985, 1991]. It contains 9 genes including structural and non-structural proteins. As is

typical of viruses of the Lentivirinae family, the genome is exceedingly complex and in

HIV the sum of the length of the transcripts produced by all the genes is greater than the

size of the actual genome. This is achieved through a combination of alternative splicing

and alternative reading frames [Purcell and Martin, 1993].

Layout of the HIV-1 genome is depicted in Figure 1.2 on the following page. Structural

proteins making up the core particle are encoded by the gag gene, containing the proteins

p17, p24, p2, p7, p1 and p6. The pol gene codes for enzymes necessary in integration of

the HIV genome in the host cell genome as well as maturation of the virion. The env gene

codes for the protein gp160, which contains gp120 and gp41 as well as accessory proteins

rev, tat and vpu. The vif gene lies between pol and env. The nef gene overlaps the 3’LTR

region [Frankel and Young, 1998]. During initial transcription of the HIV genome, RNA

splicing in the nucleus results in only two gene products, i.e. tat and rev. The function

of rev is to ensure export of the entire HIV transcript to the cytosol where appropriate

splicing can occur to produce the other gene products. Transcription is enhanced by tat

and thus works in synergy with rev [Romani et al., 2010]. The other gene products, Nef,

Vif, Vpr and Vpu will be discussed in the subsequent section.

The gag and pol genes overlap and due to a stem-loop structure, there is sometimes a

”read-through” of the gag termination codon by the ribosomes [Wills et al., 1994]. The

ribosome reads back and pairs up with the -1 nucleotide reading frame of the pol gene.

This allows for the expression of a gag-pol complex. A comparatively higher amount

of gag-derived protein products are needed to make up the core viral particle than the

need for enzymatic pol -derived products, and thus this read-through happens in a 1:20

ratio. This ensures that there is a preference for the expression of structural proteins over

enzymatic proteins.

4



1.1. HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS

Figure 1.2: This figure depicts genes and other elements of the HIV-1 genome. At both
the 5’ and 3’ end there are long terminal repeats (LTR). The main gene products are gag,
pol, and env. The genes vif, vpr, vpu and nef are expressed via alternative ORFs, with nef
residing in the 3’ LTR region. The gag, env and pol gene products are post-translationally
cleaved to yield their respective products. Source: http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/
sequence/HIV/MAP/landmark.html.

1.1.3 Infection and replication

The membrane bound protein, CD4, acts as a primary ligand for the HIV glycoprotein

gp120 [Kwong et al., 1998]. Attachment of gp120 is followed by attachment of the fusion

protein, gp41 to either CCR5 or CCRX4. This binding induces fusion of the viral envelope

with the target cell membrane, and is followed by internalisation of the viral particle

[Wyatt and Sodroski, 1998]. After entry, the viral core particle and nucleocapsid undergo

proteolysis, releasing the RNA copies of the HIV genome as well as accessory proteins,

i.e. integrase, protease and reverse transcriptase [Auewarakul et al., 2005]. The RNA

genome is reverse-transcribed by RT and the product can be inserted into the host cell’s

genome by integrase [Chiu and Davies, 2004]. This integration into the host genome

allows perpetuation of the virus along with the T-cell upon cell replication.

The expression of the whole HIV genome usually occurs in conjunction with the acti-

vation of the infected cell, notably under the influence of the transcription factor NF-κB,

which is expressed at high levels after T-cell activation [Duh et al., 1989]. Initially, the

mRNA transcript that consists of the entire HIV RNA genome is spliced, producing tran-

scripts coding for HIV proteins [Felber et al., 1989]. This includes Rev, which allows the

transport of the entire HIV RNA transcript to the cytosol intact [Fischer et al., 1995].

The gag and env protein products are produced.

The protein pol is cleaved into four different components: protease (PR), reverse

transcriptase (RT), RNAseH and integrase (IN) [Haseltine, 1991]
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1.1. HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS

Envelope proteins are transported as gp160, before cleavage by Furin in in the Golgi

apparatus and finally, the products gp120 and gp41 are delivered to the cell membrane

[Decroly et al., 1994]. In close proximity are gag proteins and other viral enzymes. Al-

though the budding starts to occur at this point, the structural proteins still need to be

cleaved by HIV protease. The protein gag contains structural proteins and is cleaved into

matrix, spacer, capsid and nucleocapsid components [Haseltine, 1991]. The nucleocap-

sid proteins associate with the HIV genome copies and the mature virion is released by

completion of budding.

1.1.4 HIV-1 pathogenesis

The pathogenesis of HIV-1 is a complex issue involving, especially, apoptotic (programmed

cell death) signals. This is further complicated by the dichotomous effect viral products

have over apoptosis. Some protein products, such as Nef, Vpr and Tat have both proapop-

totic and anti-apoptotic activity. Apoptosis remains the major factor for CD4+ T-cell

depletion [Cummins and Badley, 2010]. Since expression of HIV-1 is dependent on the

NF-κB transcription factor, activated T-cells express large quantities of HIV-1 particles.

This makes non-infected activated Th cells susceptible to infection. Other non-infected

cells, that include cytotoxic T-lymphocytes (CTL) and B-cells are also susceptible to the

apoptotic effects of the HIV-1 protein products that can exist outside of the infected cells

in the form of exosomes [Lenassi et al., 2010]. Endocytosis of these protein products make

the non-infected cells more prone to spontaneous apoptosis. These mechanisms partly ex-

plain why HIV has such a deleterious effect on the Th population when, on average, only

1 in 1000 to 1 in 100 cells are infected with HIV-1 [Coffin and Swanstrom, 2013].

1.1.5 HIV polymorphism

Polymorphism in the HIV-1 genome is extensive. This is in part due to the error prone

HIV-1 reverse transcriptase, which induces a mis-transcription of the HIV-1 RNA genome

on average once per 2000 ribonucleotides transcribed [Takeuchi et al., 1988]. Figure 1.4
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Figure 1.3: This figure illustrates HIV infection and replication in an HIV target cell,
which is typically a T-helper cell. 1) gp120 binds to the CD4 receptor. 2) Fusion is
mediated by gp41 and the core viral particle enters the cell. 3) The core particle is broken
apart by cellular proteases and releases two copies of the HIV RNA genome as well as
reverse transcriptase (RT) and Integrase (INT). 4) The RNA genome is reverse-transcribed
by RT and the DNA copy of the genome is transported to the nucleus. 5) Integrase
facilitates integration of the HIV rtDNA into the host cell genome. 6) After activation
by NF-κB, transcripts are expressed and the full HIV RNA transcript transported to
the cytosol and protected by Rev. 7) Precursor proteins are produced and the products,
which include the HIV genome, assemble at the cell membrane. 8) The immature virion
starts to bud and HIV protease cleaves the precursor proteins so the mature virion is
formed. The gp120 and gp41 proteins are already embedded in the cell membrane. 9) A
new virus is produced and buds from the cell. Source: Adapted from http://commons.

wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hiv_gross_german.png.
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illustrates an example. Furthermore, the infected cell, in an attempt to protect itself from

retroviral infections, has the enzyme group APOBEC, which causes G to A substitutions in

single stranded DNA transcripts [Wood et al., 2009]. Furthermore, if the cell is infected by

multiple strains of the virus, recombination may occur due to RT’s ability to ”jump” from

one transcript to another (see Figure 1.5 on the following page) [Luo and Taylor, 1990].

Taken together, this allows the genome to evolve rapidly to accommodate for selection

pressure. Figure 1.6 on page 10 shows the level of substitution at various positions of HIV

PR in sequences obtained from patients undergoing drug therapy for HIV-1 infection.

GGUCUCUCUGG
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HIV DNA

Figure 1.4: This figure illustrates the errors that HIV RT can induce in the rtDNA of the
HIV genome. The RNA is threaded through the RT and a complimentary DNA strand
is constructed. The red nucleotide indicates a erroneously placed nucleotide. Source:
adapted from the PDB structure 3HVT.
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Viral production

HIV Infected cells

Strain A

Strain B
RT

"Jump"

Recombinant DNA

Infection

Strain AB

Figure 1.5: Cells infected by multiple strains of HIV can produce virions containing copies
of each strain (A and B). Upon infection of a new cell, during reverse transcription of
strain A, the RT-DNA complex can jump to strain B producing a recombinant strain,
AB. Source: Adapted from the literature [Robertson et al., 1995].

1.1.6 Progression of disease

HIV preferentially infects cells that express the CD4 co-stimulatory protein on the cell

membrane. This includes primarily T-helper lymphocytes, but other cells like folicular

dendritic cells and macrophages can also be infected. Soon after initial infection, there is

a massive decline in the T-helper (CD4+) in conjunction with a high rise in HIV particles

[Vergis and Mellors, 2000]. This is followed by a sharp decline in the amount of HIV

particles and partial recovery of the T-helper cell population. As the disease progresses, a

more steady overall decline in the T-helper lymphocyte population is observed. When the

level drops below 100-300 T-helper cells/ml blood, immunity is severely compromised and

at this point the infected individual has AIDS. The T-helper cells are pivotal to effective

adaptive immune responses [Moir and Fauci, 2009]. The adaptive immune response is

involved in immunological responses to specific pathogen targets. This progression is

illustrated in Figure 1.7 on page 11.
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Figure 1.6: This figure illustrates the mutation frequencies in HIV-1 PR spanning po-
sitions 20-80. The bars show the 1 − pcons frequency, where pcons is the proportion of
the consensus residue at a particular position. Source: Figure produced by the author by
using HIV Subtype B protease data from treatment experienced patients and determining
the proportion of sequences that do not contain the consensus protease (for subtype B)
residue at that position.

1.2 The adaptive immune response and the influence

of HIV infection

To understand why prolonged HIV infection eventually leads to AIDS, a basic understand-

ing of the function of the immune system is needed. The immune system is a collection

of cells and organs that protect the body from foreign entities such as viruses, bacteria,

protein toxins as well as cancerous cells [Flajnik and Kasahara, 2010]. It is an exception-

ally efficient and well-coordinated response that has the ability to distinguish self from

non-self. The immune system can be divided into two main parts, the innate- and adap-

tive immune system. The innate immune system is a rapid response that is non-specfic,

i.e. most foreign entities are dealt with in the same way [Janeway and Medzhitov, 2002].

For example, phagocytosis by macrophages is due to the innate affinity of macrophages

for the cell wall of bacteria. However, since pathogens have evolved mechanisms to evade

this response, a second response is sometimes required, namely the adaptive immune re-

sponse [Pancer and Cooper, 2006]. The adaptive immune response differs from the innate

response in that it has the ability to home in on specific targets, named antigens that can

be of extra- or intracellular origin. The response also has the ability to learn from previous
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Figure 1.7: This figure illustrates the progression of HIV infection to AIDS. The blue
and red lines represent CD4+ T-cell (Th cell) count and HIV plasma load respectively.
Initially, there is a sharp spike in HIV levels, correlated with a decline in the Th cell pop-
ulation. The levels of HIV drop sharply and levels of Th increase to sub-normal levels.
This the latent stage of the disease which is marked by a progressive loss of Th cells. After
a period of 8 years, symptoms of the disease become apparent in the form of an increase in
opportunistic infections. After a few more years, the Th cell level is low enough for the im-
mune system to be completely compromised and manifests itself as AIDS. Source: http:
//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/0e/Hiv-timecourse_copy.svg.
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exposures and remember past antigens. First exposure response to an antigen is slower

than the innate response, but subsequent exposures are faster [Dempsey et al., 2003].

Results of a loss of adaptive immunity is demonstrated by later stages in HIV infection

and AIDS [Clerici et al., 1989]. Loss of this response makes sufferers of AIDS extremely

susceptible to opportunistic infections that would otherwise be controlled by adaptive

immunity. The adaptive immune system is further divided into two main parts, namely

cell-mediated immunity, which deals with intracellular antigens and humoral immunity,

which deals with extracellular antigens. In this section, an overview of mechanism and

function of the adaptive immune system will be given as well as the importance of adap-

tive immune responses in controlling HIV infection and is a reason certain HIV-infected

individuals have a tendency to have a very long latent period before the onset of AIDS.

1.2.1 Cell-mediated immunity

Cell-mediated immunity (CMI) is an immune response directed towards mainly intracel-

lular pathogens, such as viruses, and cancerous cells. Effectors of the CMI are cytotoxic

T-lymphocytes (CTL) [Lieberman, 2010]. The function of CTLs is to scrutinize the intra-

cellular inventory of proteins of somatic cells. This is achieved by examining small pep-

tide fragments presented by Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) Class I, which is

present on the cell surface of all nucleated cells. The antigen processing and presentation

pathway within cells is responsible for extracting and presentation of peptide fragments

[Pamer and Cresswell, 1998; Cresswell et al., 2005]. This process is best illustrated in

Figure 1.8 on the next page where a typical virus will be used as an example. During

production of viral protein products, some proteins are marked by the protein ubiquitin

for recycling. The cell’s proteasomes degrade the protein products into small fragments.

The fragments are transported to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), appropriate peptides

are loaded onto MHC Class I and the resultant fragment is presented on the cell surface.

If an activated (see the subsequent section) CTL recognizes the peptide (via the T-cell

Receptor), the CTL will cause a signal cascade to occur triggering cell apoptosis [York

and Rock, 1996]. The advantage is that a source of virus-producing cell is eliminated,

reducing the overall virus load.
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Figure 1.8: 1) A hypothetical virus enters the cell and production of the protein products
take place. 2) Some of the viral peptides are digested by the cell’s proteasomes. 3) Frag-
ments are carried by chaperones to the Transporter associated with Antigen Presentation
(TAP). 4) TAP transports the peptide into the ER lumen. 5) The peptide gets trimmed on
its N-terminal by ERAP. 6) The peptide binds with MHC. 7) The peptide-MHC complex
is transported by the Golgi apparatus to the cell membrane. 8) A cytotoxic T-lymphocyte
(CTL) with a complimentary receptor binds to the MHC-peptide complex. 9) Prolifer-
ation and activation of the CTL occurs. 10) The CTL signals the cell’s destruction.
Adapted from [Pamer and Cresswell, 1998; Cresswell et al., 2005].

Fragment generation by the proteasome

The human proteasome is a 20S barrel-shaped structure (see Figure 1.9 on the following

page) with the main purpose of specifically degrading proteins in the cytosol [Unno et al.,

2002]. It has affinity for proteins marked for degradation, e.g. by ubiquitination. The

proteasome’s core cleaving regions are isolated from the cytosol, which protects normal

cellular proteins from random degradation. Two types of proteasomes can exist within a

cell, the constitutive and the IFN-γ induced immunoproteasome [Pamer and Cresswell,

1998]. The constitutive proteasome is more attuned to cutting after acidic residues while

the immunoproteasome prefers to cut after hydrophobic residues [Gaczynska et al., 1996].

The advantages of altering the specificity of the proteasome has to do with the diversity
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Figure 1.9: The proteasome is a multimeric protein with a barrel-like structure. The
figure depicts the cleavage of a protein chain into smaller fragments by the consitutive
and immunoproteasomes. The proteasome on the left is the constitutive proteasome. It
produces a cleavage site at circles marked dark green along the protein chain (long chain
of coloured dots). The green subunit is a subunit in the proteasome when the cell is not
under the influence of IFN-γ. With stimulation by IFN-γ, various subunits are replaced
and the cleavage preference of the proteasome changes. The immunoproteasome in this
figure cleaves at residues marked by a red circle. Below each proteasome are the fragments
produced. It is clear from this that the immunoproteasome generates more fragments.
Source: adapted from the literature and generated by the author [Unno et al., 2002].

of peptides generated.

Fragments produced by the immunoproteasome usually contain hydrophobic residues

at the C-terminal side, which seems preferable for MHC Class I binding (see Section 1.2.1

on the next page). If many of the same protein is degraded by the proteasome, the

resultant fragments will overlap. A cleavage site typically has a probability of being

cleaved. This ensures the generation of a diverse set of peptides.

Transport into the endoplasmic reticulum

The MHC complex needs to associate with a potential epitope in the ER. Transport of the

proteasomal fragments to the ER is thus an essential step in antigen presentation. Two
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Figure 1.10: This is a structural representation of the MHC binding groove for HLA
A*0201 binding the peptide LLGFYPVYV. The picture on the left shows a ribbon model of
the MHC binding groove with the peptide between the two alpha helices. The figure on
the right shows the space filling model for the MHC binding groove and how only part of
the peptide is exposed while the residues at the terminal ends are buried. Source: PDB
structure 1DUZ.

questions need to be addressed here: i) How peptides are transported across the membrane

of the ER and ii) How peptides are transported to this cross-membrane transporter. The

Transporter Associated with antigen Presentation (hereafter, TAP) facilitates transport

of peptides from the cytosol to the lumen of the ER and various chaperones transport

peptides to TAP from the proteasome (Wright et al., 2004). TAP also has a binding

motif, although a little more relaxed. Especially the three N-terminal amino acids and

the first C-terminal amino acid are important in determining transport efficiency.

The peptide transported into the ER is generally not of the appropriate length to be

loaded onto the MHC molecule. The endopeptidase, ERAP, ensures that the peptide is

trimmed to 9-11 (9 nominal) to fit in the MHC binding groove [Chang et al., 2005]. Note

that this trimming only occurs from the N-terminal end.

Loading of peptides onto major mistocompatibility class I

The MHC Class I molecule is the final step before the peptide is presented on the cell

membrane. The binding site for the peptide consists of a bed of anti-parallel β-strands,
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overlaid and flanked by two α-helices [Li and Raghavan, 2010]. The peptide ligand binds

in the groove formed by the alpha helices, as shown in Figure 1.10 on the preceding page.

There are six MHC class I genes, termed Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA) in humans,

HLAs A, B, C, D, E and F. Of importance here, are the classes A, B and C, which

bind peptides from intracellular proteins. HLA molecules are extremely polymorphic and

thousands of HLA allotypes are known, the most polymorphic being HLA A, B and to a

certain extent, HLA C [Jin and Wang, 2003]. The polymorphisms determine the binding

motif for each HLA type and thus the composition of the peptide determines the affinity

of it to MHC. The MHC binding groove contains position-specific binding pockets that

have strong affinities for a specific range of residues. It preferentially binds peptides

that are nine amino acids in length, but peptides with lengths ranging from 8-11 are

not uncommon. During motif discovery experiments, it was revealed that there exist 2-3

pockets that can bind a limited range of amino acids [Rammensee et al., 1995]. These

positions are called anchor positions and it is essential that the correct amino acids exist

in the correct position in order for the potential ligand to bind strongly to the groove.

The binding groove of the HLA A*0201 molecule with bound peptide LLFGYPVYV is shown

in Figure 1.10 on the previous page. From the clefts on either side of the binding groove,

it is easy to see that the length of the binding peptide is limited. The peptide needs to

span a majority of the groove to form interactions with crucial binding pockets which

exist near the clefts. It has been demonstrated that when the P1 residue of the peptide

is removed, binding of this peptide to the groove still occurred, but at a severely lowered

affinity [Khan et al., 2000]. Empty MHC Class I molecules do not form stable complexes

and are not presented on the cell membrane, ensuring that there is no wastage. Binding

of an MHC ligand changes the conformation of the groove from an open to a closed state.

This allows the MHC-peptide complex to have a long half-life, sometimes even tens of

hours [Khan et al., 2000]. The long exposure grants a higher probability that a circulating

CTL with a complementary TCR encounters the peptide. Figure 1.11 on the following

page illustrates binding motifs for HLA allotypes A*0201 and B*5801. The figure depicts

positions of interest along a typical nonamer peptide. For both the allotypes, the primary

anchor positions exist in positions N-2 and C-1. For the anchor residues, preferred and

tolerated (i.e. does not necessarily abrogate binding, but is lesser of a contributor) amino
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a)

b)

Figure 1.11: Above are the binding motifs for HLA A*0201 (a) and HLA B*5801 (b).
It illustrates the preferred residues at positions along a nonamer peptide for binding to
the MHC binding groove. The anchor positions show the residues essential for binding of
the peptide. Deleterious residues are also listed, for example for both allotypes, glutamic
acid, arginine and lysine at position N-3 are considered deleterious for a peptide to bind to
these motives. Conversely, they differ by preferred residues in position N-2. HLA A*0201
prefers a leucine or methionine at position N-2 while B*5801 prefers an alanine, serine or
threonine at the same position. Source: Immune epitope database [Vita et al., 2010].

acids are listed. Other positions show preferred and deleterious residues. Deleterious

residues tend to, by themselves, abrogate binding. It is worth noting that B*5801 has a

more restrictive binding motif than A*0201. The difference in binding motif results in

HLA restriction, which means that presented epitopes will often differ between individuals.

However, this does not necessarily mean that it confers weaker immunity by virtue of a

smaller binding repertoire size, as will be discussed in the next section.

HLA Class I nomenclature and classification HLA nomenclature and classification

is important in the investigation of CTL epitopes. Given the extreme polymorphic nature

of the HLA genes, classification can be difficult. Initially, HLA nomenclature was invented
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to determine histocompatibility between individuals for transplant purposes. Individuals

with closely related HLA allotypes are less likely to develop rejection against transplants

and depended on serological (i.e. tagging by specific antibodies) methods. To further

enhance the accuracy of classification, genetic methods were utilized. The basic nomen-

clature for HLA allotypes is in the format HLA-X:YY:ZZ, where X is the HLA gene, YY is

the serotype, ZZ is variations that do not result in serotype change. However, in terms of

binding motif differences between HLA allotypes, both the serological and genetic method

are limited. Although it is generally true that genetically similar HLA gene alleles will

probably bind a similar peptide profile, this is sometimes not accurate. Therefore, HLA

supertypes were invented to group HLA gene alleles based on their binding motifs [Lund

et al., 2004; Sidney et al., 2008]. For example, the HLA-B allotypes B*15:01, B*15:02 and

B*32:01 belong to the supertype B62, while B*15:03, B*2705 and B*4802 belong to the

supertype B*2705. This classification is achieved through similarities in predicted MHC

Class I binders for the specific HLA allotypes (see Section 1.5.1 on page 33 for a brief

overview of MHC ligand prediction).

Presentation to cytotoxic T-lymphocytes

Interaction between a presented peptide and a CTL is determined by both the peptide

and the T-cell receptor of the CTL [Iversen et al., 2006]. An extensive set of T-cell

receptors exists and comes about by rearrangement of variable portions forming the α and

β chains (for peptide-recognizing T-cells) ensuring this diversity [Davis and Bjorkman,

1988]. There exists a level of degeneracy in terms of peptide recognition. A TCR may

recognize different peptides and different TCRs may recognize the same presented peptide

[Cox et al., 1994; Tallquist et al., 1996]. Binding of a TCR with sufficient affinity to a

presented peptide-MHC-complex result in the binding of CD8 to the MHC molecule to

anchor the CTL and subsequent release of perforins and granyzymes by the CTL into

the target cell [Russell and Ley, 2002]. The granyzymes are a class of serine proteases

and cause a cascade of events to occur that trigger apoptosis. The ability of a presented

peptide to elicit a CTL response is deemed its immunogenicity. Various factors influence

the immunogenicity of a presented peptide. Commonly, the size of the repertoire the
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peptide entices is a good indication factor of immunogenicity. By interacting with a

larger part of the repertoire, the chances of an appropriate CTL encountering the epitope

is increased. The peptide-MHC complex does not stay on the cell membrane indefinitely

and peptide-MHC disassociation does occur in a time-based fashion [Cerundolo et al.,

1991]. The composition of the peptide influences the stability of the complex.

1.2.2 The importance of HLA allotypes in HIV infection

The impact of HLA haplotype on the progression of HIV-1 to AIDS is striking. The exis-

tence of long-term non-progressor (LTNP) patients is evidence of this. Researchers have

provided insight to the impact HLA alltoypes have on chronic HIV infection progression

to AIDS. Examples of HLA associated with rapid onset of AIDS include HLA-B8 and a

variant of HLA-B*3501, namely HLA-B*3501Px (hereafter, Px), which differs by a single

amino acid from the normal type [Kaslow et al., 1990; Gao et al., 2001]. Primarily, it

seems that the Px variant has a more flexible binding motif. It may seem paradoxical then

that Px would have a negative influence on survival of HIV-1 infected individuals bearing

the allele. This can be, in part, explained by the generation of the CTL TCR repertoire.

During early development of CTLs, the immature CTLs are exposed to self-epitopes in the

thymus. Briefly, CTLs are selected in a positive and negative fashion. Positive selection

occurs when a CTL is moderately auto-reactive. If the CTL is too reactive towards a self-

epitope, it is deleted from the repertoire. The promiscuity of Px may cause a reduction

in the CTL TCR repertoire [Kosmrlj et al., 2010]. A decrease in the size of the repertoire

may limit the immune system to recognize variants of CTL epitopes and thus makes it

easier for HIV-1 to escape the CTL response. Conversely, the HLA B58 supertype has a

known protective function in HIV-1 infected patients [Migueles et al., 2000; Altfeld et al.,

2003]. It is thought that its more restrictive binding motif allows for the existence of a

more extensive TCR repertoire. However, the reason may not be as rudimentary as this.

Many of the B*58 as well as B*27-restricted CTL epitopes occur in various regions across

the HIV-1 genome that are highly conserved [Wang et al., 2009]. Therefore, CTL escape

is more difficult to attain due to the negative impact on fitness of these mutations.
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Escape from cytotoxic T-lymphocyte responses

The efficiency of CTL responses can be demonstrated by the selection pressure it applies

to viruses, especially HIV-1. The polymorphic nature of the HIV genome allows for

quick accumulation of mutations that confer immunological escape [Allen et al., 2005].

The HIV-infected cells that present immunogenic epitopes are deleted from the infected

cell population over time. However, the total population of infected cells is not deleted.

This gives rise to strains of HIV that harbour CTL escape mutations and are quickly

positively selected in the infected host. Mechanisms conferring escape involve all parts of

the antigen processing and presentation pathway as well as recognition by a CTL. They

can be summarised as:

1. Processing by proteasome [Cardinaud et al., 2011]:

• Abrogation of an appropriate cleavage site forming the C-terminal end of a

CTL epitope.

• Creation of a cleavage site internal to the epitope, thus lowering the amount

of epitope that is available for presentation on MHC.

2. TAP [Tenzer et al., 2005, 2009]:

• Substitutions near the terminal end of peptide fragments produced by the

proteasome may hinder transport into the ER.

3. MHC/HLA affinity [Yokomaku et al., 2004]:

• Substitutions may reduce the affinity of the peptide to the MHC binding groove

that either lower the amount of presented peptide or abrogate it completely.

• Substitutions may reduce the stability of the peptide-MHC complex on the cell

membrane.

4. TCR interaction [Iversen et al., 2006]:

• Substitutions may lower the affinity of the peptide to the TCR, thus not trig-

gering CTL effector function (apoptosis induction).
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Figure 1.12: This figure illustrates the mechanisms of CTL escape. 1) The epitope here,
LVGPTPVNII is extracted from the original protein via a cleavage site (marked with the
purple I). The peptide is loaded onto MHC Class I and a compatible TCR recognizes the
peptide, and the CTL effector functions commence. 2) The G to R substitution abrogates
the normal cleavage site and the protein is not cleaved at the appropriate site. Although
ERAP still trims the peptide, it no longer contains the epitope and the peptide is not
loaded onto MHC. 3) The V to I substitution removes the anchor residue at N-2 necessary
for binding to the MHC groove and the peptide never gets presented. 4) The T to L

substitution does not affect processing and presentation of the peptide, but lowers the
affinity of the TCR to it, thereby causing a drop in CTL activity. 5) The P to L substitution
creates a proteasomal cleavage site internal to the epitope and ”destroys” the epitope or
severely lowers amount available for presentation. Source: adapted from the literature
and generated by the author [Iversen et al., 2006; Tenzer et al., 2009; Yokomaku et al.,
2004; Cardinaud et al., 2011].
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1.2.3 Humoral immunity

Humoral immunity is an adaptive response with effector cells that mainly include B-

cells and effector proteins known as antibodies. Antibodies have the task of binding to

particular proteins, e.g. surface accessible viral proteins or bacterial toxins and mark them

for opsonisation (or absorption) by macrophages. Here, the process will only be discussed

briefly. Näıve B-cells have membrane bound antibodies that can bind to a particular site

in an antigen. This site is known as an epitope. Although a single B-cell has a single

membrane bound antibody variant, the diversity of the membrane bound antibodies is

diverse. This diversity arises from the random recombination of three gene gene segments,

Variable, Joining and Diverse (VDJ) to form a complete gene during the early stages of

B-cell development. The combination of segments determines the epitope for which the

antibody would have affinity for. Due to the randomness of this recombination, a very

wide range of epitopes can be recognized [Tonegawa, 1983]. When an antigen with an

appropriate epitope is encountered by a B-cell, the protein is internalized and processed

intracellularly. This leads to partial activation of the B-cell. The resultant fragments are

then presented on MHC Class II to be scrutinized by a Th cell. A complimentary Th T-

cell Receptor (TCR) will cause a cascade of events leading to production of cytokines that

activate the B-cell. The B-cell then undergoes proliferation and eventually differentiates

into memory B-cells that can respond to subsequent exposures to the same antigen and

plasma cells, which produce antibodies that target the same antigen. Figure 1.13 on the

following page depicts this process.

1.2.4 The importance of T-helper lymphocytes in immune func-

tion

In the previous section, it was demonstrated how the adaptive immune system effectively

deals with pathogens. However, because this response is so effective and because the

host organism is always at risk of an autoimmune response, various activation steps are

required for the effector cells, i.e. B-cell and CTLs to function [Mizel, 1982]. It is the task
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Figure 1.13: This figure illustrates the activation of a B-cell and subsequent antibody
production. 1) A B-cell encounters and antigen with an epitope complementary to its
membrane-bound antibody. 2) The protein is internalized and digested 3) The resultant
fragments are presented on MHC Class II and a Th cell with a complimentary TCR to the
presented peptide-MHC complex will cause CD4 to anchor it to the B-cell and activation
cytokines are produced by the Th cell. 4) The B-cell then differentiates into memory
B-cells and 5) antibody-producing plasma cells that bind any remaining antigen. Source:
adapted from the literature and generated by the author [Amanna et al., 2007].
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Figure 1.14: This figure illustrates the importance of Th in the activation of B-cells
and CTLs. 1) The CTL is activated by an infected cell and awaits further signalling
from a Th cell. 2) The Th cell is activated by recognizing peptide fragments presented
by professional antigen presenting cells (APC), which can include B-cells. 3) The Th cell
releases cytokines that secures the activation of the second signal in the CTL. 4) The CTL
proliferates and kills cells presenting the appropriate peptide on MHC Class I. Source:
adapted from the literature and generated by the author [Chan and Kim, 1998; Amanna
et al., 2007].

of the T-helper cells to regulate immune responses. T-helper cells are similar to CTLs in

that they also recognize MHC-peptide complexes by a T-cell receptor. The difference is

that the presented peptides are of exogenous origin and the presenting molecule is MHC

Class II [Weaver et al., 1988]. The MHC Class II molecule also preferentially binds a

nonamer peptide, but the groove has an open cleft, meaning that a nonamer region in

a peptide longer than 9 amino acids can be bound. Peptides are usually presented by

professional antigen presenting cells (APC), namely dendritic cells, macrophages and B-

cells in the lymph nodes. If the TCR of the Th binds with sufficient affinity, CD4 anchors

on the MHC Class II molecule. The process of Th activation is illustrated in Figure 1.14.

Taking CTLs as an example, the CTL is initially stimulated by a peptide-MHC Class I

complex. A second signal in the form of the cytokine interleukin-2 and binding of the

co-stimulatory receptor CD28 is needed to fully activate the CTL. If a proximal Th is

activated, it releases IL-2 and binding of CD28 fully activates the CTL. Failure of this

second signal can cause the CTL to become anergic. Anergy is the state of an effector

cell being inactivated and no longer able to respond to a presented epitope. This is a
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safeguard to prevent CTLs from attacking otherwise normally functioning cells in the

body [Schwartz, 1989]. A sub-population of activated T-helper cells retain memory of the

event and subsequent exposures to the same epitope results in a far more rapid response,

since the second ”verification signal” is not needed [Siekevitz et al., 1987].

1.2.5 The impact of HIV-1 on T-helper function

From the previous section it is clear that a lower-functioning T-helper cell population

can severely impair the adaptive immune responses. Although typically severe loss of

immune function is attributed to full-blown AIDS, the latent phase of HIV infection can

cause a progressive loss or impairment of immunological memory by the destruction of

memory T-helper cells [Clerici et al., 1989; Meyaard et al., 1994]. Thus, subsequent

exposure to a previously encountered antigen will result in a required reactivation slowing

the response. Since the total T-helper lymphocyte population is lower, this step may take

longer. Paradoxically, for the production of HIV particles to occur, the infected T-helper

cell needs to be in an activated state. This further enhances the anti-immunity response

of HIV, by infecting T-helper cells primed to fight infection. Ultimately, at the stages

where AIDS manifests itself, the body can no longer maintain a high enough level of

T-helper lymphocyte to mount an adequate immune response against pathogens that are

vulnerable to the adaptive immune system. Because immunological responses are prone

to be evaded by HIV, due to acquisition of escape mutations by the hyper-polymorphic

HIV genome, other strategies are needed to either control HIV infection or delay the onset

of AIDS.

1.3 Antiretroviral therapies

Over the course of HIV infection, immune responses become less efficient with the accu-

mulation of mutations that confer immune escape. Research over the last few decades

have resulted in a multitude of antiretrovirals to help manage HIV infection. Antiretro-

virals have been regarded as essential in long term survival of HIV-1 infected individuals.
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Figure 1.15: The figure illustrates the various targets for antiretrovirals in the HIV-1
replication cycle. Fusion inhibitors prevent entry of the virus into the cell. Reverse
transcriptase inhibitors prevent RNA to cDNA transcription. Integrase inhibitors pre-
vent the integration of the cDNA into the cell genome. Protease inhibitors prevent
the maturation of the HIV-1 virion. Source: Illustration by Thomas Splettstoesser
(http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d5/HIV-drug-classes.svg).

Furthermore, treatment can act as a prophylaxis shortly after exposure to HIV-1. Refer-

ring to Figure 1.15, inhibitors are targeted towards steps in the HIV replication cycle. In

summary, they are:

1. Entry inhibitors

• Binds to the CCR5 co-receptor and prevents attachments of the virus to CD4.

2. Fusion inhibitors

• Inhibits fusion and internalization of virus.

• Prevents infection of the cell.

3. Reverse transcriptase inhibitors:

• Nucleoside and non-nucleoside analogs that interfere with the reverse transcrip-

tion of the HIV RNA genome upon infection.

• Prevents generation of DNA transcribed copy of HIV.
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Figure 1.16: This figure illustrates the dimeric structure of HIV (each subunit can be
marked by the pink alpha-helices). Saquinavir is displayed as a space-filler model in the
centre of the structure, i.e. the active site. Binding of saquinavir inhibits HIV protease
(PDB: 1HXB).

4. Integrase inhibitors

• Interferes with HIV integrase and disrupts incorporation of the DNA tran-

scribed HIV genome into the genome of the cell.

5. Protease inhibitors

• Interferes with maturation of the immature HIV virion by inhibiting HIV pro-

tease.

• Prevents or reduces the release of new viral particles.

In this section, specific attention will be given to reverse transcriptase inhibitors (RTI)

and protease inhibitors (PI). These two classes of drugs are often used in antiretroviral

therapy [De Clercq, 2009].

1.3.1 Mechanism of action

Targets of the RTI and PI antiretrovirals are sites on the enzymes RT and PR respectively

that disrupt their mechanism of action. PR is a dimeric protein of two identical subunits
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arranged in a mirrored fashion. By using an analogue of an intermediate product of

PR enzymatic activity, the antiretroviral competes with normal substrate for binding to

PR [Mammano et al., 1998; Vidal et al., 2011]. This lowers the throughput of product

produced by PR and severely cripples the maturation step of the virion. Figure 1.16 on

the previous page illustrates HIV protease complexed with the first approved protease

inhibitor, Saquinavir (SQV).

Reverse transcriptase inhibitors come in two classes, nucleoside inhibitors and non-

nucleoside inhibitors. The nucleoside inhibitors like Ziduvodine (AZT, ZDV), provide a

terminating nucleoside substrate to RT. Incorporation of this nucleoside analog terminates

the reverse transcription process. Non-nucleoside inhibitors target a site in RT, which

causes a structural change and subsequent loss or diminished RT activity.

1.3.2 Acquisition of resistance

As is the case of acquiring CTL escape mutations due to the hyper-polymorphic nature

of the HIV-1 genome, so do resistance mutations to antiretrovirals accumulate [Ammara-

nond and Sanguansittianan, 2012]. Common mutations for various nucleoside RTIs and

PIs are listed in Table 1.2 on the following page. Resistance mutations provide varying

degrees of resistance towards ARVs by lowering affinity of the drug to its target site. Al-

though there are sometimes shared resistance mutations between different drugs, this is

not always the case. The mutation G48V in PR provides resistance to the PIs nelfinavir

(NFV) and saquinavir (SQV), but provides no resistance to tapinavir (TPV), duranavir

(DRV), fosamprenavir (FPV) and indinavir (IDV) [Shafer, 2006b; Rhee et al., 2003]. An-

tiretroviral resistance mutations may have a negative impact on overall fitness of HIV and

thus compensatory mutations are often found to emerge that mitigate the fitness impact.

Alternatively, other mutations may occur in conjunction with the primary resistance mu-

tation to further reduce the affinity of the ARV to its target. An example of this would

be L33F in PR for increased resistance to all but IDV and SQV [Baxter et al., 2006].

Mutations in RT can also include an insertion that provides resistance to most of

the commonly used RTIs. Interestingly, mutations that confer resistance to some RTIs,
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Table 1.2: The two tables list common mutations providing resistance to antiretrovirals.
Resistance mutations in HIV RT (a) and HIV PR (b) conferring resistance to drugs are
listed in the left column, and abbreviated as three letters. The red bold mutations are
mutations conferring the highest level resistance to the listed drug. ”Ins” is an insertion
mutation. The bold letters represent mutations that compliment the red mutations and
provide high level of resistance. Non-bold letters represent amino acids that augment
the resistance of other mutations. The green asterisks in (a) indicate that mutations in
that position increase the susceptibility of HIV RT to the respective drugs. Source: The
HIVdb hosted at http://hivdb.stanford.edu [Rhee et al., 2003; Shafer, 2006a].

a.

b.
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increase the susceptibility of RT to other RTIs. The major resistance mutations to lamivu-

dine (3TC) and emtricitabine (FTC), increase susceptibility of RT to tenofovir (TDF),

stavudine (D4T) and AZT [Shafer, 2006b; Rhee et al., 2003].

1.3.3 Highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART)

Currently, the use of a combination of ARVs is recommended in the treatment of HIV

infection [Clifford et al., 1999]. By targeting multiple steps in the HIV replication cycle

at the same time, viral blood titres can be reduced to sometimes undetectable levels, i.e

less than 50 copies of viral RNA/ml blood. This treatment is referred to as Highly Active

Antiretroviral Therapy (HAART). The treatment needs to be continued for the entire

duration of the patient’s life, due to the drugs being unable to target latent virus, i.e.

those that have integrated into infected cell’s genomes, but are not expressed. Currently

approved combination therapies include a combination of NRTI, NNRTIs and a PI and

sometimes an integrase inhibitor. The use of combination therapies puts a huge selection

pressure on the HIV genome and slows the acquisition of resistance mutations. Still,

resistance may develop and drug substitutions are necessary that are not, or less, affected

by already acquired resistance.

1.4 Vaccines for HIV

Vaccination against HIV is a very active research field. Many vaccine candidates have been

developed with varying efficacy. Yet, despite the amount of research input, an effective

vaccine has yet to be developed. Vaccine targets include a combination of humoral and

cell-mediated immunity. The inhibition of HIV entry into target cells can be achieved by

eliciting antibodies that bind to the CD4+ ligand, gp120 [Burton et al., 2004]. Through

priming the immune system for recognition of CTL epitopes generated from HIV proteins,

infected cells can also theoretically be removed from the immune system and thus curb

infection. However, due to the highly variable nature of the HIV-1 genome, especially the
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envelope proteins, gp120 and gp41, evasion of immune responses is often quickly acquired

and thus render the vaccines largely ineffective [Wei et al., 2003; Garber et al., 2004].

The antibodies generally target the variable portions of the envelope proteins of HIV. It

is possible for the host to elicit new antibodies for these mutated regions, but eventually

through persistence and progressive destruction of the T-helper cell population, the virus

wins this arms race. Structural and functional proteins of HIV containing CTL epitopes

represent attractive targets, since these proteins can be more conserved and have to cross

bigger evolutionary hurdles for some escape mutations to accumulate [Troyer et al., 2009].

The biggest need for a vaccine is to clear HIV before it gets sequestered in cells that would

act as reservoirs. It has been shown that even at very low viral levels, mutations conferring

immune escape as well as mutations providing antiretroviral resistance can accumulate

[Bangsberg et al., 2003].

1.5 Pharmacological and immunological interaction

It has been demonstrated that resistance mutations and immunity escape mutations are

acquired during the course of HIV infection. Due to the fact that drug targets of HIV

also harbour CTL epitopes, it stands to reason that ARV resistance mutations may some-

times overlap with CTL epitopes. The positions in PR commonly associated with ARV

resistance is overlaid with CTL epitopes in Figure 1.17 on the next page. The effect of an

ARV mutation within a CTL epitope region can be variable. The RTI resistance muta-

tion M184V enhances the immunogenicity of A2-restricted epitope spanning RT 181-189

[Karlsson et al., 2007]. The common PI resistance mutation, L90M, has a profound ef-

fect on the immune hierarchy in patients with an HLA of the A2 supertype. Ordinarily,

the Gag epitope SLYNTVATL is the immunodominant epitope, meaning that most CTL

efforts are directed towards it. The epitope spanning PR 76-84 becomes dominant when

L90M occurs. Karlsson et. al. proposed that L9OM, which was predicted by NetChop to

produce a novel proteasomal cleavage site at PR 89, affects the processing of the epitope.

The B62 supertype-restricted epitope in PR 44-52 does not ordinarily contain CTL

escape mutations in drug näıve HIV infected individuals. However, under drug therapy,
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Figure 1.17: This figure shows a map of CTL epitopes (both confirmed and putative)
along HIV PR. Consensus residues marked red indicate positions that are of interest in
the acquisition of major HIV drug resistance mutations. It is interesting to note that the
mutations and CTL epitope regions overlap. Indeed, mutations at positions marked in
blue are confirmed to interact with CTL immunity [Mason et al., 2004]. Figure source:
HIV Immunology DB hosted at http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/immunology.
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this region is prone to contain ARV resistance mutations. Some ARV resistance mutations

attenuate the response to this epitope [Mueller et al., 2011]. The reason for maintaining

ARV mutations even in the event that it enhances CTL epitopes can be explained by the

higher selective pressure applied by the ARVs on the HIV genome than the CTL epitope

alone. Efforts to understand this interaction may further augment treatment strategies

for individuals whose HLA genotype is known. This section covers possible strategies

to detect CTL epitope changes due to ARV resistance mutations. A summary of ARV

resistance mutations and CTL epitope overlap is shown in Figure 1.17 on the preceding

page.

1.5.1 Prediction of potential CTL epitopes

Experimental determination of CTL epitopes is a laborious task involving many man

hours and funding. This is further complicated by the extreme polymorphic nature of

HLA allotypes. Taken together with the large array of HIV mutations known, pursuit

of CTL epitope discovery has been augmented with non-experimental approaches. With

the advent of computational approximation methods, it has become possible to predict

potential CTL epitopes [Tenzer et al., 2005; Korber et al., 2006]. The proteasomal cleav-

age, TAP affinity, MHC affinity and MHC peptide stability tools have been developed

to varying degrees of accuracy [Parker et al., 1994; Karosiene et al., 2012; Nielsen et al.,

2007; Lin et al., 2008]. The accuracies of the tools are very dependent on data availability

[Lundegaard et al., 2010].

Proteasomal cleavage prediction is marred by the lack of available proteasomal cleavage

data [Nielsen et al., 2005; Ginodi et al., 2008]. The tools demonstrate a modest ability to

predict cleavage sites. Thus, the use of these tools in predicting a CTL epitopes is fairly

limited.

For MHC prediction, resources such as the Immune Epitope Database (http://www.

iedb.org, ) exist providing MHC binding affinity data of many different peptides [Vita

et al., 2010]. Because the binding of a peptide to the MHC groove is motif driven,
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given enough data for a HLA allotype, predictions can become fairly accurate. Recently,

methods have been developed where prediction of peptide affinity to a HLA allotype with

little data availability is made possible by a form of extrapolation from prediction results

of other HLA allotypes. The NetMHCPan tool is specifically designed to undertake this

task [Nielsen et al., 2007]. Prediction of MHC affinity, although not perfectly accurate,

can give insight to the generation of and attenuation of a CTL epitope.

Another important factor that must be considered beyond MHC affinity, is peptide-

MHC complex stability. The longer a peptide-MHC complex is stable, the higher the

chance is of encountering a reactive CTL. To this end, NetMHCStab is a tool developed

recently to predict peptide-MHC stability for a limted number of HLA allotypes [Jørgensen

et al., 2014]. Affinity combined with stability can be a good indicator of whether a peptide

is a CTL epitope.

To the author’s knowledge, there exists only one tool for predicting immunogenicity

of a peptide, namely POPISK. The limitation of this tool is that it only predicts the

immunogenicity of epitopes restricted to the HLA A2 supertype and limits the discovery

of CTL epitopes. Very recently, another method has been developed that aims to measure

the favourability of residues for immunogenicity in a peptide sequence [Calis et al., 2013].

The researchers highlighted the importance of especially aromatic residues in position C-4

to C-6 of the epitope as contributors to immunogenicity.

Construction of MHC binding predictors

Most prediction tools rely on either a simple mathematical model or use of machine

learning techniques to predict peptide-MHC binding affinity data [Parker et al., 1994;

Tenzer et al., 2005; Nielsen et al., 2007]. The power of machine learning techniques lies

in their ability to abstract input information, e.g. an amino acid sequence information,

to an expected result [Nielsen et al., 2004; Lundegaard et al., 2008]. Affinity of a peptide

to MHC is usually given as an IC50 value. The IC50 value is the concentration in nM

needed for the peptide whose affinity is being measured, to displace 50% of a standard

peptide bound to an MHC molecule in solution. The lower the amount of peptide needed
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to displace 50% of the standard peptide, the higher the affinity of the peptide for the

MHC molecule. It is an accurate way of determining affinity. Where quantitative data

is not available, discreet values are assigned to a peptide designating whether it binds to

MHC. Next, the sequence of the measured peptide needs to be encoded to a numerical

value (usually discrete). Given that a large enough set of peptides is available, typically

a representative set of 300, the predictor can be trained to abstract the input peptide to

the output value. For instance, part of NetMHCPan prediction uses sparse encoding of

a peptide. The standard amino acids are represented by vector of length 20. For each

amino acid, a value of 1 is assigned to one of the 20 values, with the rest remaining

0. Each amino acid has a unique vector associated with it. Alternatively, where there

lacks data for a certain position in the peptide sequences, BLOSUM50 encoding may be

used. Each amino acid is assigned a vector containing BLOSUM50 values of the amino

acid to all 20 amino acids, including itself [Nielsen et al., 2003]. This allows amino acids

to be approximated to other amino acids in a quantitative fashion. This is very useful

if the peptide set used to train the predictor has little information for amino acids at

certain positions. With sparse encoding, there is no way for the predictor to know how to

predict the contribution of an amino acid at a specific position if it was not observed in

the input data, therefore the BLOSUM encoding allows the predictor to extrapolate from

other amino acids. Higher accuracy is obtained by training sparse and BLOSUM-encoded

predictors separately and combining the results as a weighted average [Nielsen et al., 2003;

Lundegaard et al., 2008].

The encodings are demonstrated in Table 1.3 on page 38. The encoded amino acids

represented the input vectors of the artificial neural network (ANN). The ANN consists

of three layers. An input layer that contain nodes with the encoded amino acid vectors.

A second layer (hidden layer) contains two nodes, each representing a sigmoidal function

that uses the inputs of the first layer as coefficients (weights). Finally there is an output

layer, usually a simple linear function that uses the output weights of the hidden layer

as weights. The output layer produces the IC50 values. Training of the ANN means

optimizing the weights between the input and hidden as well as the hidden and output

nodes to minimize the error between the predicted and actual values.
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Over-fitting, meaning predictions of the network are biased towards the training set

and not new data, occurs when too many ANN training cycles are performed. Too little

training cycles, and the network tends to under-fit the data. This is avoided by performing

a cross-validation on the ANN. For NetMHCPan, the training data is split into five sets.

Five neural networks are trained, with each removing a fifth of the data in order to use

this as validation of the ANN performance. From this data, the rate and amount of cycles

are optimized in such a way that the difference in error in the training and testing sets

are minimized. The weights of the final network are an average of the weights for the five

ANN constructed during cross-validation [Nielsen et al., 2003]. A separate set of data not

used in any of the training is finally used to measure the performance of the predictor.

An example of the error rates of an ANN trained on arbitrary data is shown in Fig-

ure 1.18 on the following page. This figure illustrates the error rate of the ANN versus

training cycles for the training set and validation set. At each training cycle, the errors

for the training and testing set are calculated. It is clear that at a certain point, around

380 training cycles, the error in the testing set is minimized. Further training reduces the

error rate in the training set, while increasing the error rate in the testing set. It would

therefore not be advisable to train the ANN beyond this point. The performance of the

ANN is shown in Figure 1.19 on the next page. The figure shows the false positive rate

versus the sensitivity of the predictor, i.e. the error of the positive predictions versus the

coverage of the true positives. The two curves represent an ANN trained with 380 cycles

(red) and 2000 cycles (blue). It is clear that for lower sensitivity levels the ANNs have

very similar performance, while the 380 cycle ANN outperforms the 2000 cycle ANN at

higher sensitivity values.

1.5.2 Detection of potential HIV CTL epitopes by measuring

HLA associated mutations

Another bioinformatic approach to detect potential CTL epitopes is by analysing mutation

frequencies in sets of HLA annotated sequences [Brumme et al., 2009]. If enough sequence

data is available, methods such as Fisher’s exact test can be used to detect significant
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Figure 1.18: This figure depicts the error rates of neural network that is trained over many
cycles on arbitrary data. The blue line represents the error over the training data while
the red line represents the error over the validation data. The vertical black line indicates
the point where the error in the validation data is minimized. Although training beyond
this point further reduces the error in the training data, the error increases in the testing
data. Therefore, the artificial neural network should not be trained beyond approximately
380 cycles.
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Figure 1.19: This figure depicts the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve for
the ANN predictor trained with 380 cycles (red curve) and 2000 cycles (blue curve). While
initially, the two predictors seem to have an increase in sensitivity and false positive rate,
divergence between the two predictors is observed at a false positive rate of approximately
0.35. The ANN network trained with 380 cycles appears to have a higher sensitivity to
false positive rate ratio.
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Table 1.3: This table illustrates the process of encoding the peptide, SLYNTVATL to sparse
and BLOSUM50 encoding. For sparse encoding, each amino acid position is a vector
of length 20. A value ”1” is assigned to the position representing the corresponding
amino acid. For instance, the first amino acid, serine, is encoded as a vector, V 1sparse =
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0). For sparse encoding, a vector of length 20
is assigned 20 values corresponding to the values of the amino acid in question compared
with all amino acids in the standard amino acid table, in this case, serine is encoded to
V 1blosum = (1,−1, 0,−1,−3, 0,−1,−3, 0,−3,−2, 1,−1, 0,−1, 5, 2,−2,−4,−2). Each of
the values represent an input node for the artificial neural network [Nielsen et al., 2004].

Sparse encoding
AA A C D E F G H I K L M N P Q R S T V W Y
S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
N 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
V 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
A 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

BLOSUM 50 encoding
AA A C D E F G H I K L M N P Q R S T V W Y
S 1 -1 0 -1 -3 0 -1 -3 0 -3 -2 1 -1 0 -1 5 2 -2 -4 -2
L -2 -2 -4 -3 1 -4 -3 2 -3 5 3 -4 -4 -2 -3 -3 -1 1 -2 -1
Y -2 -3 -3 -2 4 -3 2 -1 -2 -1 0 -2 -3 -1 -1 -2 -2 -1 2 8
N -1 -2 2 0 -4 0 1 -3 0 -4 -2 7 -2 0 -1 1 0 -3 -4 -2
T 0 -1 -1 -1 -2 -2 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 -1 -1 -1 2 5 0 -3 -2
V 0 -1 -4 -3 -1 -4 -4 4 -3 1 1 -3 -3 -3 -3 -2 0 5 -3 -1
A 5 -1 -2 -1 -3 0 -2 -1 -1 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -2 1 0 0 -3 -2
T 0 -1 -1 -1 -2 -2 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 -1 -1 -1 2 5 0 -3 -2
L -2 -2 -4 -3 1 -4 -3 2 -3 5 3 -4 -4 -2 -3 -3 -1 1 -2 -1
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frequency differences in amino acids. A good example is the HLA B62 supertype CTL

escape mutation, PR I93L. This mutation is a polymorphism observed in HIV-1 Subtype

B. However, it occurs from measured sequence data at a much higher rate in sequences

obtained from patients with an HLA allotype belonging to the B62 supertype. Conversely,

certain mutations that may enhance CTL activity occur at lower frequencies in certain

individuals. It should be noted that these mutations are sometimes not directly involved

in CTL epitope escape and may occur as auxiliary, compensatory mutations of primary

CTL escape mutations that may have a negative fitness impact on HIV [Crawford et al.,

2007].

The correlation between substitutions in HIV-1 proteins and HLA is an exceptionally

important discovery. The author notes that the HIV sequence data for HIV-1 protease

and reverse transcriptase from the Los Alamos National Laboratory annotated as being

obtained from HIV infected individuals undergoing ARV treatment, lacks HLA annota-

tions. This annotation could be useful in identifying ARV resistance mutations that are

negatively correlated with certain HLA allotypes. A negative correlation may indicate

the presence of a novel CTL epitope and selection against an ARV resistance mutation

may prolong the efficacy of antiretroviral treatment. A combination of substitution-HLA

correlation together with tools that aid in the prediction of CTL epitopes could be use-

ful in discovering novel or cryptic epitopes that are induced by antiretroviral resistance

mutations.

1.6 Summary

The Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) is the primary cause of Acquired Immunod-

eficiency Syndrome (AIDS). The pandemic has claimed the lives of millions of people.

Through the destructive effect this virus has on the immune system, infected persons

become susceptible to opportunistic infections. The majority of patients do not have

natural immunity against the virus and given enough time, invariably develop AIDS.

Current treatment options are hampered by the development of resistance by the highly
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1.6. SUMMARY

mutable HIV genome. This applies to vaccines. As of date, no effective cure has been

discovered. The interplay between antiretroviral resistance mutations and immune re-

sponses remain an active area of research. Computational tools to aid in the discovery of

Cytotoxic-T-lymphocyte epitopes provide a new perspective on the interactions between

drug resistance mutations and immunological responses.
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2
Problem statement and Aims

2.1 Problem statement

With the interaction between ARV resistance mutations and CTL epitopes becoming more

evident, it seems prudent to identify potential novel CTL epitopes due to ARV resistance.

Lack of HLA annotation of patients could hamper the computational discovery of negative

correlations between HLA type and substitutions associated with antiretroviral resistance.

Insights into this interaction would be beneficial when considering treatment for HIV

infected individuals.

Aims

1. Assign HLA types to patients from which HIV-1 pol sequences were obtained.

2. Using this assignment, detect significantly diminished substitutions that are com-

monly associated with antiretroviral resistance in relation to assigned HLA types.

3. Predict changes in MHC affinity and stability due to these mutations to provide a

putative immunological explanation why these residues are diminished.

4. Detect potential escape mutations in these putative epitopes.
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3
Methods

This chapter acts as a reference for the methods used to produce the results in Chapter 4.

Although the descriptions of the methods are adequate in themselves, it may be prudent

to back reference these methods as they are mentioned in Chapter 4. This chapter covers

how HIV pol sequences were obtained and clustered according to patients. The assignment

of HLA to unannotated patients is described as well as the measurement of substitution

frequency discrepancies between assigned HLA types. Also included in this chapter is the

predictors used that are related to the prediction of CTL epitopes. Lastly, methods for

balancing and or accounting for correlated substitutions are described.

3.1 Acquisition and processing of HIV sequence data

HIV amino acid sequences were obtained from the LANL HIV database (http://www.

hiv.lanl.gov). All HIV protease (PR) and reverse transcriptase (RT) sequences of sub-

type B were annotated with patient information including, where available, ARV exposure,

HLA information and patient IDs. A total of 26,870 PR sequences from 10,049 patients

and 25,342 RT sequences from 10,657 were used. Sequences from patients without patient

ID annotations were discarded. Sequences that span the complete PR region and first

217 amino acids of RT (PR-RT) totalled 19,857 from 9,186 patients. For PR, 19% of

patients were drug näıve, 25% were treatment experienced and the remainder were not
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3.2. IMPUTATION OF HLA TYPES

>462042|169|49552|JN599165|A*3001 A*6801 B*4201 B*4201 Cw*0602 Cw*1701|yes|B|US|1999
PISSIETVPVKLKPGMDGPKVKQWPLTEEKIKALVEICTEMEKEGKISKIGPENPYNTPVFAIKKKDSTKWRKLVDFREL
NKKTQDFWEVQLGIPHPAGLKKKKSVTVLDVGDAYFSVPLDKDFRKYTAFTIPSINNETPGIRYQYNVLPQGWKGSPAIF
QCSMTKILEPFRKQNPDIVIYQYMDDLYVGSDLEIGQHRTKIEELRQHLLRWGFTTP

Key:

Patiend id
Accession number
HLA genotype
Drug naive
HIV Subtype
Patient country
Year

Figure 3.1: This figure illustrates a typical entry in the FASTA file obtained from the
Los Alamos National Laboratory HIV sequence data base. The annotations of interest
are in bold. The colours correspond to the description of the field in the key. The first
two annotations are the sequence ID and patient code fields that were not used. This
information can then be used to group sequences according to subtype as well as patient
ID.

annotated with treatment information. The RT and PR-RT sets showed similar frequen-

cies, with 18% being drug näıve, and 24% of patients treatment experienced. Sequences

were grouped according to the respective patient id field to which they belong. A total

of 10,972 PR-RT sequences annotated as non-drug näıve were assigned to 2,532 patient

IDs and 11,315 sequences annotated as drug näıve were assigned to 1,709 patient IDS.

The sequences were obtained in September 2012. A simple description of the annotations

in the FASTA headers are show in 3.1.

3.2 Imputation of HLA types

Previous researchers have provided data linking certain amino acid substitutions in HIV-1

proteins to CTL escape for certain HLA types [Brumme et al., 2009]. Provided with this

is a complete list of HLA-based substitution data. The data was used here to aid in HLA

annotation of patient data. The HIV-1 sequences from patients were scanned for HLA-

associated mutations and if found, an HLA type was assigned. At least one mutation is

necessary for an HLA type to be assigned. There are some additional criteria that need

to be mentioned:

• This study focuses on RT and PR proteins, thus only HIV-1 sequences containing

both these proteins are used. This limits the amino acids used for HLA assignment

to PR and RT.
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3.2. IMPUTATION OF HLA TYPES

• Mutations in PR are highly correlated and many mutations in PR associated with

CTL escape also confer resistance to many protease inhibitors [John et al., 2005;

Mueller et al., 2007; Rhee et al., 2007].

• The majority of RT sequences have at least the first 217 amino acids, thus only

substitutions within this region were used.

• Only HLA associated mutations with a q-value (false-discovery rate) of less than

0.20 as well as substitutions that do not occur too frequently (more than 10% of

patients) were considered to reduce false-positives [Storey, 2002].

The assignment of HLA type B*15 to patient sequence sets will be demonstrated.

Substitution data associated with HLA type B*15, restricted to PR and RT include the

following substitutions:

• PR - L9I A71V, Q92K, I93L

• RT - I135I Q174H Q207E Q207H Q207R R211Q R211G

First, the PR mutations are stripped, leaving only the RT set, i.e. HLAB∗15 =

(I135I,Q174H,Q207E,Q207H,Q207R,R211Q,R211G)RT . Next Q207E is removed be-

cause it is inherently increased in sequences from patients undergoing treatment. The

I135I is also removed because it occurs in 51% of patients’ RT sequences. The final set is

thus HLAB∗15 = (I135, IQ174H,Q207H,Q207R,R211Q,R211G)RT . When using these

amino acids as a filter, it produced an HLAB∗15+ set of 137 patients and an HLAB∗15− set

containing 2037 patients. Note that this partitioning is not absolute, it merely indicates

that HLAB∗15− has a higher probability of containing HIV-1 sequences from HLA-B*15

patients.
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3.3. USING FISHER’S EXACT TEST TO CALCULATE SUBSTITUTION DISCREPANCIES

3.2.1 Calcualtion of HLA imputation performance

To evaluate the performance of the HLA imputation procedure, the mutations were used to

assign HLA types to other HIV pol data [Carlson et al., 2012]. The evaluation performed

included sensitivity and positive predictive value (PPV) measurements. The sensitivity

measures the proportion HLA of a specific type discovered by the HLA associated mu-

tations and the PPV was used to measure what proportion of the predicted HLA types

were correctly assigned. The formulae for sensitivity and PPV measurements are given

in equations 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. In the equations, TP represents ”true positives”,

i.e. the number of sequences that were assigned to the correct HLA type. The ”FN”

(false negatives) is the number of sequences that were from patients with the HLA type

in question, but could not be detected using the HLA type associated mutations. The

”FP” (false positives) is the number of sequences falsely assigned as being from a patient

with the HLA type in question. From these results, it can be estimated when assigning

an HLA type, what proportion of the HLA types were detected as well as the accuracy

of the positively assigned HLA types.

Sens =
TP

TP + FN
(3.1)

Sens =
TP

TP + FP
(3.2)

3.3 Using Fisher’s exact test to calculate substitution

discrepancies

The Fisher’s exact test is a statistical method to measure the significance of the odds-

ratio of a factor between two data sets. Here, the data sets are sets of sequences and the

factor is the frequency of an amino acid substitution along an HIV-1 protein product. As

an example, the frequency of the PR amino acid substitution, G48V (i.e. the guanine at
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3.3. USING FISHER’S EXACT TEST TO CALCULATE SUBSTITUTION DISCREPANCIES

Table 3.1: The table shows an example of the Fisher’s exact test used to measure the odds
of the PR G48V mutation between drug näıve and treatment experienced patients. Each
row shows the frequency of 48G and 48V (as shown in the columns) for the drug näıve
and drug experienced group respectively. The row and column totals are also indicated.
The significance value for this test can be calculated with Equation 3.3.

48V 48G Row total
Drug näıve 5 (a) 1631 (b) 1636

ARV treated 113 (c) 1825 (d) 1938
Column Total 118 3456 n=3574

position 48 substituted for a valine), between HIV PR sequences obtained from drug näıve

individuals and those undergoing ARV treatment. The results of the frequency counts of

48G and 48V (calculated) are shown in Table 3.1.

These values can now be used to calculate a p value that indicate the probability of

the predicted, or higher, odds ratio of G48V between treatment experienced and ARV

näıve persons if the data were randomly sampled in each set. In this case, the p-value is

calculated to be well below 0.001, indicating strongly that the probability of the observed

odds-ratio of 19.000 due to a chance event is very low. It can thus be concluded that the

PR G48V mutation is significantly associated with treatment.

p =
(a+ d)!(c+ d)!(a+ c)!(b+ d)!

a!b!c!d!n!
(3.3)

Equation 3.3 is used to calculate the p statistic for Fisher’s exact test. The variables

a, b, c and d represent the corresponding cells listed in Table 3.1 with n being the to-

tal size of the sample. This results in a very small value (p << 10−16) and can thus

be deemed significant. Indeed, this mutation is associated with resistance to the pro-

tease inhibitor,saquinavir (SQV). The substitutions are counted according to the method

described in 3.3.1.

3.3.1 Substitution counting method

The aforementioned example does have a few prerequisites to the analysis. Because the

amount of sequence data for each patient can be variable, the test can produce biases, e.g.
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3.3. USING FISHER’S EXACT TEST TO CALCULATE SUBSTITUTION DISCREPANCIES

one patient with 50 sequences with the same mutation at a given position will artificially

increase the substitution count. Therefore, binary counts were assigned to patient se-

quence mutation data so that a mutation was only counted once per patient. In addition

to this, a mutation matching the consensus residue will only be counted if the patient

had no other mutations at that point. This is to prevent substitutions being obscured

by the consensus residue. Therefore the substitution frequencies equate to the number

of patients that have HIV with the mutation in question. If more than one substitution

occurred at a position in the sequence set of a patient, it was counted separately. For ex-

ample, considering position 215 in RT. Common drug related substitutions are T215Y/F

[Shafer, 2006a]. Taking a sample of 50 patients, with ten patients having HIV-1 RT se-

quences that containing only have the T215Y substitution (A), seven that only have the

T215F (B) substitution and eleven that have either the T215Y or T215F substitution (C)

in the HIV-1 RT sequences. This would mean that a total of A + C = 10 + 11 = 22

patients have the T215Y mutation while B + C = 7 + 11 = 18 patients have the T214F

mutation.

3.3.2 Determining substitution frequency discrepancies in HLA

assigned patient sequence sets

Partitioning the sequence sets based on HLA substitutions allowed for measurement of

frequency discrepancies between sets imputed to be HLA X positive and those deemed to

be HLA X negative, where X is any assigned HLA type. Using the HLA B*15 example

earlier, at each position along PR-RT, the substitution counts are tallied and compared

using a Fisher’s exact test. An example showing the contingency table obtained by using

the substitution counting method is show in Table 3.2. The cells in the previous example

labelled as a, b, c and d are now S1, S1’, S2 and S2’. The number in Sx indicate the group,

i.e. ”1” being the HLA B*15-positive group and ”2” being the HLA B*15-negative group.

The accents indicate the number of patients whose PR sequences did not contain the

I93L mutation. The significance and odds-ratio of the frequencies between ”1” and ”2”

are calculated with the fisher.test function in the R-programming language, yielding
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3.4. CALCULATING EPISTATIC INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SUBSTITUTIONS WITHIN PR AND RT

Table 3.2: This contingency table shows the counts for the PR I93L mutation observed in
HLA B*15-positive and HLA B*15-negative set. S1 and S1’ are the number of patients
in the HLA B*15 set that have an HIV-1 sequence containing the I93L mutation and
the number of patients that do not. The same applies for S2 and S2’, the sequence set
assigned as HLA B*15-negative. The letters a, b, c and d correspond to the contingency
table in Table 3.1.

93L not 93L
HLA B*15-positive 79 (S1, a) 59 (S1’, b)
HLA B*15-negative 757 (S2, c) 1280 (S2’, d)

a p-value of 4.85× 10−6 and a log2 odds-ratio of 1.18, indicating that I93L is significantly

enriched in the B*15 assigned set. This procedure is repeated over all positions for all

substitutions and the results are tallied.

3.4 Calculating epistatic interactions between substi-

tutions within PR and RT

Co-occurrence of substitutions in PR and RT were calculated using the phi-correlation

coefficient and a Fisher’s exact test. Co-occurrence is defined as a substitution that differs

from the consensus sequence at one position co-occurring with a substitution that differs

from the consensus sequence at another position. Conversely, the absence of substitution

co-occurrence is defined as the occurrence of one substitution at one position with the

occurrence of the consensus residue at the other position. A table is generated (needed

for both the Fisher’s exact test and phi-correlation coefficient) as shown in Table 3.3.

This table shows calculation of co-occurrence frequencies of the PR mutations 46I and

90M. Equation 3.3 is used to calculate the significance value of the Fisher’s exact test,

however this calculation was performed in the R-programming language (http://www.

r-project.org) and thus odds-ratios were also calculated from the results. The phi-

correlation coefficient was calculated using Equation 3.4. The equation produces a value

ranging from −1 to 1 and measures the rate of correlation between different substitutions,

1 indicating perfect correlation, -1 indicating perfect negative correlation and 0 indicating

no correlation.
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Patient ID: 20102

Patient ID: 21222

Patient ID: 20102

Patient ID: 21222

Patient ID: 27891

Patient ID: 21134

Patient ID: 11223

Patient ID: 22234

Patient ID: 27891

Patient ID: 21134

Patient ID: 11223

Patient ID: 22234

Separate accordig to criteria

Extract sequences from files

Patient ID: 11223

Patient ID: 22234

Patient ID: 21222

Patient ID: 27891

Patient ID: 21134

Patient ID: 20102

Group sequences according 
to patient ID

Frequency analysis

Figure 3.2: This figure demonstrates the process of sequence assignment to the patient
ID in the FASTA header line. At first, sequences are divided based on being annotated as
drug näıve or drug experienced. Subsequently, sequences are assigned to groups based on
the patient ID field in the FASTA header. When subsequent criteria are used to further
assign groups, it is done in a patient ID fashion, i.e. the patient ID sets from two or
more categorized sequence groups are mutually exclusive. The black rectangle over the
sequences indicate the procedure of amino acid frequency count. Therefore, the amino
acid count of a position specific residue is assigned to the patient as a binary value.

φ =
ad− bc√

(a+ c)(b+ d)(a+ b)(c+ d)
(3.4)
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3.5. PREDICTION OF PEPTIDE CTL EPITOPE ELIGIBILITY

Table 3.3: This table show the values used to calculate the phi-coefficient The rows
indicate the frequency of two residues, 46I and 46M and the columns indicate the number
of times each residue, 90L and 90M co-occur with each of the 46I or 46M mutations. The
values in the cells (a,b,c,d) are used as inputs in Equation 3.4.

Substitution 90M Consensus 90L Row total
Substitution 46I 418 (a) 188 (b) 608

Consensus Pos 46M 436 (c) 1132 (d) 1568
Column Total 854 1250 n=2176

3.5 Prediction of peptide CTL epitope eligibility

3.5.1 Prediction of peptide-MHC affinity and stability

Prediction of MHC affinity and stability of peptides within the PR and RT regions of HIV-

1 subtype B were calculated with NetMHCPan and NetMHCStab respectively [Nielsen

et al., 2007; Jørgensen et al., 2014]. NetMHCPan allows the prediction of MHC affinity

for a large variety of HLA allotypes. The power of this tool lies within its ability to

make affinity predictions for HLA allotypes for which no or very little affinity data is

available by extrapolating from closely related HLA allotypes for which sufficient data

is available [Nielsen et al., 2007]. Values predicted range between 0 and 1 and represent

the 1− log50000IC50 values for the input peptides, with higher values equating to higher

affinity. Note that this is the inverse of the typical IC50 values where higher values

indicate a lower affinity. NetMHCStab predictions are limited to fewer HLA allotypes. A

key feature of this predictor is producing half-life time of peptides presented by respective

HLA allotypes on the cell membrane [Jørgensen et al., 2014]. A higher half-life indicates

longer existence of the peptide-MHC complex on the cell membrane. The output score is

produced by the Equation 3.5, although only the NetMHCStab (the actual stabilization

value) is used. The output value of NetMHCStab is multiplied by a coefficient, α, which

in turn is added to the MHC prediction result of NetMHCStab, another MHC affinity

predictor that has greater performance per HLA allotype than NetMHCPan, but does not

have the extrapolatory power for other HLA allotypes of NetMHCPan [Karosiene et al.,

2012].
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ALVEICTEM
LVEICTEME
VEICTEMEK
EICTEMEKE
ICTEMEKEG
CTEMEKEGK
TEMEKEGKI
EMEKEGKIS
MEKEGKISK

0.638
0.023
0.021
0.005
0.005
0.009
0.032
0.010
0.018

Peptide

A L V E I C T E M E K E G K I S K

ALVEICTEL
LVEICTELE
VEICTELEK
EICTELEKE
ICTELEKEG
CTELEKEGK
TELEKEGKI
ELEKEGKIS
LEKEGKISK

0.782
0.027
0.020
0.006
0.005
0.010
0.021
0.008
0.015

Peptide

A L V E I C T E L E K E G K I S K

Figure 3.3: The sequence is scanned from N to C and at each iteration, according to
window size, a word is extracted and predictions are performed. The same procedure is
repeated with the sequence containing the substitution (marked in red). Score differences
are logged.

x = α×NetMHCStab+ (1− α)×NetMHCcons (3.5)

In order to make predictions for both tools, PR and RT protein sequences are scanned

and a peptide list is generated by using a fixed-size sliding window over the protein

sequence, the window length usually falling in the range of 9-10 amino acids. This peptide

list, together with an HLA allotype is used as input for the NetMHCStab and NetMHCPan

predictors. The threshold for MHC affinity is set at 500nM or 0.42 when using the

1− log50kIC50 score. The threshold for NetMHCPan is set at 3 hours. Measuring changes

in prediction results for peptide MHC affinity and stability is a straightforward task

involving the comparison of predictions produced by the peptide list produced from a

region where the mutation occurs with the scores produced from the consensus sequence.

The output scores are subtracted from each other. An example of peptide list generation

and NetMHCPan affinity prediction for HLA-A*02:01 is shown in Figure 3.3.

3.5.2 Prediction of proteasomal cleavage sites

Proteasomal cleavage prediction is accomplished by using the NetChop 3.1 method [Keşmir

et al., 2002; Nielsen et al., 2005]. The prediction tool makes proteasomal cleavage predic-

tions from a 17-mer input peptide and results at the C-terminal end of the amino acid at
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a particular position given. Word lists are generated the same way as for MHC peptide

generation. It should be noted that the accuracy for proteasomal cleavage prediction

is significantly lower than the predictions for MHC affinity. Therefore, the results are

treated with caution. The prediction score ranges between 0 and 1 and generally scores

nearer to the extremes are considered. An offline version of the tool was used.

3.5.3 Clustering HLA allotypes based on binding motifs and

affinity

As mentioned in Chapter 1, HLA nomenclature provided valuable insights into the clas-

sification and thus relatedness of different HLA allotypes. However, this nomenclature is

limited to serological and genetic classifications and may not always provide insight into

the binding nature of the HLA allotypes in question. For this reason, various methods

have been developed that aim to classify HLA allotypes based on binding affinity [Sidney

et al., 2008]. Another method, MHCClust was developed to cluster an arbitrary list of

HLA allotypes [Martin Thomsen, 2014]. This program is available via a web-interface and

was used to classify and visualize the relatedness of a set of HLA allotypes. As input, the

method accepts a list of HLA allotypes to be classified and produces a neighbour-joining

tree from by examining the sets of peptides produced by two or more HLA allotypes and

using the shared binder list between the two.

3.6 Accounting for Epistatic Interactions to Com-

pensate for Bias

There are cases where epistatic interactions between mutations can account for significant

observed frequency changes between two sequence sets. If the change in a mutation, X,

is dependent on the change of the other substitutions, collectively called Y , a change in

sequence set 1, S1 having significantly different frequencies of Y will also have significant

frequency differences of X in sequences set 2, S2. Two methods are used here to account
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for these possible biases. The first is a linear model to calculate an expected value of the

frequency of X, i.e. XE given the frequencies of Y and then calculating whether there is

still significant frequency differences between X and XE. A significant odds-ratio between

X and XE will indicate that the differences of the frequency of X in S1 and S2 are not

solely due to the influence of Y .

3.6.1 Linear model to predict expected L90M frequency

Linear models for the estimation of L90M frequency given a set of frequencies for co-

occurring mutations was constructed. The influence of every mutation was measured

individually. Sequence sets were divided into groups depending on the existence or absence

of the mutation in question. The sequences in the negative set were increasingly replaced

by sequences from the mutation positive set and frequencies of all the mutations recorded

at each step. With each mutation, a data set with 5000 frequency data points for each

mutation were recorded. For each mutation, other co-occurring mutations were included

as additional terms for the equation. For each model, the frequency of L90M, i.e. P(L90M)

was calculated by a linear addition of the intercept together with the values produced by

the other terms. The terms were chosen by observing frequently occurring combinations

of PI resistance mutations listed in the hivDB together with L90M [Shafer, 2006a]. The

high R2 values indicate a high confidence in the equations for estimating L90M frequency.

Equations 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 represent L90M frequency estimators trained from

the V82A, I54V, A71V, M46I and I84V sets respectively. Where P (L90MXXX) is the

expected frequency of L90M and XXX denote the mutation under which the model was

trained. The xy variables correspond to the frequency of the mutation denoted by the y

subscript. The R2 values are the calulated adjusted R2 values for the model. A graphical

representation of construction of the linear model is shown in Figure 3.4.

P (L90MV 82A) = 0.0712xV 82A + 0.152xI54V + 0.335xM46I + 0.265;R2 = 0.852 (3.6)
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P (L90MI54V ) = 0.289xI54V + 0.216xM46I + 0.027xI84V + 0.275;R2 = 0.938 (3.7)

P (L90MA71V ) = 0.364xA71V + 0.224xV 82A + 0.228;R2 = 0.978 (3.8)

P (L90MM46I) = 0.353xM46I + 0.183xI54V − 0.253xV 82A + 0.32, R2 = 0.977 (3.9)

P (L90MI84V ) = 0.356I84V + 0.080M46I + 0.347, R2 = 0.977 (3.10)

3.6.2 Balancing substitution frequencies between sets with a

unique sampling procedure

In order to balance the frequencies of substitutions between two sequence sets, a sampling

procedure was devised. As input, the procedure needs the substitutions and their target

frequencies. For example, consider two sequence sets, S1 and S2 with sample sizes 200

and 1200 respectively. The frequency of the mutations A,B and C in S1 is 0.25, 0.12 and

0.20 respectively, while the frequencies for the same mutations in S2 are 0.40, 0.20, 0.30.

In order to balance the frequencies of A, B and C in S2 with those in S1, the following

procedure was followed:

1. Split the S2 sets into two parts, S2neg that does not contain sequences with A,B or

C and S2pos that contains any of A,B or C. The sizes in this example for S2neg and

S2pos are 400 and 800 respectively.
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      V82A I54V V71A M46I L90M I92L I84V
 [1,] 0.36 0.36 0.42 0.47 0.48 0.43 0.22
 [2,] 0.34 0.38 0.46 0.50 0.52 0.43 0.27
 [3,] 0.32 0.36 0.37 0.26 0.43 0.43 0.21
 [4,] 0.32 0.34 0.39 0.27 0.44 0.42 0.19
 [5,] 0.33 0.32 0.36 0.18 0.41 0.44 0.17
 [6,] 0.31 0.32 0.37 0.14 0.37 0.43 0.15
 [7,] 0.31 0.30 0.35 0.23 0.42 0.44 0.17
 [8,] 0.33 0.36 0.43 0.45 0.48 0.45 0.25
 [9,] 0.33 0.36 0.41 0.38 0.46 0.44 0.22
[10,] 0.34 0.39 0.43 0.31 0.44 0.46 0.21

Figure 3.4: The figure demonstrates the procedure to construct the data sets used to pre-
dict the expected frequency of L90M considering the frequency of co-occurring mutations.
First, the sequence set is split into two groups; one devoid of the mutation of interest,
in this case PR M46I, and the other that contains the mutation. Note that each line
represents the entire sequence set obtained from a single patient. The patient ID in the
mutation negative-set are increasingly replaced with patient sequence sets from the M46I
group. At each step the frequencies for V82A, I54V, V71A, M46I, L90M and I84V were
recorded. From this data, a linear model specific to a particular mutation, M46I in this
case was constructed.

2. Calculate the maximum size of the S2 set after adjustment. This can be done with

the following formula:

nmax =
nS2neg

(1− fmax)
(3.11)

Where nmax is the maximum size of the S2adj set, nS2neg the size of the native S2

set and fmax the highest target frequency, in this case, A with a frequency of 0.25.

Thus, the maximum size is nmax = 400
1−0.25

= 533. Thus the maximum sample sizes

for S2neg and S2pos are 400 and 133 respectively.
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3. Calculate the relative frequencies of the target frequencies by dividing the target

frequencies by fmax with:

tf(ABC) = (
0.25

0.25
,
0.12

0.25
,
0.20

0.25
) = (1.00, 0.48, 0.80) (3.12)

In this example, there should thus be 1.00∗133 = 133 sequences with A, 0.48∗133 =

64 sequences with B and 0.80 ∗ 133 = 106 sequences with C.

4. The substitutions are sorted in an ascending way according to their target frequen-

cies and this order will determined which residue is sampled for first, thus the order

is B, C, A according to the target frequencies.

5. Sequences sets are constructed according to the occurrence of the mutations A,B

and C within them. Thus, SB exclusively contains sequences with the B mutations.

6. The sequences are sampled in the following fashion

(a) A total of 64 sequences of the lowest target frequency substitution, B, is sam-

pled from the S2pos set.

(b) The amount of the B sequences containing A and C are subtracted from the

counts of A and C respectively, in this case 20 and 30 of A and C were found

in the B sequences, leaving 103 and 76 sequences to be sampled for each. This

ensures that no more sequences containing B are sampled and keeping the

count at 64.

(c) The procedure is repeated for A and C.

7. Finally, the final S2 set is produced by combining the S2neg and A,B,C samples

from S2pos.

The S1 and S2 sets are again compared in order to determine if other correlated

mutations still differ significantly in frequency, indicating a selective pressure on the latter.

Due to the nature of the sampling, this procedure can be repeated and subsequent Fisher’s

exact tests performed to determine confidence intervals of the odds-ratio between S1 and

the adjusted S2. An example of this is shown in Figure 4.3 on page 99, where the mutations
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M46I, I54V and V82A are balanced and the rest of the substitutions are measured for

frequency differences.

3.7 Reconstruction of ancestral states

The influence of phylogeny in the appearance of drug resistance mutations needed to be

taken into account. Appearance of inherited drug mutations could confound the results

of the Fisher’s analysis test in the sense that substitutions in PR and RT in patients may

already exist natively in the HIV population, i.e. the transmitted strain [Bhattacharya

et al., 2007]. This, in turn, may cause the calculation of a frequency discrepancy of a

substitution in an HLA assigned sequence set that may be due to a general accrual of a

substitution in the HLA-negative set rather than the HLA type itself.

To determine whether the calculated associations between HLA and drug resistance

mutations were merely due to this founder effect, ancestral reconstruction was performed

for all the drug resistance mutations. As mentioned before, the majority of patients whose

HIV sequences were annotated as ”drug experienced”, did not have sequences beyond the

PR-RT regions of the HIV genome. Thus, the PR (99 amino acids) and RT (first 217 amino

acids) were used to construct a phylogenetic tree. Since the drug resistance mutations

would have a potential effect on the construction of a phylogenetic tree, i.e. clustering of

tips in the tree due to drug resistance mutations, positions in the PR-RT regions involved

in drug resistance were masked in the sequences, i.e. 50 positions were masked. The

sequences used in the construction of the tree were not limited to the patients that were

annotated as treatment experienced. The rationale behind this was to not limit sequences

from treatment experienced individuals where drug resistance mutations known to occur

and thus bias the construction of ancestral states. Only one sequence per patient was

used. The chosen sequence was the one that differed the most from the HIV subtype

consensus sequence after masking the drug resistance mutation positions.

The FastTree2 program was used to construct phylogenetic trees. This method allows

the quick construction of maximum likelihood phylogenetic trees with large amounts of
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sequence data. Its accuracy is comparable to that of PhyML [Price et al., 2010]. The

slow parameter was used to improve the accuracy of the tree, as suggested by program’s

manual.

3.7.1 Reconstructing ancestral states of drug resistance muta-

tions in HIV pol

Other studies have shown the importance of accounting for lineage effects that may be a

contributor toe the emergence of mutations in HIV that would otherwise be associated

with host factor, such as immune escape or another factor, such as antiretroviral treat-

ment. The ace package allows for the construction of joint ancestral states [Paradis et al.,

2004] 1.

To construct the ancestral states of drug resistance mutations, a simple procedure was

employed. The ape R package provides a method, ace, to construct ancestral states of

tips and nodes within a tree [Paradis et al., 2004]. This method uses the joint likelihood

approach to calculate the state of the ancestral nodes in a tree. The ancestral state of a

tip in a tree is given as the calculated ancestral state of its parent node. The procedure

is as follows:

1. Assign the absence or presence (X and Y respectively) of an amino acid at a specific

position in a patient sequence set to the tips of the tree corresponding to the patient

ID. Each tip now has a value X or Y associated with it.

2. Use the ace function with the model parameter ”ARD” (all rates different) to

calculate the ancestral states in the internal nodes of the tree.

3. The ancestral state of the tip is determined to be the state with the highest scaled

likelihood in the immediate parent node.

4. Do this for all relevant (e.g. drug resistance) mutations at all relevant positions.

1Using version 3.1-2 of the package ape.
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The model parameter for ancestral state calculation was the ”All rates different”

(ARD) model as opposed to the ”Equal rates” model (EqR). This model estimate the

transition rate from X → Y as well as from Y → X and thus allows for asymmetry in the

transition rates. The ARD model also yielded a significantly higher log-likelihood value

in most cases as determined using an ANOVA test to compare the ”EqR” and ”ARD”

models. An example of the calculation of the ancestral states is provided in Figure 3.5. In

this example, a tree constructed with FastTree using pol sequences from subtype B and

the tips annotated with two states, ”Y” or ”X”, representing residues at position 93 in

protease, namely isoleucine (X) and leucine (Y), represented by the colours blue and red.

The likelihood of the ancestral states of these tips are shown in the immediate parental

nodes and are represented as pie charts. The most likely ancestral state is represented by

the colour showing the highest value in the pie chart.

Using the calculated ancestral states, it can be determined whether the appearance

of a substitution is due to, for instance, drug resistance or whether it exists as a com-

mon substitution in a sub-population of HIV. The counts for substitutions deemed to be

possibly inherited were removed from the Fisher’s exact test calculations and a second

set of p- and q-values were calculated to remove artificial enrichment or decrease in a

substitution between two sets. A q-value of less than 0.2 after correcting for phylogeny

was considered significant. An example of the the frequency of RT D67N in HLA A*23

assigned sequence sets is shown in Table 3.4. The first test does not take phylogeny into

account and assumes that every occurrence of D67N is novel in response to reverse tran-

scriptase inhibitors. It shows that the substitution is significantly decreased in the HLA

A*23 set, yielding a log2-odds ratio of of -1.03 and a p-value of 0.05. In the second table,

the occurrences of D67N are adjusted for phylogeny and the new contingency test yields

a log2-odds ratio of -0.75 with a p-value of 0.21. Thus, it can be suggested that the lower

occurrences of D67N in the HLA A*23 set is not conclusively due to the HLA type itself.
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Table 3.4: This table illustrates the frequency discrepancy measurement of the drug
resistance mutation RT D67N between HLA A*23-positive and A*23-negative assigned
patient sequence sets. The first contingency table demonstrates a significant decrease
in D67N for the HLA A*23-positive set. The second table shows the contingency test
after adjusting the counts of D67N for phylogeny. The significance is lost yielding a new
p-value of 0.21, indicating that the increased accumulation in the HLA A*23-negative set
of D67N was probably not due to the absence of HLA A*23.

(a) Non-phylogenetic adjusted Fisher’s exact test

N X
A*23-positive 12 27
A*23-negative 915 1011

p-value p-value = 0.05

(b) Phylogenetic adjusted Fisher’s exact test

X → N X → X
A*23-positive 9 24
A*23-negative 640 1011

p-value p-value = 0.21
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Figure 3.5: This figure shows the tip states and joint likelihood of the ancestral states of
position 93 of PR-RT. The tee on the left is the maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree
constructed for PR-RT sequences of HIV subtype B. The dark green portion in the tree is
the portion of the tree represented on the right. The red and blue squares are the Ile and
Leu states for the tips. The pie charts at the internal nodes represent the likelihoods of
observing states Ile (blue) or Leu (red) in the descendants. Knowing that for subtype B,
the ancestral state of position 93 in PR-RT is Ile, the focus would be on the appearance
of Leu. If a tip state is blue and the parent node is red, it means that it is more likely for
the blue state to have arisen as a new mutation in the tip. Conversely, some tips that are
Leu do show the same state (blue) in the parental node, meaning that the mutation was
likely inherited. The 93L mutation is a common polymorphism in HIV subtype B [Pupko
et al., 2000; Paradis et al., 2004].
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3.8 Summary

This chapter provided a clear description of the methods used to generate results in

Chapter 4. The following chapter discusses the use of the methods mentioned herein

to provide evidence for potential CTL epitopes that may be induced by antiretroviral

resistance mutations. This include the detection of diminished substitutions in HLA type

assigned groups, prediction of MHC affinity and stability of peptides as well as prediction

of potential proteasomal cleavage sites.
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4
Results

Detection of novel CTL epitopes elucidated by antiretroviral resistance mutations is a

time consuming and expensive task. Usually, experimental evidence is crucial in the

detection of these epitopes. Because of the extreme pol ymorphism of the HLA types,

these procedures often become laborious and thus experiments are often only limited to

a few HLA types/allotypes. The recent developments in detection of HLA-associated

substitutions in HIV protein sequences has made it possible, at least in theory, to assign

potential HLA types to the patients by examining regions for HLA-associated substi-

tutions [Brumme et al., 2009]. Furthermore, the performance of MHC affinity and the

introduction of MHC stability predictors recently, has made the computational task of

detecting potential novel epitopes more reliable, given the higher accuracies of the tools

[Lundegaard et al., 2010].

In this chapter, the results of investigating interactions of HLA types with amino acid

substitutions in HIV RT and PR implicated in drug resistance are investigated. The

first analysis measured significant frequency differences in substitutions between PR and

RT sequences from patients assigned to particular HLA type and those deemed to be

negative for the same HLA type. A few HLA types did indeed show discrepancies in sub-

stitution selection. Further investigated, was the influence of epistatic interactions on the

significant results produced. The results show that certain mutation discrepancies still

existed even after accounting for epistatic interactions. Investigating a possible causal

relationship for these discrepancies, the prediction results of peptides in the consensus
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PR and RT sequences by NetMHCPan and NetMHCStab were compared with peptides

generated by amino acid substitutions [Nielsen et al., 2007; Jørgensen et al., 2014]. These

results indicated immunological responses are plausible contributors to some diminished

antiretroviral resistance mutations. Particular focus was placed on the PI resistance mu-

tation, L90M and the reverse transcriptase inhibitor resistance mutations RT T215Y/F.

These mutations and their relationship with HLA types B*48 and B*15 show strong ev-

idence of negative selection of these substitutions. The potential CTL epitopes resulting

from antiretroviral mutations ties in with evidence of HLA type B*15 being beneficial

during antiretroviral therapy in HIV-1 infected individuals [Mason et al., 2004; Mahnke

and Clifford, 2006; Mueller et al., 2011]. The detection of B*48 selected potential epitopes

also renders this HLA type suitable for further investigation of CTL epitopes generated

by the presence of antiretroviral mutations. The majority of the chapter focuses on ARV

resistance mutations in HIV subtype B, with a similar analysis done for HIV subtype C.

The main reason for the focus on subtype B, as will be demonstrated, is a lack of data

that includes both imputation of HLA types in subtype C as well as lack of accrual of

resistance mutations in available HIV subtype C sets.

4.1 Interaction between HLA type on antiretroviral

resistance mutation frequencies in HIV subtype

B

The potential influence of HLA type on ARV resistance-related substitutions was mea-

sured for various HLA types. Sequence acquisition and assignment to patient IDs is

discussed in Section 3.1 on page 42. Assigning HLA types to patients was performed

according to the protocol mentioned in Section 3.2 on page 43. Briefly, if an HLA type-

associated mutation was found in any of the HIV PR-RT sequences of a patient, that

patient was assigned the HLA type, for example if PR-RT sequences from a patient con-

tained a E104D mutation, the HLA type B*40 was assigned to that patient. The patient
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sample size of the assigned HLA types are shown in Table 4.1 on page 67. Only sequences

annotated as from patients that are treatment experienced were used.

The list of ARV resistance-related substitutions was limited to mutations occurring

at significantly higher frequencies in treatment-experienced versus treatment-näıve indi-

viduals. From this, a list of positions was obtained and occurrences of any substitutions

with a frequency of ≥ 0.01 were considered. Frequency discrepancies were measured with

the Fisher’s Exact Test (FET) (See Section 3.3 on page 45 and Section 3.3.1 on page 46).

A modest significance value of 0.05 was chosen as a cut-off for the test. Together with

the significance values, Storey’s q-value that estimates false discovery rate was calculated

to account for multiple tests. Only tests with q-values ≤ 0.10 were considered. A total

of 6/18 HLA-A types available could be used for testing, while 14/26 HLA-B types could

be used for testing. After filtering, 24 HLA types were assigned to the list of available

patients. HLA types that couldn’t be assigned due to their related substitutions not

meeting criteria mentioned in Section 3.2, were A*01, A*02, A*24, A*25, A*26, A*30,

A*31, A*33, A*34, A*66, A*69, A*74, B*08, B*13, B*14, B*38, B*42, B*45, B*50, B*51,

B*53, B*55, B*56, and B*58.

4.1.1 Estimated accuracy of HLA type assignment

In order to estimate the accuracy of the HLA imputation method, PR-RT sequences

with patient HLA annotations were obtained from the literature [Carlson et al., 2012].

The mutations listed in Table 4.1 were used to impute HLA types. From this data, a

confusion matrix was constructed measuring the True Positives (correctly assigned HLA

types), false positives (FP, falsely assigned HLA types), true negatives (TN, the amount

of sequences correctly assigned as not being the HLA type tested) and false negatives

(FN, the number of patients for which the HLA type in question was not inferred by the

substitutions). Using this data, the sensitivity, or the fraction of discovered HLA type and

the Positive Prediction Value (PPV) or the fraction of correct predictions in the total set

were calculated. The results are shown in Table 4.2 on page 68. Generally, it was observed

that the PPV values are moderate with sensitivity being low. The low sensitivity can be
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attributed to two factors. Substitutions were chosen on a basis to maximize the PPV,

i.e. only HLA associated substitutions with low odds ratios as well as substitutions that

do not occur to frequently and thus may be pol ymorphisms, e.g. the PR I93L mutation,

which is very strongly associated with B*15, but this mutation occurs in approximately

43% of all HIV subtype B protease sequences. The poorest performers in terms of PPV

were B*41, B*44 and B*57 with PPV values below 0.20. The best performers were A*03,

B*07, B*15 and B*48 with PPV values above 0.40. It is also noted that B*48 had the

highest sensitivity at 0.60. This table also shows the global distribution of the HLA

types that were assigned as well as the estimated frequency of the HLA types, given the

assignment count, PPV and sensitivity. The estimated frequency of patients bearing the

HLA type in each row is calculated with Equation 4.1. It is expected that the estimated

HLA counts should be similar to the global frequency of the HLA type. Indeed, taking

HLA B*41 as an example, the estimated percentage of patients with this HLA is 0.40%

with the global percentage at 0.70%. Some discrepancies do occur with certain HLA types

in terms of estimated frequency versus global frequencies, e.g. B*15 and B*40, but the

rank of the frequencies are by and large the same.

HLAest =
HLAcount × PPV

Sensitivity
(4.1)

4.1.2 Reconstruction of the ancestral states of mutations asso-

ciated with drug resistance

To mitigate the potential influence of founder effects on the FET results, the ancestral

state of each mutation associated with drug resistance was calculated with the method

explained in section 3.7.1 on page 58. First, a phylogenetic tree was created using all the

subtype B pol amino acid sequences. Positions associated with drug resistance as well

as some correlated mutations were masked to ensure drug resistance mutations does not

influence the construction of the tree. The reason for this was to exclude the possibility of

merely the presence of drug resistance influencing the construction of the ancestral states.
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Table 4.1: This table represents the breakdown of the sample sizes of HLA-assigned
patients from which HIV-1 subtype B pol sequences were obtained. All the sequences were
annotated as from patients that are treatment-experienced. The first column illustrates
the HLA type, the second column indicates the number of assigned patients to that HLA
type and the last column indicates the substitutions used for HLA type classification.
Approximately half of the patients could be assigned an HLA type by using the available
pol data. The total represents the overlapping total, meaning that some patients could
be assigned multiple HLA types.

HLA Subtype Number of assigned patients Filter Residues
A03 166 K265R

A11 231 V205I, K265R

A23 39 K272A, K272R

A29 15 K272T, E303Q

A32 42 R310G

A68 30 K203R

B07 86 A257S, T264I

B15 137 Q273H, Q306H, Q306R, R310Q, R310G

B18 131 E237A, I241T, Q306D

B35 16 K221R

B37 13 Q306G

B39 15 D185E

B40 305 E105D, D222S, K265R, T299I

B41 74 T299I

B44 10 K272T

B48 112 K201R, K202R

B49 156 S147T, K148R

B52 159 I234V

B57 56 V107I, I241T

B81 48 P103S

C04 134 I277L

C07 141 V134M, D220N

C15 45 I234M

C16 16 D222G

Total (Overlapping) 1108 (out of 1965)

A total of 50 positions were masked. For PR, 25 positions (10, 20, 24, 32, 33, 34, 36, 46,

47, 48, 50, 53, 54, 58, 60, 62, 63, 64, 71, 73, 76, 77, 82, 84 and 90) were masked. For RT, 25

positions (41, 62, 65, 67, 70, 74, 75, 77, 90, 98, 100, 101, 103, 106, 108, 115, 116, 138, 179,

181, 184, 190, 206, 210, 215) were masked. For patients with multiple HIV sequences,

the sequence most divergent from the HIV consensus B was chosen. A total of 8,851

sequences were used adding ancestral and consensus sequences from HIV subtype B. A

maximum likelihood tree was created with FastTree2. FastTree2 allowed for construction

of a maximum likelihood tree in a feasible time while retaining accuracy close to PhyML.

The tips of the tree were annotated with the patient ID of the patient from which they

originated. For each DRM, a state was assigned to a tip, either ”X” or ”Y” representing

the absence or presence of a mutation in that patient’s HIV sequence set. Using the state

information, the ace function was used with the ARD model parameters and choosing

the joint ancestral reconstruction. The likelihood of the states, ”X” and ”Y” were tallied
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Table 4.2: This table depicts imputed HLA types for patients from HIV subtype B PR-RT
data. The HLA type is listed with the corresponding sensitivity and positive predictive
value (PPV) as described in Section 3.2.1. Together with the performance data, the
amount of patients assigned an HLA type is shown. The total estimated amount of
patients with the HLA specified in the row is shown in the next column followed by
the percentage of patients assigned the HLA type as well as percentage of the world
wide representation of the HLA type [Carlson et al., 2012]. HLA data source: http:

//www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/gv/mhc/.

HLA PPV Sensitivity HLA count Adjusted Count % HLA in set % Global HLA
A03 0.43 0.23 117 219 11.10 6.10
A11 0.33 0.27 231 282 14.40 11.50
A23 0.32 0.16 39 78 4.00 2.70
A29 0.25 0.15 15 25 1.30 2.60
A32 0.37 0.19 42 82 4.20 1.60
B07 0.32 0.46 86 60 3.10 5.50
B15 0.39 0.16 137 334 17.00 11.50
B18 0.31 0.22 131 185 9.40 2.80
B35 0.27 0.07 16 62 3.20 7.30
B39 0.31 0.16 15 29 1.50 4.00
B40 0.3 0.25 305 366 18.60 12.70
B41 0.07 0.57 74 9 0.50 0.70
B44 0.4 0.04 10 100 5.10 6.00
B48 0.5 0.6 112 93 4.70 2.50
B49 0.12 0.3 156 62 3.20 1.00
B52 0.07 0.52 159 21 1.10 1.40
B57 0.31 0.13 56 134 6.80 2.00

for all the immediate ancestral nodes. The scaled likelihood ranges from 0 to 1 and the

ancestral node was assigned the state with the higher likelihood, i.e. a scaled likelihood

of greater than 0.50. If the tip and its immediate ancestor were ”Y”, it was assumed that

the ”Y” state was acquired rather than newly developed. These inherited states were

excluded from the contingency tests performed in the following section. The fractions of

remaining ”Y” states for each DRM after phylogenetic correction are listed in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: This table represents the pre- and post-adjusted counts of drug resistance
mutations (DRM) in the subtype B data set after accounting for phylogeny. The first,
second and third columns represent the position along PR-RT, the reference residue and
drug resistance mutation respectively. The fourth column represents the total number
of DRMs. The fifth column shows the number of drug resistance mutations remaining
after filtering out the sequences deemed have inherited the specific DRM. The last column
shows the percentage of the remaining DRM after filtering.

Pos Res Mut Pre-adjusted n Pos-adjusted n % of Pre-adjusted

3 I V 106 84 0.79

10 L F 270 233 0.86

10 L I 791 519 0.66

10 L V 161 152 0.94

11 V I 78 67 0.86

13 I V 544 419 0.77

Continued on the following page...
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16 G A 79 54 0.68

19 L I 202 176 0.87

20 K R 348 297 0.85

20 K I 169 151 0.89

20 K T 68 66 0.97

24 L I 180 164 0.91

30 D N 68 37 0.54

32 V I 160 122 0.76

33 L F 388 304 0.78

33 L I 75 64 0.85

34 E Q 117 89 0.76

35 E D 662 458 0.69

36 M L 58 51 0.88

36 M I 747 549 0.73

37 N D 406 341 0.84

43 K T 161 76 0.47

45 K R 55 49 0.89

46 M L 263 239 0.91

46 M I 631 454 0.72

47 I V 184 162 0.88

48 G V 117 36 0.31

50 I V 83 67 0.81

53 F L 140 106 0.76

54 I M 92 80 0.87

54 I V 711 505 0.71

55 K R 187 154 0.82

58 Q E 206 184 0.89

60 D E 252 223 0.88

61 Q E 80 60 0.75

62 I V 911 607 0.67

64 I V 381 309 0.81

69 H R 52 41 0.79

69 H K 87 50 0.57

71 A I 79 78 0.99

71 A V 809 535 0.66

72 I V 242 185 0.76

72 I T 111 64 0.58

72 I L 79 69 0.87

73 G S 250 217 0.87

73 G T 84 74 0.88

74 T S 101 74 0.73

76 L V 119 95 0.80

82 V A 648 462 0.71

82 V T 86 80 0.93

84 I V 437 344 0.79

Continued on the following page...
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85 I V 128 107 0.84

88 N D 75 45 0.60

89 L M 54 52 0.96

89 L V 125 87 0.70

90 L M 894 541 0.61

92 Q K 91 62 0.68

105 E K 71 68 0.96

119 K R 416 358 0.86

134 V M 139 130 0.94

134 V L 87 83 0.95

138 T A 342 305 0.89

140 M L 1045 672 0.64

142 K N 65 65 1.00

142 K E 265 201 0.76

142 K Q 130 121 0.93

143 E D 311 282 0.91

143 E A 86 78 0.91

148 K R 127 117 0.92

161 A V 101 34 0.34

163 K R 70 52 0.74

166 D G 77 68 0.88

166 D N 922 648 0.70

168 T N 142 136 0.96

168 T D 253 228 0.90

169 K R 455 402 0.88

171 R K 62 25 0.40

173 L I 153 128 0.84

173 L V 274 240 0.88

174 V M 118 87 0.74

174 V I 70 27 0.39

189 V I 87 84 0.97

197 A S 154 145 0.94

197 A G 158 154 0.97

199 L I 109 99 0.91

200 K E 139 112 0.81

200 K Q 116 97 0.84

201 K Q 88 58 0.66

202 K N 584 515 0.88

207 V I 193 178 0.92

217 V I 682 534 0.78

221 K P 63 63 1.00

221 K E 995 589 0.59

222 D N 109 105 0.96

222 D E 604 461 0.76

234 I T 611 475 0.78
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241 I V 221 204 0.92

257 A S 89 30 0.34

261 S Y 65 61 0.94

265 K R 166 125 0.75

273 Q E 75 48 0.64

273 Q K 76 55 0.72

273 Q R 92 46 0.50

276 D N 84 37 0.44

278 V I 223 199 0.89

278 V D 71 28 0.39

280 Y C 309 267 0.86

283 M V 1029 718 0.70

287 Y L 118 91 0.77

289 G A 262 212 0.81

294 I L 78 33 0.42

301 I V 204 148 0.73

302 E K 252 192 0.76

302 E D 108 103 0.95

306 Q E 402 346 0.86

307 H Y 316 281 0.89

309 L W 810 603 0.74

310 R K 992 774 0.78

314 T Y 1006 710 0.71

314 T F 262 229 0.87

4.1.3 Diminished antiretroviral resistance mutations are associ-

ated with some HLA types

It was tested whether lower frequencies of specific ARV resistance mutations could be ob-

served in HLA-type imputed patient sequence sets. Using the Fisher’s Exact Test (FET)

results produced for all the HLA type sets, the substitutions with diminished frequen-

cies were extracted. These mutations were cross-referenced with substitutions listed in

Table 4.4 on page 79 to determine the ARV for which the listed substitution provides

resistance. Because PR and the first 217 amino acids of RT were joined, any positional

reference above 99 falls within the RT region. Table 4.4 provides adjustments for the

listed mutation positions. Detailed results given in Table 4.5 on page 73. Each sub-table

represents the results for the respective HLA type. Note that these results do not re-

flect substitution discrepancies that occur in positions that are generally not associated
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with ARV resistance. While significance values are important, the tables also show the

direction of selection, i.e. whether a substitution occurs at a significantly higher or lower

frequency. The log2-Odds column shows the log2-Odds of the frequency difference of a

substitution between the HLA type-positive set and the HLA type-negative sets. A pos-

itive value indicates enrichment, while a negative value indicates a diminished frequency

of the substitution in the HLA-positive set. The cut-off for the p-value was set at 0.05

and the q-value at 0.10. Consider the first result for HLA A*03 in Table 4.5. First,

the position in PR-RT is listed. Next, the consensus residue (for HIV-1 subtype B) is

listed under Org with the substituted amino acid listed under Mut. There are two groups

of three columns, for the native FET where phylogeny was not taken into account, i.e.

the unadjusted set, followed by the FET corrected for phylogeny, i.e. the adjusted set.

The last column shows whether a the FET test for a mutation produced significantly

different results, i.e. either loss of significance (indicated by l) or a gain (indicated by

g) of significance in the measured odds-ratio. For A*03, the mutation T168D is initially

non-significant under for the uncorrected test, while it appears to be significantly enriched

after the correction. Conversely, for A*23, the mutaiton D166N appeared to be signifi-

cantly diminished in the uncorrected test, while this significance was lost when corrected

for phylogeny. The results of HLA types linked with diminished major ARV resistance

mutations are listed in Table 4.6 on page 80 with the results of the FET on the assigned

HLA types listed in Table 4.1 presented in Table 4.5.

Referring to Table 4.6, it is clear that for almost all the HLA types listed, there

are substitutions that appear to be significantly diminished ARV resistance mutations.

For all the residues, the FET resulted in a significance value (p-value) of < 0.05. The

underlined residues had corresponding q-values of < 0.10, indicating low probabilities

of false-discovery. Diminished mutations that were frequently diminished included PR:

M46I, I54V, V82A, I84V and L90M and RT: M41L (M140L), D67N (D166N), L210W

(L309W), and T215Y (T314Y). These mutations often display correlation and may inter-

act epistatically [Rhee et al., 2007]. It was important to investigate the level of covariance

of multiple substitutions to determine which epistatic interactions needed to be accounted

for if, for a given HLA type, substitutions were calculated to be diminished. To this end,

the HIVDB was consulted in order to compare frequencies of the aforementioned substi-
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tutions occurring individually and together with other substitutions. A summary of the

interactions is shown in Table 4.7 on page 81. For each substitution, common covarying

substitutions are listed. As a measure of independence, i.e. a proportional value of a sub-

stitution occurring independently of other substitutions, the ratio of the number of HIV-1

protein sequences (PR and RT) containing only the lone substitution to the number of

sequences containing the most frequently occurring pattern containing the same substi-

tution was measured. This value acted merely as an illustrative value of independence

rather than a statistical measurement. Interestingly, L90M was the only substitution to

show a high degree of independence. However, it was always correlated with other substi-

tutions. Indeed, consulting Table 4.4, it becomes evident that this mutation is involved in

PI resistance at varying levels for all but two PIs, namely tipranavir (TPV) and darunavir

(DRV). It is common for the PR substitutions I54V, V82A, I84V and M46I to show cor-

relation, with the exception of V82A and I84V, which shows modest negative correlation,

yielding a phi-correlation value of -0.082 (see Section 3.6 on page 52 for an explanation

of this calculation).

Table 4.5: The tables represent significant changes in substitutions within the PR-RT re-
gion of HIV-1 subtype B pol. The Pos column shows the position within the concatenated
PR-RT sequences, Org is the consensus residue at that position, Mut is the amino acid
substitution. The next three columns show the log2-Odds of the tested mutation, the p-
and q-values of the FET between the HLA-positive and HLA-negative sets unadjusted for
phylogeny. This is followed by a second group of three columns showing the same odds-
ratio, p- and q-values of the FET between HLA-positive and HLA-negative sets adjusted
for phylogeny. The final column shows a gain (g) or loss (l) of significance for the FET
in the adjusted results.

Fisher’s exact test results

A03

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

54 I V -0.60 0.02198 0.142 -0.67 0.02723 0.145

A11

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

168 T D 0.57 0.04494 0.168 0.47 0.11534 0.336 l

Continued on the following page...
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A23

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

90 L M -0.99 0.03457 0.112 -1.17 0.05634 0.167 l

166 D N -1.03 0.05064 0.147 -0.75 0.2085 0.450 l

168 T D -2.69 0.03675 0.117 -2.49 0.05405 0.161 l

202 K N 1.39 0.00228 0.013 1.33 0.00588 0.026

278 V I 1.42 0.01274 0.049 0.71 0.27655 0.574 l

309 L W -1.26 0.01339 0.051 -1.30 0.02926 0.098

A29

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

168 T D 2.51 0.00078 0.027 2.72 0.00033 0.015

169 K R 1.47 0.04193 0.180 1.50 0.05916 0.220 l

314 T F 1.76 0.02175 0.119 1.75 0.03374 0.159

A32

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

46 M I -1.25 0.0197 0.051 -0.69 0.23855 0.439 l

54 I V -3.11 0.0 0.000 -2.54 0.00043 0.002

82 V A -1.10 0.04307 0.099 -0.53 0.39973 0.645 l

84 I V -1.67 0.02099 0.054 -1.26 0.12298 0.255 l

90 L M -2.07 3e-05 0.000 -1.54 0.00721 0.021

140 M L -2.52 0.0 0.000 -2.00 0.00015 0.001

166 D N -2.39 0.0 0.000 -2.05 0.00035 0.002

169 K R 0.89 0.05513 0.123 1.03 0.02709 0.067 g

202 K N 0.90 0.03762 0.089 1.13 0.01211 0.033

309 L W -5.07 0.0 0.000 -4.59 0.0 0.000

314 T Y -2.63 0.0 0.000 -2.29 3e-05 0.000

A68

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

None

B07

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

82 V A -0.74 0.05746 0.380 -0.97 0.03407 0.320 g

85 I V 1.07 0.03889 0.354 1.28 0.02329 0.296

173 L V -1.78 0.0098 0.160 -2.01 0.00672 0.153

Continued on the following page...
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B15

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

46 M I -0.64 0.02824 0.069 -0.45 0.18285 0.273 l

54 I V -1.41 0.0 0.000 -1.35 7e-05 0.000

84 I V -1.41 0.00013 0.001 -1.21 0.00316 0.010

90 L M -1.08 4e-05 0.000 -0.92 0.0023 0.008

140 M L -1.30 0.0 0.000 -1.18 5e-05 0.000

166 D N -1.02 8e-05 0.000 -1.03 0.00055 0.002

168 T D -0.93 0.04099 0.087 -0.71 0.13801 0.224 l

169 K R 0.54 0.05408 0.099 0.59 0.04077 0.088 g

202 K N 0.53 0.04024 0.087 0.72 0.00642 0.019

280 Y C -1.43 0.00136 0.005 -1.12 0.01569 0.041

289 G A -1.14 0.01607 0.042 -0.74 0.16143 0.254 l

309 L W -1.67 0.0 0.000 -1.34 1e-05 0.000

314 T Y -1.38 0.0 0.000 -1.22 2e-05 0.000

B18

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

32 V I 0.85 0.0434 0.544 0.76 0.11881 0.736 l

200 K E 1.50 0.00022 0.022 1.53 0.00067 0.050

278 V I 0.83 0.02123 0.345 0.56 0.16252 0.736 l

B35

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

53 F L 1.54 0.10923 0.391 2.05 0.04993 0.266 g

54 I V -Inf 0.0012 0.041 -Inf 0.01005 0.114

90 L M -3.69 0.00088 0.034 -2.98 0.0173 0.140

202 K N 1.82 0.01244 0.111 1.89 0.0094 0.113

278 V I 2.53 0.00136 0.042 2.73 0.00065 0.031

309 L W -Inf 0.00021 0.022 -Inf 0.00142 0.046

314 T Y -2.92 0.00226 0.054 -2.36 0.02226 0.163

B37

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

54 I V -2.72 0.04092 0.285 -2.15 0.20517 0.622 l

202 K N 2.48 0.00302 0.077 2.70 0.00127 0.047

B39

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change
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82 V A -2.84 0.02883 0.746 -2.29 0.13951 1.000 l

84 I V -Inf 0.03097 0.746 -Inf 0.09111 1.000 l

90 L M -2.50 0.01024 0.560 -Inf 0.00713 0.528

140 M L -2.93 0.00167 0.168 -3.23 0.00695 0.528

202 K N -1.52 0.17533 1.000 -Inf 0.0274 0.771 g

309 L W -3.35 0.004 0.268 -2.88 0.02865 0.771

B40

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

90 L M -0.36 0.04725 0.458 -0.39 0.07302 0.576 l

309 L W -0.37 0.04433 0.444 -0.47 0.02552 0.361

B41

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

24 L I 0.98 0.04018 0.911 1.17 0.01664 0.702

168 T N 1.22 0.01889 0.669 1.01 0.05801 0.959 l

169 K R 0.78 0.03534 0.886 0.89 0.02496 0.776

289 G A -1.91 0.01375 0.625 -2.11 0.01976 0.732

309 L W -1.38 0.00047 0.057 -1.32 0.00291 0.287

B44

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

168 T N 2.16 0.04713 0.174 2.25 0.04034 0.151

168 T D 2.83 0.00177 0.037 3.03 0.00091 0.028

169 K R 1.79 0.03398 0.146 1.75 0.05001 0.173 l

314 T F 2.28 0.01307 0.098 2.20 0.02678 0.132

B48

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

54 I V -1.23 0.00014 0.001 -1.19 0.00183 0.007

82 V A -1.02 0.00219 0.008 -0.73 0.05481 0.127 l

84 I V -1.35 0.00116 0.005 -1.21 0.00782 0.024

90 L M -1.30 1e-05 0.000 -1.24 0.00058 0.003

140 M L -1.31 0.0 0.000 -0.95 0.00245 0.009

166 D N -0.94 0.00116 0.005 -0.57 0.06872 0.154 l

168 T N 0.89 0.04162 0.099 0.88 0.05414 0.127 l

200 K E 1.06 0.02216 0.059 1.42 0.00397 0.014

309 L W -1.47 0.0 0.000 -1.33 0.00016 0.001

314 T Y -1.08 0.00019 0.001 -0.99 0.00213 0.008
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B49

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

32 V I -1.21 0.04564 0.433 -1.37 0.05466 0.465 l

54 I V -0.65 0.01532 0.242 -0.62 0.05106 0.463 l

314 T F -1.58 0.00085 0.041 -1.76 0.00133 0.060

B52

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

54 I V -0.63 0.02001 0.556 -0.63 0.04149 0.567

90 L M -0.55 0.03129 0.556 -0.56 0.05822 0.567 l

314 T F 0.47 0.14296 0.556 0.69 0.04846 0.567 g

B57

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

202 K N 1.01 0.01109 0.555 0.75 0.09755 0.961 l

289 G A -2.05 0.02675 0.799 -1.66 0.11598 0.961 l

B81

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

54 I V 1.46 0.00041 0.021 1.10 0.02675 0.078

82 V A 1.90 0.0 0.000 1.82 8e-05 0.008

C04

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

280 Y C 0.63 0.049 0.303 0.72 0.04227 0.308

C07

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

47 I V 0.84 0.02395 0.315 0.88 0.02463 0.349

84 I V 0.67 0.01588 0.252 0.59 0.05709 0.545 l

85 I V 1.08 0.01145 0.203 1.12 0.01572 0.274

140 M L 0.77 0.00315 0.081 0.84 0.00351 0.089

166 D N 1.19 0.0 0.000 1.29 0.0 0.000

168 T N 0.90 0.02735 0.336 0.91 0.03417 0.413

168 T D 0.75 0.02593 0.325 0.64 0.06946 0.636 l

173 L I 1.35 0.00043 0.026 1.25 0.00317 0.089

280 Y C 0.65 0.04062 0.408 0.57 0.11097 0.733 l

309 L W 0.92 0.00028 0.019 0.92 0.00089 0.057
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314 T Y 0.75 0.00324 0.081 0.74 0.00788 0.167

C15

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

53 F L 1.35 0.03289 0.214 1.64 0.02053 0.170

82 V A 0.90 0.05123 0.273 1.16 0.01557 0.142 g

90 L M -1.33 0.00617 0.098 -1.26 0.02919 0.200

202 K N 1.79 8e-05 0.011 1.96 1e-05 0.002

283 M V 1.43 0.00244 0.056 1.53 0.00306 0.058

C16

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

202 K N 2.05 0.00936 0.079 2.12 0.00532 0.064

4.2 Exploring causal relationships between HLA types

and diminished ARV resistance-related substitu-

tions

Prior to examining the diminished residues, scenarios were considered that offered possible

explanations of frequency discrepancies:

1. The HLA type-positive group contains a high number of individuals that have not

undergone drug treatment long enough for ARV resistance-related mutations to

accumulate.

2. The type of ARVs used may not include those where an observed diminished residue

contributes to resistance.

3. The substitutions may result in the generation of immunologically active CTL epi-

topes, or alternatively, there are negative correlations between mutations conferring

CTL escape and ARV drug resistance.
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Table 4.4: These are the lists of major ARV resistance mutations with associated protease
inhibitors and reverse transcriptase inhibitors. Table a) represents mutations providing
resistance to protease inhibitors (PI). Table b) represents mutations providing resistance
to nucleoside analogue reverse transcriptase inhibitors. Table c) represents mutations
providing resistance against non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors. Obtained
from http://hivdb.stanford.edu [Rhee et al., 2003]

.
(a) PI Resistance Mutations

PR Pos 30 32 33 46 47 48 50 54 76 82 84 88 90

Cons V L M I G I I L V I N L
ATV/r I F IL V VM L VTALM ATFS V S M
DRV/r I F VA V LM V F V
FPV/r I F IL VA V VTALM V ATSF V M
IDV/r I IL V VTALM V AFTS V S M
LPV/r I F IL VA VM V VTALM V AFTS V M
NFV N F IL V VM VTALM AFTS V DS M
SQV/r VM VTALM AT V S M
TPV/r I F IL VA VAM TL V

(b) Nucleoside Analog Resistance Mutations

Discriminatory Mutations Thymidine Analog Mutations (TAMs)

RT Pos 184 65 70 74 115 41 67 70 210 215 219 151
Adj Pos 283 164 169 173 214 140 166 169 309 314 318 250
Consensus M K K L Y M D K T T K Q
3TC VI R M
FTC VI R M
ABC VI R E VI F L W FY M
DDI VI R E VI L W FY M
TDF *** R E F L R W FY M
D4T *** R E L N R W FY QE M
ZDV *** *** * * L N R W FY QE M

(c) Non-Nucleoside Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitors

RT Pos 100 101 103 106 138 181 188 190 230

Adj Pos 199 200 202 205 237 280 287 289 329
Cons L K K V E Y Y G M
NVP I EP NS AM CIV LCH ASE L
EFV I EP NS AM CIV LCH ASE L
ETR I EP AGKQ CIV L ASE L
RPV I EP AGKQ CIV L ASE L

If the first scenario holds, the natural consequence would be that PR and RT sequences

associated with an HLA type will have lower ARV resistance mutations. This could

directly confound the results that appear to produce FET results with high significance

(both low p-values and q-values) and the causal relationship might just be due to the low

acquisition of ARV resistance mutations.

Scenario two would entail that the observation of a diminished residue could just be due

to low exposure of ARVs associated with the diminished mutation in the assigned group.

Considering the residues of interest for both PR and RT, there is enough ARV resistance
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Table 4.6: This table represents substitutions within the PR-RT region of pol that are
diminished in HLA type positive sets. The left column represents the HLA types set and
the right column represents the diminished substitutions. The underlined substitutions
are those that yielded a significance value of p < 0.05 and a q-value of < 0.100 in both
the unadjusted and adjusted FET results. Substitutions that are not underlined indicate
significance in the unadjusted but not adjusted FET results. A double asterisk (**)
indicates a q-value above 0.10 with a p-value of less than 0.05. for both the adjusted and
unadjusted results, while a positive (+) indicates a gain of significance, i.e. p-value of
less than 0.05 but with a q-value of greater than 0.10, whereas a double positive (++)
indicates a q-value of less than 0.10. A single asterisk indicates significance for both
unadjusted and adjusted sets, but with a q-value greater than 0.10. A double asterisk
indicate a gain of p-value significance, but with a q-value of greater than 0.10. None
indicates no discrepancies in DRM for the specific HLA type.

HLA Subtypes Diminished Substitutions
A*03 54V

A*11 None

A*23 90M 166N

A*29 None

A*32 46I 54V, 82A, 84V 90M, 140L, 166N, 309W, 314Y

A*68 None

B*07 46I, 82A++ 166N, 309W, 314F, 314Y

B*15 46I, 48V, 54V, 84V, 90M, 140L, 166N, 280C, 309W, 314Y

B*18 None

B*35 54V, 90M, 309W, 314Y

B*37 54V

B*39 90M*, 140L*, 309W

B*40 90M**, 289A+, 309W**

B*41 309W

B*44 None

B*48 54V, 82A, 84V, 90M, 140L, 166N, 309W, 314Y

B*49 54V 314F

B*52 54V** 90M**

B*57 289A

B*81 None

mutation redundancy, i.e. all the diminished mutations mentioned earlier were considered

drug resistance mutations for a majority of the PR inhibitors and RT inhibitors.

The third scenario posed an interesting prospect. Mentioned in Chapter 1, was the

motif-like nature of immunologically active CTL epitopes. A mutations within a CTL

epitope can change its viability, either by processing and presentation of the epitope,

stability of the peptide-MHC complex on the cell membrane and recognition of the peptide

by the appropriate T-cell receptors. Since CTL escape is possible through these mutations,

so too can epitopes be generated or enhanced through the same mechanism [Mason et al.,

2004]. An immunological mechanism as a reason for the observed diminished residues was

investigated. To this end, a comparative analysis was performed between the prediction

results of NetMHCPan and NetMHCStab for the consensus HIV-1 subtype B pol (PR and
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Table 4.7: In this table, major mutations and their positively correlated counterparts
are listed. Columns from the left represent the substitution, the frequency of this sub-
stitution in the sequences from HIV-1 subtype B, the common correlated mutations, the
most frequent mutation pairs that occur simultaneously with the substitution and the
independence value, which is the number of sequences that have only the substitution in
question divided by the highest occurring substitution pattern. Only PR L90M has an
independence value of more than 1.00.

Substitution Subtype Frequency Common Interacting Substitutions Most frequent Pattern Independence value

Protease
M46I 0.26 54V, 82A, 84V, 90M 46I, 90M 0.58

I54V 0.28 46I, 82A, 84V, 90M 54V,82A,90M 0.15

V82A 0.26 46I, 54V, 90M 54V,82A,90M 0.52

I84V 0.18 46I, 54V, 90M 46I,84V,90M 0.21

L90M 0.39 46I, 54V, 82A, 84V 46I, 90M 3.12

Reverse Transcriptase
M41L 0.26 67N, 69D, 184V, 210W, 215Y 41L,184V,215Y 0.83

D67N 0.23 67N, 69D, 70R, 184V, 210W, 215Y 67N,70R,184V 0.22

L210W 0.26 67N, 69D, 74V, 184V, 210W, 215Y 41L,184V,210W,215Y 0.16

T315Y 0.32 67N, 69D, 70R, 184V, 210W, 215Y 41L,184V,215Y 0.38

RT) sequences, versus the prediction results obtained by including the substitutions in

these sequences. This section explores the results from these immunological analyses and

potential effect of this on ARV resistance substitution selection in PR and RT sequences

from treatment-experienced patients.

4.2.1 Substitutions in PR and RT have effects on predicted pep-

tide MHC affinity and stability

The results of the changes in MHC binding affinity and stability predictions are shown in

Table 4.9 on page 84. These results represent changes caused by substitutions occurring in

the PR and RT regions (up to position 217) of the pol protein. The results were filtered to

only include those that induced significant changes, i.e. a NetMHCPan change of 0.10 and

a NetMHCStab change of 0.50. The table is further annotated with markers indicating

a change that breaks the binding threshold of NetMHCPan. Positive changes indicated

increased binding affinity and stability respectively. The allotypes tested belonged to all

the known HLA types, even those excluded from FET. This was done to demonstrate

possible CTL epitope generation or escape for the HLA type in the absence of a FET.

It should be noted that due to the limited HLA allotypes available for MHC stability

prediction by NetMHCStab, the results were extrapolated from the closest neighbour.
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Although it is impossible to confirm with the available data that there is a large correlation

of MHC stability between related HLA allotypes, these results were still considered, albeit

interpreted with caution. The MHCClust tool was used to cluster HLA allotypes not

available in NetMHCStab with those that are available in NetMHCStab [Martin Thomsen,

2014]. See Section 3.5.3 on page 52 for a description of MHCClust. The results obtained

from MHCClust are shown in Figure 4.1. The HLA allotypes used in NetMHCPan and

NetMHCStab are shown in Table 4.8. Briefly, the MHCClust tool uses the top predicted

NetMHCPan results of chosen HLA allotypes as a distance metric for clustering. The tree

is bootstrapped over 100 iterations and the bootstrap values are displayed on the edges.

This tree also illustrates that although by definition the HLA allotype nomenclature shows

genetic similarity, small changes also affects the binding motif of the allotype and thus

can affect the true relatedness of allotypes beyond their nomenclature. An example of

this, is the HLA allotype B*4802, which is clustered together with B*1503 rather than

B*4801.

Table 4.8: This table represents the nearest neighbour for HLA allotypes that do not have
NetMHCStab predictions available. The left column represents NetMHCStab allotype and
the right column the HLA allotypes to which they are extrapolated.

HLA Allotype in NetMHCStab Allotype List
A*0101 A*0101, A*2901
A*0201 A*0203, A*0201, A*3201
A*0301 A*0301
A*1101 A*1101
A*2402 A*2301, A*2402
A*2601 A*2601
B*0702 B*0702
B*1501 B*1501, B*1503, B*4802
B*2705 B*2705
B*3501 B*3501
B*3901 B*3901
B*4001 B*4002, B*4402, B*4001
B*5801 B*5801
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Figure 4.1: This figure is the bootstrapped tree obtained from MHCClust. The nodes
show the HLA allotypes. The values on the edges are the bootstrapped values. HLA
allotypes placed closer together are predicted to have larger set of common presented
peptides.

4.2.2 Comparison of prediction results of mutated CTL epitopes

to results from previous studies

It was interesting to note that some of the prediction results could be corroborated by

literature studies. The A*02 epitope, VLVGPTPVNI (PR 76-84) has been shown to exhibit

a slight increase in avidity by the PR I83V ARV resistance mutation [Singh and Barry,

2004]. The prediction results indicate that there was an increase in MHC binding affinity

for A*0201 and A*0203 as well as an increased stability for A*0201 of 1.95 hours and could
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lead to longer availability of the epitope to encounter an appropriate TCR. The same

applies to the PR mutation I54V, which produced slightly higher affinity and stability

scores and corresponding to a slight increase in avidity as reported elsewhere [Mueller

et al., 2007]. The RT mutation, M41L resulted in a large predicted increase in stability of

4.06 hours of the A*02 epitope ALVEICTEL versus the wild type ALVEICTEM and has been

reported as inducing a significantly stronger CTL response [Mason et al., 2004]. The RT

V36M (V134M) mutation also had a largely positive impact on MHC stability, with a 6.21

hour increase in stability prediction, but this mutation was found to quickly revert to the

wild type in another study [Karlsson et al., 2007]. It was observed that the same mutation

had a profoundly negative impact on binding to B*48:02 and B*1501/3, but no previous

studies were found to confirm this nor whether the wild type form is indeed an epitope of

the aforementioned HLA allotypes. Interestingly, the prediction results also revealed the

CTL escape mechanisms of some substitutions. The RT K166R mutation is predicted as

an escape mutation for both A*03 and A*11 types. The mutated peptide, AIFQSSMTR had

a 12.47 and 6.34 hour predicted half life decrease for A*1101 and A*0301 respectively,

although the predicted affinity remained above the threshold for both allotypes [Koibuchi

et al., 2005].

Table 4.9: The following table represents the intial predicted MHC affinity and stability
predictions by NetMHCPan and NetMHCstab respectively for HIV subtype B PR-RT.
The HLA, Mut and Freq columns represent the HLA allotype for which the prediction was
made, the substitution and the frequency of the substitution. The following two columns
represent the consensus and mutated peptide, with the mutated residue in orange and
underlined. The IC50pep and IC50mut columns show the predicted 1− log50000IC50 value
obtained from prediction results for the consensus and mutated peptide, while the IC50∆

column shows the log difference between the two predicted scores. The opep and omut

columns show the predicted stability (measured as half-rate in hours) for the consensus
and mutated peptide. The o∆ value shows the difference between the two scores. The
”T” column shows when a change in score resulted in the crossing of the 1− log50000IC50
threshold of 0.42, with ”-T” meaning the affinity dropped to below the threshold and
”+T” meaning the affinity increased above the threshold.

HLA Mut Freq Pep Mut IC50pep IC50mut IC50∆ T opep omut o∆

B*1501 L10F 0.131 PQITLWQRPL PQITLWQRPF 0.17 0.38 0.21 0.87 2.06 1.19

B*1503 L10F 0.131 PQITLWQRPL PQITLWQRPF 0.53 0.73 0.20 0.87 2.06 1.19

B*4802 L10F 0.131 PQITLWQRPL PQITLWQRPF 0.47 0.62 0.15 0.87 2.06 1.19

A*0203 L10I 0.388 TLWQRPLVTI TLWQRPIVTI 0.48 0.47 -0.01 4.45 5.02 0.57

A*0201 L10V 0.08 TLWQRPLVTI TLWQRPVVTI 0.56 0.53 -0.02 4.45 5.01 0.57

Continued on the following page...
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HLA Mut Freq Pep Mut IC50pep IC50mut IC50∆ T opep omut o∆

A*0203 L10V 0.08 TLWQRPLVTI TLWQRPVVTI 0.48 0.47 -0.01 4.45 5.01 0.57

A*0201 I13V 0.264 TLWQRPLVTI TLWQRPLVTV 0.56 0.67 0.11 4.45 8.55 4.11

A*0203 I13V 0.264 TLWQRPLVTI TLWQRPLVTV 0.48 0.61 0.13 4.45 8.55 4.11

A*1101 I13V 0.264 VTIKIGGQLK VTVKIGGQLK 0.67 0.63 -0.04 3.33 2.69 -0.65

A*1101 L19I 0.096 VTIKIGGQLK VTIKIGGQIK 0.67 0.56 -0.10 3.33 2.44 -0.90

A*0301 K20R 0.17 VTIKIGGQLK VTIKIGGQLR 0.46 0.21 -0.24 -T 1.56 0.53 -1.03

A*1101 K20R 0.17 VTIKIGGQLK VTIKIGGQLR 0.67 0.44 -0.23 3.33 0.94 -2.39

A*0201 L24I 0.082 LLDTGADDTV LIDTGADDTV 0.60 0.39 -0.21 -T 2.19 0.93 -1.25

A*0203 L24I 0.082 LLDTGADDTV LIDTGADDTV 0.50 0.33 -0.17 -T 2.19 0.93 -1.25

B*1501 M46I 0.302 KMIGGIGGF KIIGGIGGF 0.67 0.49 -0.18 9.48 3.77 -5.71

B*1503 M46I 0.302 KMIGGIGGF KIIGGIGGF 0.81 0.56 -0.26 9.48 3.77 -5.71

B*4802 M46I 0.302 KMIGGIGGF KIIGGIGGF 0.70 0.39 -0.31 -T 9.48 3.77 -5.71

B*1501 M46L 0.129 KMIGGIGGF KLIGGIGGF 0.67 0.57 -0.10 9.48 5.18 -4.30

B*1503 M46L 0.129 KMIGGIGGF KLIGGIGGF 0.81 0.66 -0.15 9.48 5.18 -4.30

B*4802 M46L 0.129 KMIGGIGGF KLIGGIGGF 0.70 0.49 -0.21 9.48 5.18 -4.30

A*1101 I47V 0.079 MIGGIGGFIK MVGGIGGFIK 0.62 0.66 0.03 0.97 1.60 0.63

B*1501 I47V 0.079 KMIGGIGGF KMVGGIGGF 0.67 0.62 -0.05 9.48 8.42 -1.06

B*1503 I47V 0.079 KMIGGIGGF KMVGGIGGF 0.81 0.78 -0.03 9.48 8.42 -1.06

B*4802 I47V 0.079 KMIGGIGGF KMVGGIGGF 0.70 0.64 -0.06 9.48 8.42 -1.06

A*0201 I54V 0.349 KMIGGIGGFI KMIGGIGGFV 0.64 0.76 0.11 1.40 2.51 1.11

A*0203 I54V 0.349 KMIGGIGGFI KMIGGIGGFV 0.74 0.84 0.10 1.40 2.51 1.11

B*1503 K55R 0.085 KVRQYDQIPI RVRQYDQIPI 0.51 0.58 0.07 1.28 1.76 0.48

A*0201 Q58E 0.098 RQYDQIPIEI REYDQIPIEI 0.64 0.19 -0.45 -T 2.86 1.15 -1.71

A*0203 Q58E 0.098 RQYDQIPIEI REYDQIPIEI 0.58 0.17 -0.41 -T 2.86 1.15 -1.71

B*1501 Q58E 0.098 RQYDQIPIEI REYDQIPIEI 0.42 0.21 -0.20 3.78 0.44 -3.34

B*1503 Q58E 0.098 RQYDQIPIEI REYDQIPIEI 0.87 0.75 -0.12 3.78 0.44 -3.34

B*4802 Q58E 0.098 RQYDQIPIEI REYDQIPIEI 0.84 0.79 -0.05 3.78 0.44 -3.34

B*1501 D60E 0.116 RQYDQIPIEI RQYEQIPIEI 0.42 0.39 -0.03 3.78 4.24 0.47

B*1503 D60E 0.116 RQYDQIPIEI RQYEQIPIEI 0.87 0.88 0.01 3.78 4.24 0.47

B*4802 D60E 0.116 RQYDQIPIEI RQYEQIPIEI 0.84 0.85 0.02 3.78 4.24 0.47

B*1501 I64V 0.18 RQYDQIPIEI RQYDQIPVEI 0.42 0.43 0.02 +T 3.78 4.63 0.85

B*1503 I64V 0.18 RQYDQIPIEI RQYDQIPVEI 0.87 0.87 -0.00 3.78 4.63 0.85

B*4802 I64V 0.18 RQYDQIPIEI RQYDQIPVEI 0.84 0.83 -0.01 3.78 4.63 0.85

B*3901 A71V 0.395 HKAIGTVLV HKVIGTVLV 0.47 0.39 -0.07 -T 1.88 1.38 -0.49

B*3901 I72T 0.052 GHKAIGTVL GHKATGTVL 0.48 0.43 -0.06 1.13 1.61 0.48

B*3901 I72T 0.052 HKAIGTVLV HKATGTVLV 0.47 0.54 0.07 1.88 2.43 0.55

B*0702 V82A 0.305 TPVNIIGRNL TPANIIGRNL 0.53 0.62 0.09 1.91 2.85 0.94

A*0201 I84V 0.206 VLVGPTPVNI VLVGPTPVNV 0.54 0.67 0.13 2.16 4.10 1.95

A*0203 I84V 0.206 VLVGPTPVNI VLVGPTPVNV 0.58 0.71 0.14 2.16 4.10 1.95

A*0201 L90M 0.423 LLTQIGCTL LMTQIGCTL 0.46 0.50 0.04 4.58 3.35 -1.23

A*0201 L90M 0.423 NLLTQIGCTL NLMTQIGCTL 0.43 0.56 0.13 1.87 2.38 0.51

A*0203 L90M 0.423 LLTQIGCTL LMTQIGCTL 0.55 0.58 0.03 4.58 3.35 -1.23

A*0203 L90M 0.423 NLLTQIGCTL NLMTQIGCTL 0.40 0.65 0.24 +T 1.87 2.38 0.51

A*3201 L90M 0.423 LTQIGCTLNF MTQIGCTLNF 0.37 0.53 0.16 +T 2.00 2.49 0.49

B*1501 L90M 0.423 LLTQIGCTL LMTQIGCTL 0.34 0.45 0.11 +T 1.59 3.13 1.53

Continued on the following page...
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HLA Mut Freq Pep Mut IC50pep IC50mut IC50∆ T opep omut o∆

B*1503 L90M 0.423 LLTQIGCTL LMTQIGCTL 0.57 0.75 0.18 1.59 3.13 1.53

B*2705 L90M 0.423 GRNLLTQIGC GRNLMTQIGC 0.31 0.29 -0.02 2.42 1.70 -0.72

B*4802 L90M 0.423 LLTQIGCTL LMTQIGCTL 0.49 0.70 0.21 1.59 3.13 1.53

B*5801 L90M 0.423 LTQIGCTLNF MTQIGCTLNF 0.46 0.60 0.14 2.00 2.49 0.49

A*0301 K119R 0.194 KLKPGMDGPK KLKPGMDGPR 0.55 0.36 -0.19 -T 3.33 0.81 -2.52

B*0702 K119R 0.194 GPKVKQWPL GPRVKQWPL 0.54 0.74 0.20 1.59 3.10 1.51

A*0201 V134M 0.067 ALVEICTEM ALMEICTEM 0.64 0.83 0.19 5.28 11.49 6.21

A*0201 V134M 0.067 ALVEICTEME ALMEICTEME 0.12 0.27 0.15 0.86 1.64 0.78

A*0203 V134M 0.067 ALVEICTEM ALMEICTEM 0.73 0.85 0.12 5.28 11.49 6.21

A*0203 V134M 0.067 ALVEICTEME ALMEICTEME 0.18 0.31 0.13 0.86 1.64 0.78

A*1101 V134M 0.067 LVEICTEMEK LMEICTEMEK 0.48 0.48 -0.01 2.67 1.03 -1.65

B*1501 V134M 0.067 ALVEICTEM ALMEICTEM 0.45 0.54 0.08 2.66 4.56 1.90

B*1503 V134M 0.067 ALVEICTEM ALMEICTEM 0.61 0.74 0.13 2.66 4.56 1.90

B*4802 V134M 0.067 ALVEICTEM ALMEICTEM 0.48 0.62 0.14 2.66 4.56 1.90

A*0201 T138A 0.166 ALVEICTEM ALVEICAEM 0.64 0.67 0.03 5.28 6.85 1.57

A*0203 T138A 0.166 ALVEICTEM ALVEICAEM 0.73 0.75 0.02 5.28 6.85 1.57

A*1101 T138A 0.166 LVEICTEMEK LVEICAEMEK 0.48 0.45 -0.03 2.67 1.69 -0.98

A*0201 M140L 0.527 ALVEICTEM ALVEICTEL 0.64 0.78 0.14 5.28 9.34 4.06

A*0203 M140L 0.527 ALVEICTEM ALVEICTEL 0.73 0.82 0.09 5.28 9.34 4.06

A*3201 M140L 0.527 KALVEICTEM KALVEICTEL 0.35 0.40 0.04 5.49 4.05 -1.44

B*1501 M140L 0.527 ALVEICTEM ALVEICTEL 0.45 0.28 -0.17 -T 2.66 1.82 -0.84

B*1503 M140L 0.527 ALVEICTEM ALVEICTEL 0.61 0.44 -0.17 2.66 1.82 -0.84

B*4802 M140L 0.527 ALVEICTEM ALVEICTEL 0.48 0.35 -0.13 -T 2.66 1.82 -0.84

B*5801 M140L 0.527 KALVEICTEM KALVEICTEL 0.47 0.42 -0.05 -T 5.49 4.05 -1.44

A*1101 K142E 0.125 LVEICTEMEK LVEICTEMEE 0.48 0.04 -0.44 -T 2.67 0.46 -2.21

B*2705 K169R 0.218 TKWRKLVDF TRWRKLVDF 0.17 0.49 0.32 +T 0.45 1.61 1.16

A*0301 L173V 0.135 KLVDFRELNK KVVDFRELNK 0.65 0.60 -0.05 4.03 3.29 -0.74

A*1101 L173V 0.135 KLVDFRELNK KVVDFRELNK 0.67 0.75 0.07 2.99 7.58 4.59

A*0203 V207I 0.075 GLKKKKSVTV GLKKKKSVTI 0.47 0.33 -0.14 -T 2.04 1.20 -0.84

B*1501 K221E 0.511 FSVPLDKDF FSVPLDEDF 0.34 0.37 0.03 1.57 2.76 1.19

B*1503 K221E 0.511 FSVPLDKDF FSVPLDEDF 0.52 0.54 0.02 1.57 2.76 1.19

B*3501 K221E 0.511 VPLDKDFRKY VPLDEDFRKY 0.57 0.65 0.08 2.03 2.57 0.55

B*4802 K221E 0.511 FSVPLDKDF FSVPLDEDF 0.41 0.47 0.06 +T 1.57 2.76 1.19

B*1501 D222E 0.307 FSVPLDKDF FSVPLDKEF 0.34 0.45 0.10 +T 1.57 2.40 0.82

B*1503 D222E 0.307 FSVPLDKDF FSVPLDKEF 0.52 0.63 0.11 1.57 2.40 0.82

B*3501 D222E 0.307 FSVPLDKDF FSVPLDKEF 0.30 0.43 0.13 +T 1.20 1.58 0.38

B*4802 D222E 0.307 FSVPLDKDF FSVPLDKEF 0.41 0.51 0.10 +T 1.57 2.40 0.82

A*0203 I234T 0.303 SINNETPGI STNNETPGI 0.54 0.29 -0.25 -T 1.61 0.87 -0.73

A*1101 I234T 0.303 SINNETPGIR STNNETPGIR 0.36 0.44 0.08 +T 1.20 2.22 1.01

A*2301 I234T 0.303 KYTAFTIPSI KYTAFTIPST 0.73 0.26 -0.47 -T 4.91 0.91 -4.00

A*2402 I234T 0.303 KYTAFTIPSI KYTAFTIPST 0.67 0.18 -0.48 -T 4.91 0.91 -4.00

B*1503 I234T 0.303 INNETPGIRY TNNETPGIRY 0.53 0.38 -0.14 -T 1.82 0.90 -0.92

B*4802 I234T 0.303 INNETPGIRY TNNETPGIRY 0.44 0.32 -0.12 -T 1.82 0.90 -0.92

A*0201 I241V 0.098 SINNETPGI SINNETPGV 0.31 0.47 0.17 +T 1.61 3.01 1.40

A*0203 I241V 0.098 SINNETPGI SINNETPGV 0.54 0.70 0.16 1.61 3.01 1.40

Continued on the following page...
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HLA Mut Freq Pep Mut IC50pep IC50mut IC50∆ T opep omut o∆

A*0301 K265R 0.072 AIFQSSMTK AIFQSSMTR 0.75 0.59 -0.16 8.02 1.68 -6.34

A*1101 K265R 0.072 AIFQSSMTK AIFQSSMTR 0.81 0.71 -0.11 16.29 3.81 -12.47

A*1101 K265R 0.072 MTKILEPFRK MTRILEPFRK 0.67 0.64 -0.03 1.57 0.85 -0.72

B*1501 K265R 0.072 FQSSMTKIL FQSSMTRIL 0.34 0.41 0.07 2.07 3.19 1.13

B*1503 K265R 0.072 FQSSMTKIL FQSSMTRIL 0.76 0.82 0.06 2.07 3.19 1.13

B*2705 K265R 0.072 TKILEPFRK TRILEPFRK 0.18 0.50 0.32 +T 0.63 3.54 2.91

B*4802 K265R 0.072 FQSSMTKIL FQSSMTRIL 0.70 0.76 0.06 2.07 3.19 1.13

B*1501 V278I 0.102 KQNPDIVIY KQNPDIIIY 0.54 0.51 -0.03 20.99 19.71 -1.28

B*1501 V278I 0.102 RKQNPDIVIY RKQNPDIIIY 0.23 0.21 -0.01 2.35 1.93 -0.42

B*1501 V278I 0.102 VIYQYMDDLY IIYQYMDDLY 0.41 0.46 0.05 +T 2.68 3.34 0.66

B*1503 V278I 0.102 KQNPDIVIY KQNPDIIIY 0.83 0.82 -0.01 20.99 19.71 -1.28

B*1503 V278I 0.102 RKQNPDIVIY RKQNPDIIIY 0.77 0.77 -0.01 2.35 1.93 -0.42

B*1503 V278I 0.102 VIYQYMDDLY IIYQYMDDLY 0.56 0.62 0.06 2.68 3.34 0.66

B*4802 V278I 0.102 KQNPDIVIY KQNPDIIIY 0.81 0.82 0.00 20.99 19.71 -1.28

B*4802 V278I 0.102 RKQNPDIVIY RKQNPDIIIY 0.66 0.67 0.00 2.35 1.93 -0.42

B*4802 V278I 0.102 VIYQYMDDLY IIYQYMDDLY 0.44 0.53 0.08 2.68 3.34 0.66

A*0101 Y280C 0.153 VIYQYMDDLY VICQYMDDLY 0.38 0.35 -0.04 1.15 2.29 1.15

A*0201 Y280C 0.153 YQYMDDLYV CQYMDDLYV 0.79 0.53 -0.26 2.73 0.95 -1.77

A*0203 Y280C 0.153 YQYMDDLYV CQYMDDLYV 0.74 0.48 -0.26 2.73 0.95 -1.77

A*2901 Y280C 0.153 VIYQYMDDLY VICQYMDDLY 0.74 0.63 -0.11 1.15 2.29 1.15

B*1501 Y280C 0.153 KQNPDIVIY KQNPDIVIC 0.54 0.15 -0.39 -T 20.99 1.78 -19.21

B*1501 Y280C 0.153 RKQNPDIVIY RKQNPDIVIC 0.23 0.03 -0.19 2.35 0.304 -2.05

B*1501 Y280C 0.153 VIYQYMDDLY VICQYMDDLY 0.41 0.29 -0.12 2.68 2.43 -0.25

B*1503 Y280C 0.153 KQNPDIVIY KQNPDIVIC 0.83 0.45 -0.38 20.99 1.78 -19.21

B*1503 Y280C 0.153 RKQNPDIVIY RKQNPDIVIC 0.77 0.36 -0.41 -T 2.35 0.304 -2.05

B*1503 Y280C 0.153 KQNPDIVIYQ KQNPDIVICQ 0.33 0.31 -0.03 1.53 2.51 0.98

B*1503 Y280C 0.153 VIYQYMDDLY VICQYMDDLY 0.56 0.35 -0.21 -T 2.68 2.43 -0.25

B*4802 Y280C 0.153 KQNPDIVIY KQNPDIVIC 0.81 0.45 -0.37 20.99 1.78 -19.21

B*4802 Y280C 0.153 RKQNPDIVIY RKQNPDIVIC 0.66 0.30 -0.36 -T 2.35 0.304 -2.05

B*4802 Y280C 0.153 KQNPDIVIYQ KQNPDIVICQ 0.34 0.32 -0.02 1.53 2.51 0.98

B*4802 Y280C 0.153 VIYQYMDDLY VICQYMDDLY 0.44 0.30 -0.14 -T 2.68 2.43 -0.25

B*3501 M283V 0.496 NPDIVIYQYM NPDIVIYQYV 0.58 0.30 -0.28 -T 1.71 0.68 -1.03

B*1501 E302K 0.095 GQHRTKIEEL GQHRTKIKEL 0.25 0.20 -0.04 3.30 2.05 -1.24

B*1503 E302K 0.095 GQHRTKIEEL GQHRTKIKEL 0.68 0.63 -0.05 3.30 2.05 -1.24

B*4802 E302K 0.095 GQHRTKIEEL GQHRTKIKEL 0.60 0.51 -0.10 3.30 2.05 -1.24

B*5801 E302K 0.095 EELRQHLLRW KELRQHLLRW 0.12 0.25 0.14 0.53 4.08 3.54

B*1501 Q306E 0.196 RQHLLRWGF REHLLRWGF 0.44 0.21 -0.23 -T 4.27 0.42 -3.85

B*1503 Q306E 0.196 RQHLLRWGF REHLLRWGF 0.87 0.70 -0.17 4.27 0.42 -3.85

B*2705 Q306E 0.196 RQHLLRWGF REHLLRWGF 0.60 0.36 -0.24 -T 2.62 0.52 -2.10

B*4802 Q306E 0.196 RQHLLRWGF REHLLRWGF 0.80 0.66 -0.14 4.27 0.42 -3.85

A*0201 H307Y 0.158 HLLRWGFTT YLLRWGFTT 0.48 0.76 0.28 1.00 3.52 2.51

A*0201 H307Y 0.158 HLLRWGFTTP YLLRWGFTTP 0.18 0.41 0.23 0.71 2.00 1.29

A*0203 H307Y 0.158 HLLRWGFTT YLLRWGFTT 0.33 0.51 0.17 +T 1.00 3.52 2.51

A*0203 H307Y 0.158 HLLRWGFTTP YLLRWGFTTP 0.18 0.32 0.14 0.71 2.00 1.29

B*1501 H307Y 0.158 RTKIEELRQH RTKIEELRQY 0.10 0.38 0.28 1.06 4.91 3.85

Continued on the following page...
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HLA Mut Freq Pep Mut IC50pep IC50mut IC50∆ T opep omut o∆

B*1503 H307Y 0.158 RTKIEELRQH RTKIEELRQY 0.15 0.41 0.26 1.06 4.91 3.85

B*2705 H307Y 0.158 RQHLLRWGF RQYLLRWGF 0.60 0.67 0.07 2.62 2.09 -0.53

B*4802 H307Y 0.158 RTKIEELRQH RTKIEELRQY 0.09 0.27 0.18 1.06 4.91 3.85

A*3201 L309W 0.416 KIEELRQHLL KIEELRQHLW 0.31 0.48 0.17 +T 0.403 3.29 2.89

B*1501 L309W 0.416 RQHLLRWGF RQHLWRWGF 0.44 0.45 0.01 4.27 5.74 1.47

B*1503 L309W 0.416 RQHLLRWGF RQHLWRWGF 0.87 0.89 0.02 4.27 5.74 1.47

B*2705 L309W 0.416 RQHLLRWGF RQHLWRWGF 0.60 0.62 0.02 2.62 3.13 0.50

B*4802 L309W 0.416 RQHLLRWGF RQHLWRWGF 0.80 0.81 0.01 4.27 5.74 1.47

B*5801 L309W 0.416 KIEELRQHLL KIEELRQHLW 0.16 0.60 0.44 +T 0.403 3.29 2.89

B*2705 R310K 0.503 RQHLLRWGF RQHLLKWGF 0.60 0.50 -0.10 2.62 3.16 0.53

B*1501 T314F 0.129 RQHLLRWGFT RQHLLRWGFF 0.12 0.46 0.33 +T 0.393 3.25 2.85

B*1503 T314F 0.129 RQHLLRWGFT RQHLLRWGFF 0.48 0.84 0.36 0.393 3.25 2.85

B*2705 T314F 0.129 RQHLLRWGFT RQHLLRWGFF 0.34 0.50 0.16 +T 1.02 2.71 1.69

B*4802 T314F 0.129 RQHLLRWGFT RQHLLRWGFF 0.38 0.70 0.32 +T 0.393 3.25 2.85

B*1501 T314Y 0.505 RQHLLRWGFT RQHLLRWGFY 0.12 0.45 0.32 +T 0.393 6.16 5.77

B*1503 T314Y 0.505 RQHLLRWGFT RQHLLRWGFY 0.48 0.77 0.29 0.393 6.16 5.77

B*2705 T314Y 0.505 RQHLLRWGFT RQHLLRWGFY 0.34 0.47 0.12 +T 1.02 1.94 0.91

B*4802 T314Y 0.505 RQHLLRWGFT RQHLLRWGFY 0.38 0.68 0.30 +T 0.393 6.16 5.77

4.2.3 ARV resistance mutations that demonstrate higher MHC

affinity and stability are diminished in certain HLA types

To establish a causal relationship between the diminished substitutions listed in Table 4.6

and HLA types, Table 4.9 was consulted and the prediction changes for these residues,

where significant, were scrutinized. It was investigated which of the diminished substitu-

tions listed in Table 4.6 had an impact on the prediction scores. The substitution M46I

resulted in reduced affinity of a known epitope for B*15 spanning the PR region 45-53.

This held true for the HLA allotype B*4802. The mutation I54V has a predicted decrease

in affinity. The PR V82A mutation showed a marginal increase in predicted affinity and

stability for B*0702. The I84V mutation resulted in a predicted increase in affinity and

a corresponding increase in affinity and stability for A*0201/3. The mutation L90M that

is very frequently associated with PI resistance (observed in 42.3% of patients) had an

increase in affinity and stability for various allotypes spanning the PR 89-97 region [Rhee

et al., 2003; Shafer, 2006b; Rhee et al., 2007]. Increases in affinity were predicted for

B*1501, B*1503, B*4802 as well as A*3201 and B*5801 when considering 10-mer pep-

tides spanning PR 90-99. The RT M41L mutation (M140L) increased the affinity of the
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peptide spanning regions RT 33-41 for A*0201, A*3201 while decreasing affinity and sta-

bility for the same peptide presented on B*1501, B*1503 and B*4802. No significant

changes in affinity were reported for either RT N67D (D165N) nor RT N70D (T168D).

Interestingly, the Y181C that was calculated to be diminished in the B*15 and B*48

HLA type sets was predicted to have a profoundly negative impact on both affinity and

stability of the known B*1501 epitope spanning RT 171-179 (hereafter referred to as KQ9),

including predictions for B*1503, and B*4802 . This result seemed paradoxical, since the

Y181C mutation could also naturally provide a mechanism of CTL escape. The escape

mutation for B*1501 is listed as RT D177E [Frahm et al., 2006]. It is unclear whether

this mutation interferes epistatically with Y181C, explaining possible lower levels. It was

calculated that the mutations RT V174D and V174E were found to be enriched in the

B*15 and B*48 sets. This result is not shown in Table 4.5, due to the fact that the

mutations listed there were limited to positions where major ARV mutations occur. Both

these mutations were predicted to abrogate binding and significantly reduce stability,

suggesting that these two mutations may also be considered escape mutations for the

KQ9 epitope.

The RT L210W (L309W) mutation had a moderate increase in affinity and stability

predictions for B*1501, B*1503, B*4802 and A*3201 for a peptide spanning RT 206-214

(hereafter, RQ9). It is not known whether this is a true epitope of the aforementioned

peptides, but it is known that mutations at RT Q207 are associated with HLA types

B*48 and B*15. With all of these mutations predicted to severely lower the affinity of the

peptides to B*1501, B*1503, B*4802, particularly the substitution RT Q207E (Q306E).

Lastly, both mutations T215F and T215Y (RT T215F/Y) had increased prediction scores

for both affinity and stability for the HLA allotypes B*1501, B*1503, B*4802 and B*2705.

It was observed that the T215Y mutation had a higher impact than the T215F for all

of the aforementioned HLA allotypes except B*2705 and B*4802. Taken together, these

results may provide evidence of a mechanism for negative selection of some major ARV

resistance mutations in patients that are positive for allotypes belonging to some of the

listed HLA types.
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4.3 Evidence of multiple diminished antiretroviral re-

lated pol substitutions in HLA type B*15 and

B*48 assigned sequence sets

The MHC affinity and stability reductions provided some evidence of DRM-induced CTL

epitopes that may result in selection against these DRMs. Short of experimental evidence

further analysis is needed to support the case of HLA type-associated diminishing of cer-

tain DRMs. The two HLA types, B*48 and B*15, were considered for further analysis.

The associated MHC affinity and stability increases due to mutations in PR and RT that

also appeared to be diminished in both B*15 and B*48 sets warranted this. Interestingly,

many of the prediction results for HLA allotypes belonging to each of these HLA types

showed similar changes in MHC binding affinity due to DRMs. In particular, the dimin-

ished accounts of the substitutions L90M, L309W (RT L210W) and T314X (RT T314X,

where ”X” indicates multiple substitutions) were worthy of investigation.

However, other mutations related to ARV resistance were also observed to be dimin-

ished. It is known that the PR L90M mutation correlates with various other mutations

in PR. The same applies to RT T314Y (T215Y). Thus, it needed to be proved that

these diminished substitutions were not either due to lower accumulation of DRMs in the

B*15/B*48 population or that substitutions used for assignment of these HLA type groups

did not interact negatively in an epistatic manner with other ARV-related substitutions,

making it appear as if the DRMs were diminished. This section shows the results of FET

on the mutations L90M, L309W and T314X after compensating for diminished correlated

mutations. These results might provide further evidence of novel, ARV resistance DRM

generated epitopes. In a recent publication by the author of this manuscript, evidence

was provided for the diminished frequency of the PR mutation L90M in HLA types B*15

and B*48 [Smidt, 2013]. This mutation is often associated with higher HIV-1 viral loads

in patients undergoing ARV therapy [Mackie et al., 2010].
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4.3.1 Diminished substitutions in B*48 and B*15 sets remain

significant after compensating for diminished correlated

mutations

It is noted in Table 4.6 that in addition to the mutations L90M, L309W, and T313X (ab-

breviated from here on as SDS, or Significant Diminished Substitutions), other mutations

are also diminished in the B*15 and B*48 sets. However, because these other mutations

did not result in potential increased immunogenicity through MHC affinity and/or stabil-

ity predictions, they were not considered as a direct driving force behind the diminished

listed mutations. Both the HIVdb and analyses performed for this study were used to

find highly correlated mutations.

Two approaches were used to accomplish this task:

1. Quantify the contribution of epistatically-linked substitutions to SDS frequencies by

the use of a linear model - this approach attempted to predict the expected frequency

of an SDS residue, given frequencies of correlated mutations as input.

2. A non-parametric method involving the stabilization of the SDS correlated mutation

frequencies between a HLA type-positive and HLA type-negative patient sequence sets

- this approach ensured that SDS-correlated mutations do not differ significantly in

frequency between the HLA type-pos-tive and HLA type-negative sequence sets.

Variation in SDS after this ”coercion” may strongly indicate alternative selection

pressures that may be due to the imputed HLA type.

First, it was investigated whether any of the substitutions used for assigning HLA types

to patients were diminished in sequences from treatment-experienced patients. These

results are presented in Table 4.10. It is noted that the R310G (RT R211G) is diminished

in treatment-experienced patients and interacts negatively with RT L210W. This mutation

is used in assignment of B*15 and A*32. In subsequent analyses, this mutation was

sometimes omitted to account for its negative correlation with RT L210W. It was not

excluded when measuring levels of L90M or other PR mutations.
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Table 4.10: This table represents residues that are both associated with HLA types and di-
minished in PR-RT sequences obtained from treatment-experienced patients. The results
are represented in a similar fashion to the other FET results, with the difference that
q-values are omitted and the final column representing published data of substitution-
HLA type association. The substitution information is read as HLA type/Adapted or
Nonadapted /Direct or Indirect/log10 p-value/log10 q-value. Adapted means that the
substitution provides CTL escape, whereas Non-adapted means the substitution is dimin-
ished in this HLA type. Direct means a direct adaptation to the HLA type’s epitope,
whereas Indirect means that this mutation is strongly correlated with a direct mutation.
The p and q-values are in log10 format to make it easier to read. Typically, p-values of
< −2 and q-values < −1 are considered strong indicators of association.

Pos Org AA S1 S1′ S2 S2′ Odds p-value OddsP OddsN dOdds q-value HLA type Association
11 T A 36 1927 73 1509 -2.59 0.0 0.02 0.05 -0.03 B52/A/D/-10/-8 C01/A/D/-3/-1
11 T S 57 1906 85 1497 -1.90 0.00027 0.03 0.05 -0.02 B51/A/I/-3/-1
13 K R 210 1694 224 1353 -1.34 0.00535 0.11 0.14 -0.03 A31/N/D/-3/-1 B51/A/D/-13/-10
14 I V 418 1510 425 1172 -1.31 0.00065 0.22 0.27 -0.05 B51/A/D/-6/-4 C06/N/I/-3/-1
36 N S 212 1724 317 1307 -1.97 0.0 0.11 0.20 -0.09 B44/A/D/-4/-2
38 P S 37 1926 62 1561 -2.07 0.00047 0.02 0.04 -0.02 C14/A/D/-3/-1
62 P A 57 1894 211 1390 -5.04 0.0 0.03 0.13 -0.10 C04/A/D/-3/-1
62 P S 71 1880 103 1498 -1.82 0.00016 0.04 0.06 -0.03 B13/A/D/-7/-4
62 P T 66 1885 144 1457 -2.82 0.0 0.03 0.09 -0.06 B13/A/I/-6/-3
104 E D 79 1847 107 1486 -1.68 0.00063 0.04 0.07 -0.03 B40/A/D/-6/-3
106 V I 10 1937 27 1596 -3.28 0.00078 0.01 0.02 -0.01 B57/A/D/-3/-1
202 K R 31 1908 56 1557 -2.21 0.00042 0.02 0.03 -0.02 A68/A/D/-4/-2
233 I V 162 1771 185 1415 -1.43 0.00176 0.08 0.12 -0.03 B52/A/D/-3/-1
260 S C 254 1674 427 1198 -2.35 0.0 0.13 0.26 -0.13 B07/A/D/-13/-10
298 T I 75 1818 170 1433 -2.87 0.0 0.04 0.11 -0.07 B40/A/D/-5/-3 B41/A/D/-6/-4
309 R G 43 1869 119 1459 -3.54 0.0 0.02 0.08 -0.05 A32/A/I/-3/-1 B15/A/I/-4/-2

4.3.2 Compensation for diminished epistatic interactions of mu-

tations to L90M by use of a linear model

The major epistatically-linked mutations to PR L90M were found to be PR M46I, I54V,

V71A, V82A and I84V. The impact of the frequency of each mutation on the frequency of

L90M was measured by using a patient sequence set devoid of each mutation and steadily

populating that set with the excluded mutation. Taking M46I as an example, patients

that contained HIV-1 protease sequences with the M46I mutation were filtered out. The

patients in this ”clean slate” set were increasingly replaced by patients that have HIV-1

protease sequences with the M46I mutation using a 5% replacement per iteration. At each

level of M46I sequence inclusion, the frequencies of each of the other mutations, I54V,

V71A, V82A, I84V and L90M were recorded. Finally, M46I, V71A, V82A and I84V were

used as variables measuring the L90M frequencies. Thus, a linear model was constructed

measuring the expected frequency of L90M in a sequence set, given the frequencies of

the other mutations. The model was constructed from resampled sequences, ensuring the

model remained robust. Refer to Section 3.6.1 on page 53 for further details. The purpose
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of linear model construction was also to determine whether there is a linear relationship

between the frequencies of these mutations to L90M. The produced linear models showed

high R2 values, indicating the validity of using a linear model for expected L90M frequency

prediction.
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Figure 4.2: This figure is taken from an article by the author of this manuscript [Smidt,
2013]. It represents box-and-whiskers plots of the log2 odds-ratios of the observed fre-
quencies of L90M versus the expected frequencies of L90M in HLA types B*15, B*48 and
a combination of the sets. Values below zero indicate a diminished observed frequency,
while values above indicate enrichement. These values were calculated with the linear
model mention in the text. The mutations listed on the x-axis are the mutations varied
to train the linear model. All but the purple boxplot showed diminished residues. The
purple boxes represent the log2 odds-ratio of sequence sets obtained by random sampling.

The linear models were used to calculate an expected frequency of L90M, given the

frequencies of L90M-correlated mutations. Because each model was constructed by vary-

ing the frequencies of a single substitution in the training set, all models were used to

determine if any one of them resulted in rendering the FET results for L90M between

the HLA type-postive and HLA type-negative sets non-significant. Figure 4.2 depicts the

log2-odds of FET for L90M between the HLA type-postive and HLA-type negative patient

sequence sets for B*15, B*48 and B*15/B*48 combined as well as data from a random

sequence set. In all cases, the L90M mutation still remained significantly diminished.

To ensure a robust analysis, the FET was performed on a resampled 0.8 fraction of the
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patients for both the HLA type-postive and HLA type-negative sets. The result is a range

of calculated odds-ratios. From Figure 4.2, it is clear that for all models that used differ-

ent substitutions as basis for generating model data, the L90M values were siginificantly

decreased in B*15, B*48 and B*15/B*48 sets, with the exception of the random control,

which was expected to have a log2 odds-ratio for L90M centered around zero.

The linear model was not reconstructed for detection of consistent diminishing mu-

tations in RT. This was partly due to the complex nature of RT interactions involving

T215X with L210W and M41L. For this, a more robust method was needed.

4.3.3 Compensation for diminished epistatic interactions of mu-

tations to L90M by use of a robust sampling model

The non-parametric procedure focusing on the stabilization of SDS-correlated muta-

tions involved coercing both the HLA type-positive and HLA type-negative sets to contain

an equal proportion of correlated mutations, except the SDS residues. Because the HLA

type-postive set is significantly smaller than the HLA type-negative sets, the SDS corre-

lated mutations’ frequencies were adjusted to match the frequencies of the SDS residues

in the B*48 and B*15 type-positive sets. This ensured lower variance when resampling

procedures were applied.

The results are represented graphically in Figure 4.3 on page 99. For type B*15 (Figure

4.3a) the odds-ratio of L90M and T314Y (RT T215F) versus the B*15 negative set still

remained negative. The mutation T314F was enriched. In Figure 4.3b, the mutation

R310G (RT R211G) was removed from classification to compensate for possible epistatic

effects. Although the L90M and T314Y mutations were less significantly diminished in this

case, the T314 (RT T215F) mutation was further enriched. Similar results are observed

for the B*48 set, with L90M and T314Y (RT T215Y) being slightly more diminished, with

T314F only being slightly enriched to the point where it can be considered non-significant.
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Figure 4.3d demonstrates the effect of combining the B*48 and B*15-positive sets and

resulted in an expected average of the results obtained for each HLA type individually.

The results of the same test on two multiply sampled random sets are shown in Figure 4.4.

As is shown, the mean odds ratios are centered around zero. Although the variances are

high, it is clear that the results shown in Figure 4.3 differ significantly from the random

case.

It should be noted that while initially, L90M and T314Y were diminished in sequence

sets for HLA types A*29, A*32, B*35 and B*39, it did not remain significant after com-

pensating for SDS correlated mutations.

4.3.4 Enriched substitutions in B*15 and B*48 sets may reveal

mechanisms of escape for predicted epitopes

To further investigate if more evidence could be found for the existence of epitopes gen-

erated by the mutations L90M, T314F and T314Y, it was investigated whether there are

mutations enriched in the B*15 and B*48 sets that could possibly indicate mechanisms of

CTL epitope escape. Mentioned in Section 1.2.2 on page 20, CTL escape can be achieved

by substitutions affecting the processing, presentation and recognition of a CTL epitope

or a combination of these. Thus, the effects of mutations in and around these CTL epi-

tope regions on proteasomal cleavage and MHC stability and affinity were analyzed. For

proteasomal cleavage predictions, creation of a proteasomal cleavage site internal to the

CTL epitope could severely impact how many of these epitopes finally exist. The same

applies to negative impacts on MHC affinity, which can lower the amount of presented

epitope, if at all. Stability affects the longevity of the presented peptide and naturally, a

lower stability will make time window for recognition of the epitope smaller and decrease

the encounter with an appropriate T-cell receptor. Immunogenicity is difficult to predict

and the most recent development of a tool did not provide enough discriminatory power

to be included as a predictor of immunogenicity in this study [Calis et al., 2013].

First, it was determined which residues were enriched in B*15/B*48 sets. In order to

improve the power of detecting enriched residues, the B*15 and B*48 sets were combined
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and only patients with L90M, the diminished residue mentioned earlier were included for

comparison. This mutation is generally a good indicator of acquisition of drug resistance,

owing to the fact that it is one of the most enriched mutations when comparing HIV

PR and RT sequences from drug näıve with treatment-experienced patients. The other

mutation that could also be considered, is D165N (RT D67N). The results are shown in

Figure 4.5 on page 100. The results are limited to residues occurring within the predicted

epitope regions. For PR, there was an increase in substitutions at position 91. The Q91K

mutation is a mutation linked with escape of the B*15 CTL epitope spanning 90-98,

TQIGCTLNF (TQ9). It is unknown whether Q91R is also an escape mutation. In RT, there

is an increased substitution rate of Q306 (RT Q207) with the substitutions Q306K and

Q306A being higher. It is noted that Q306H is also higher, but this mutation was used

in imputation of B*15 patients and thus not considered here. Naturally, the conservation

of Q306, illustrated as Q306Q in Figure 4.5, was lower, due to the higher amount of

substitution at this position. It is interesting to note that the mutation, T314F remained

higher as well as the mutation T314I, which wasn’t observed before.

Effects of enriched residues on proteasomal cleavage prediction

First, the effects of enriched residues in the PR 89-97 region on predicted proteasomal

cleavage scores were measured. The results for the PR region spanning 89-99 are shown in

Table 4.11a on page 101. NetChop 3.0 was used as proteasomal predictor, using 0.500 as

the threshold for a positive cleavage site (see Section 3.5.2 on page 51. For the consensus

sequence (The Q92I93L) column, probable cleavage sites are at positions 93, 97 and 99.

In particular the very high score obtained for 97 would allude to the proper cleavage of the

predicted epitope spanning PR 89-97. The I93L mutation is a common pol ymorphism

and also strongly associated with escape of the epitope TQ9. Reports of the mechanism

behind this escape are conflicting in the literature [Mueller et al., 2007; Bhattacharya

et al., 2007] 1. A report by Mueller et al. states that the mechanism could be a decrease

in recognition of the epitope after the I93L substitution [Mueller et al., 2007]. However,

in another report by Bhattacharya et al., it seems that in the majority of patients, CTL

1See the supplementary section of [Bhattacharya et al., 2007] describing the immunogenicity of TQ9.
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recognition is enhanced by this mutation [Bhattacharya et al., 2007]. When examining the

results in Table 4.11a, an alternative explanation might be an increased probability of a

proteasomal cleavage site within the epitope, since the prediction scores of position 93 with

isoleucine has a score of 0.611, while the I93L substitution increases this score to 0.894.

The Q92K mutation also appears to increase the probability of proteasomal cleavage with

the K92 mutation increasing the predicted score of a cleavage site at position 92 from 0.090

(Q92) to 0.549. A further increase is predicted for the coexistence of the substitutions

Q92K and I93L. However, it was calculated that Q92K is negatively correlated with

the substitution Q93L. It is unknown whether a lower fitness is the result of these two

mutations coexisting.

The mutations in Q306 (RT Q207) did not have a measurable effect on proteasomal

cleavage sites within the predicted epitope spanning 305-314 (RT 206-215, RQ10), but

the mutations around 314 (RT 215) all had a positive impact on predicted proteasomal

cleavage score. The mutations T314I, T314F and T314Y increased the proteasomal pre-

diction from 0.14 to 0.45, 0.76 and 0.75. As mentioned in a previous section, both the

T314Y/F mutations resulted in increased MHC affinity and stability predictions for HLA

B*1501, B*1503 and B*4802, and the potential creation of an appropriate proteasomal

cleavage site does seem appropriate for an epitope to occur in this RT region. Further-

more, the T314I mutation does improve the proteasomal cleavage prediction score, but

fails to breach the threshold. It is uncertain if this is a mechanism of escape.

Effect of enriched residues on MHC affinity and stability predictions

The effect of the enriched substitutions within 89-97 and 305-314 (RT 206-315) on the

MHC affinity and stability of potential novel epitopes spanning these regions were calcu-

lated the same way as demonstrated in Section 4.2.3 on page 88. The results of which

are presented in Table 4.12. The results are limited to significant changes observed. No

significant changes were observed for the PR Q91K/R substitutions for the potential novel

epitope LMTQIGCTL (LM9), lest for a minor decrease in predicted stability due to the Q91K

substitution (not shown). For the RT 206-315 potential epitope, RQHLLLRWGF[Y/F] all
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the substitutions involved (including those not explicitly stated as enriched) were used to

determine the MHC affinity and stability changes due to these mutations. For all these

mutations, there were significant predicted decreases in MHC affinity and stability. Again,

the stability predictions for B*1503 and B*4802 were extrapolated from B*1501. All the

substitutions listed caused dramatic drops in predicted affinity and stability, supporting

the notion that these mutations may all be regarded as potential escape mutations.
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(b) Odds-ratios between B*15+ and B*15- sets (RT R211G omitted in classification)
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(c) Odds-ratios between B*48+ and B*48- sets
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(d) Odds-ratios between B*15/B*48+ and B*15/B*48- combined sets.

Figure 4.3: The above figures represent the log2 odds-ratios of the listed mutations between the HLA
type-positive and HLA type-negative sets after compensation for correlated mutations. The correlated
mutations, M46I, I54V, V82A and I84V are shown together with the tested mutations L90M, L309W,
T314F and T314Y. In figure a) the native B*15-positive set is compared with the B*15-negative set. In
figure b), the same is done, but with the assigned B*15 type not including R310G as a selection factor.
Figure c) show the results obtained for the B*48-type positive set and Figure d) shows the result by
combining the B*15-positive and B*48-positive sets. Again, values above 0 indicate enriched residues,
while values below 0 indicate diminished residues.
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Figure 4.4: This figure depicts the odds-ratio of the residue frequencies between two
random sets. The descriptions are the same as in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.5: This figure represents the odds-ratios of substitutions within predicted epitope
regions, PR 89-97 and 305-314 (RT 206-315). The ratios were measured between the
B*15/B*48-positive set and B*15/B*48-negative set, with each set having sequences that
contain the mutation L90M. The substitutions Q92K/R, Q306A/K and T314F/I were all
enriched, while T314Y remained diminished.
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Table 4.11: Changes in NetChop results due to DRM in PR and RT.

(a) The Q92I93 represents the results obtained from the consensus PR sequence of HIV-1 subtype
B. Other columns show the scores obtained by substitutions at position 92 and 93. Using default
parameters, above 0.500 indicate a predicted cleavage site.

Position Q92I93 Q92L93 K92I93 K92L93 R92I93 R92L93
89 0.406 0.629 0.423 0.646 0.454 0.695
90 0.240 0.404 0.252 0.427 0.343 0.570
91 0.036 0.045 0.031 0.036 0.031 0.037
92 0.062 0.090 0.549 0.735 0.251 0.374
93 0.611 0.894 0.657 0.893 0.592 0.888
94 0.115 0.148 0.074 0.094 0.057 0.071
95 0.030 0.030 0.026 0.026 0.026 0.026
96 0.083 0.059 0.087 0.062 0.081 0.059
97 0.975 0.968 0.975 0.968 0.973 0.965
98 0.218 0.219 0.247 0.249 0.228 0.229
99 0.623 0.689 0.581 0.641 0.910 0.930

(b) This table depicts the proteasomal prediction scores obtained in the RT 215 region, com-
paring the scores obtained as a result of the RT T215Y/F substitutions versus scores obtained
from the consensus sequence.

Pos RT Pos 314T 314Y 314F 314I
304 203 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93
305 204 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93
306 205 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80
307 206 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81
308 207 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22
309 208 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97
310 209 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83
311 210 0.95 0.98 0.96 0.97
312 211 0.12 0.14 0.24 0.12
313 212 0.96 0.95 0.89 0.91
314 213 0.14 0.76 0.75 0.45
315 214 0.45 0.42 0.35 0.34
316 215 0.15 0.16 0.15 0.13
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Table 4.12: This table depicts the MHC stability and affinity score changes for the
RQ10 peptide alternating between the RT T215F/Y/I mutations as well as the RT
Q207E/H/K/A mutations. The results are represented in the same fashion as was in
other tables depicting changes in MHC affinity and stability predictions.

HLA Mut Freq Pep Mut IC50pep IC50mut IC50∆ T opep omut o∆

B*1501 Q305H 0.008 RQHLLRWGFF RHHLLRWGFF 0.46 0.13 -0.32 -T 3.25 0.303 -2.94
B*1503 Q305H 0.008 RQHLLRWGFF RHHLLRWGFF 0.84 0.60 -0.24 3.25 0.303 -2.94
B*4802 Q305H 0.008 RQHLLRWGFF RHHLLRWGFF 0.70 0.42 -0.28 3.25 0.303 -2.94
B*1501 Q305A 0.017 RQHLLRWGFF RAHLLRWGFF 0.46 0.30 -0.15 -T 3.25 0.62 -2.63
B*1503 Q305A 0.017 RQHLLRWGFF RAHLLRWGFF 0.84 0.70 -0.14 3.25 0.62 -2.63
B*4802 Q305A 0.017 RQHLLRWGFF RAHLLRWGFF 0.70 0.54 -0.17 3.25 0.62 -2.63
B*1501 Q305E 0.196 RQHLLRWGFF REHLLRWGFF 0.46 0.22 -0.24 -T 3.25 0.409 -2.84
B*1503 Q305E 0.196 RQHLLRWGFF REHLLRWGFF 0.84 0.64 -0.20 3.25 0.409 -2.84
B*4802 Q305E 0.196 RQHLLRWGFF REHLLRWGFF 0.70 0.56 -0.14 3.25 0.409 -2.84
B*1501 Q305K 0.016 RQHLLRWGFF RKHLLRWGFF 0.46 0.17 -0.29 -T 3.25 0.383 -2.86
B*1503 Q305K 0.016 RQHLLRWGFF RKHLLRWGFF 0.84 0.71 -0.13 3.25 0.383 -2.86
B*4802 Q305K 0.016 RQHLLRWGFF RKHLLRWGFF 0.70 0.51 -0.20 3.25 0.383 -2.86
B*1501 Q305H 0.008 RQHLLRWGFY RHHLLRWGFY 0.45 0.17 -0.28 -T 6.16 0.368 -5.79
B*1503 Q305H 0.008 RQHLLRWGFY RHHLLRWGFY 0.77 0.58 -0.19 6.16 0.368 -5.79
B*4802 Q305H 0.008 RQHLLRWGFY RHHLLRWGFY 0.68 0.43 -0.24 6.16 0.368 -5.79
B*1501 Q305A 0.017 RQHLLRWGFY RAHLLRWGFY 0.45 0.35 -0.09 -T 6.16 1.05 -5.11
B*1503 Q305A 0.017 RQHLLRWGFY RAHLLRWGFY 0.77 0.66 -0.11 6.16 1.05 -5.11
B*4802 Q305A 0.017 RQHLLRWGFY RAHLLRWGFY 0.68 0.54 -0.14 6.16 1.05 -5.11
B*1501 Q305E 0.196 RQHLLRWGFY REHLLRWGFY 0.45 0.24 -0.20 -T 6.16 0.58 -5.58
B*1503 Q305E 0.196 RQHLLRWGFY REHLLRWGFY 0.77 0.59 -0.18 6.16 0.58 -5.58
B*4802 Q305E 0.196 RQHLLRWGFY REHLLRWGFY 0.68 0.56 -0.12 6.16 0.58 -5.58
B*1501 Q305K 0.016 RQHLLRWGFY RKHLLRWGFY 0.45 0.17 -0.27 -T 6.16 0.51 -5.66
B*1503 Q305K 0.016 RQHLLRWGFY RKHLLRWGFY 0.77 0.62 -0.14 6.16 0.51 -5.66
B*4802 Q305K 0.016 RQHLLRWGFY RKHLLRWGFY 0.68 0.49 -0.19 6.16 0.51 -5.66
B*1503 Q305H 0.008 RQHLLRWGFI RHHLLRWGFI 0.67 0.37 -0.30 -T 0.55 0.222 -0.33
B*4802 Q305H 0.008 RQHLLRWGFI RHHLLRWGFI 0.54 0.28 -0.27 -T 0.55 0.222 -0.33
B*1503 Q305A 0.017 RQHLLRWGFI RAHLLRWGFI 0.67 0.44 -0.23 0.55 0.269 -0.28
B*4802 Q305A 0.017 RQHLLRWGFI RAHLLRWGFI 0.54 0.32 -0.23 -T 0.55 0.269 -0.28
B*1503 Q305E 0.196 RQHLLRWGFI REHLLRWGFI 0.67 0.45 -0.21 0.55 0.241 -0.31
B*4802 Q305E 0.196 RQHLLRWGFI REHLLRWGFI 0.54 0.42 -0.12 0.55 0.241 -0.31
B*1503 Q305K 0.016 RQHLLRWGFI RKHLLRWGFI 0.67 0.45 -0.21 0.55 0.239 -0.31
B*4802 Q305K 0.016 RQHLLRWGFI RKHLLRWGFI 0.54 0.32 -0.22 -T 0.55 0.239 -0.31
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4.4 Binding motifs may reveal a mechanism for simi-

lar CTL epitope presentation of HLA types B*15

and B*48

Large similarities in predicted potential CTL epitopes existed between B*15 and B*48

related allotypes. The clustering performed for the allotypes B*1501, B*1503, B*4802

and B*4801 revealed a clustering pattern, with B*4802 and B*1503 being clustered closely

together, although B*4801 was clustered with B*3801 and B*3901. Referring to Figure

4.6, the reason for the clustering becomes clearer. The SeqLogo plots (generated as part

of the results of MHCClust) show residues that affect how well a peptide binds to the

listed HLA allotype. The most important positions contributing to binding are 2 and

9. It becomes apparent why B*1503 is considered more similar to B*4802 than B*1501

in terms of the set of peptides that can be presented when examining position 2 and 9.

Although Q, A and M are shared between all three allotypes as beneficial residues for

peptide binding, a Leucine at position two is deemed unfavourable for both B*4802 and

B*1503, while a Leucine at position 9 is not considered an anchor residue for B*1501.

Considering the potential PR L90M induced epitope, LMTQIGCTL, a few factors need to

be considered. Because the 9L residue is unfavourable, it would mean that this epitope

is less likely to be presented by B*1501, however it is still very favourable for B*1503

and B*4802 and even B*4801. The LM9 epitope was run through another MHC affinity

predictor, NetMHCCons [Karosiene et al., 2012], using all the available HLA allotypes

that fall under HLA type B*15 (n=189). Surprisingly, only 59/189 of the B*15 group were

predicted to be non-binders of the LM9 epitope, while 102/189 were weak binders and

28/189 were predicted to be strong binders. For HLA allotypes of the B*48 suptypes, only

2/23 tested allotypes resulted in non-binding of LM9, while 13/23 were strong binders

and 8/23 were weak binders of LM9. When examining the proposed escape mutations for

the LM9 epitope, the Q92K mutation was thought to act as an escape mutation via the

creation of a proteasomal cleavage site internal to the epitope (mentioned in the previous

Chapter). It is of interest to note that this mutation is still a favourable anchor residue for

B*1503, B*4802 and B*4801. Further investigation revealed that the mutation Q92R was
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enriched in the B*48 HLA type group and that this mutation is unfavourable for MHC

binding in B*1503, B*4802 and B*4801, indicating a possible stronger selection pressure

for this substitution. It should also be noted that the B*15 related escape mutation, I93L

associated with the epitope spanning the 91-99 region, TQIGCTLNF is also enriched in the

B*48 region. This further suggests similarity in the presented peptide repertoire between

B*15 and B*48.

For the RT T215F/Y (T314F/Y) induced potential epitope, RQHLLRWGF[F/Y], more

similar increases in affinity for RQ10 was observed. From the SeqLogo data in Figure

4.6, it is clear that for all the HLA allotypes, except B*4801, the most preferred anchor

residue at position 9, is Phe. Note that the calculation of 10-mer MHC binding is done

through extrapolation, and position 10 would equate to the anchor residue at position 9

in the binding motif. The consensus residues have favourable residues both at position

2 and 10 (9). It was observed that Ile was enriched in the B*15/B*48 set. From the

SeqLogos, it can be deduced that for the HLA allotypes B*1501 and B*1503, Ile is not a

favourable position 10 (9) residue, Ile being below the 0 bit score. Interestingly, the T314I

mutation is a more favourable residue for the B*4801 allotype than either F or Y. While

the T314I mutation does improve binding affinity for all the HLA allotypes mentioned,

MHC stability predictions for B*1501 are the lowest (0.55 hours) with this substitution,

with T313F being higher (3.24 hours) and T314Y being the highest t 1
2

(5.26 hours). The

T314F substitution is enriched over the T314Y substitution in the B*15 HLA type set,

while T314Y/F are both diminished in the B*48 subset set. Future MHC experimental

stability measurements might provide solid reasons for the selection of the respective

residues and provide insights to the enrichment of the T314I and T314F substitutions.

4.5 The viability of the peptides LM9 and RQ10 as

epitopes.

Although the results presented in this study do provide evidence for the existence of the

LM9 and RQ10 epitopes, it is insufficient to absolutely confirm that they generate a CTL
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Figure 4.6: The SeqLogos represent position specific residues that significantly contribute
to affinity of a peptide to the HLA allotype described above each logo. The major con-
tributions are clustered around positions 1-3 and 9. Resides that have a bitscore above
0 are generally associated with increasing the binding affinity of a peptide while those
below severely decrease binding affinity and are considered non-favourable.

response. No information was found in the literature confirming the validity of LM9 as

an epitope. For RQ10, there were conflicting reports concerning the T314F/Y induced

epitope. In one study, it did appear that the T314Y mutation did not induce an immune

response [Samri et al., 2000]. The study mentioned that the epitope was tested for the

serotype B62, to which many of the allotype members of B*15 belong. However, although

the results do appear to reduce confidence in RQ10 as a CTL epitope, a few things need

to be considered. First, even if the appropriate HLA allotype exists in a patient and even

if an epitope is considered highly immunogenic, it may not always elicit a response. In

the study by Samri, only one patient with B62 was tested. The possibility exists that this
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epitope was not recognized by the patient. Furthermore, it is unknown if the RT sequence

obtained from the patient contained mutations that may alter the immunogenicity of

RQ10. In the previous section, it was mentioned that not all members of B*15 were

predicted to be binders of RQ10 [Frahm et al., 2006]. It could very well be that the

B62 member of the patient in the study could not present RQ10 and thus not elicit an

immune response. Lastly, the study by Brumme et al. suggests that there are CTL escape

substitutions in position 306 (RT 207) providing both direct and indirect escape mutations

[Brumme et al., 2009]. Indeed, the Q306E mutation is enriched in HIV RT sequences from

treatment experienced patients, but there is no listed knowledge of its direct involvement

in drug resistance. Unless it is as yet an unidentified functional covarying mutation, it

suggests that another mechanism may be driving the selection of this mutation. The

same applies to other mutations found at the same position, Q306H/R/H/D/A/S/T (RT

207) that are also enriched in the B*48 and B*15 HLA type sets. Other researchers

have confirmed a shorter epitope, RQHLLRWGF and RQHLLRWGL (hereafter RQ9) elucidating

a CTL response [Li et al., 2011; Larke et al., 2007]. The RQ10 epitope is one amino

acid longer than the reference RQ9, but is still predicted to be a strong binder along

with higher predicted MHC stability. Other known epitopes, such as the HIV-1 Gag A2

restricted epitope, SLYNTVATL has a variant SLYNTVATLY that is also highly immunogenic

as well as the LLDTGADDTV and LLDTGADDTVL variants [Lorin et al., 2005; Wang et al.,

2007].

Recently, a predictor was developed that examines a peptide for residues often asso-

ciated with high immunogenicity [Calis et al., 2013]. Although the tool has a moderate

prediction accuracy (yielding an AUC value of 0.65), the predicted immunogenicity of the

RQ10 and LM9 was calculated with this tool. The tool produces a score ranging from

-1 to 1, with 0 being the threshold. The LM9 epitope produced a score slightly above

the threshold of 0.03. Interestingly, the proposed CTL escape substitution, Q92K pro-

duced a score of -0.07, while an increase in immunogenicity was predicted for the Q92R

substitution of 0.20. Granted that these scores are correct, it would mean that the likely

mechanism of escape is still the creation of a proteasomal cleavage site internal to the epi-

tope. It is noted that the TQ9 epitope that is known to be immunogenic, only produced

a score of 0.05.
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The RQ10 epitope produced a score of 0.28. The immunogenicity scores are in this

tool unaffected by residues that are likely buried within the MHC binding groove and

thus possibly don’t interfere with the interaction of a complementary CTL T-cell Re-

ceptor. Interestingly, it was observed that the L309W mutation dramatically increased

the immunogenicity prediction score to 0.50. By examining the frequency of L309W in

the B*48/B*15 sets, this mutation was still diminished even after including only patient

sequence sets containing the highly correlated T314Y mutation [Rhee et al., 2007], result-

ing in a log2 odds-ratio of -1.40 (p < 0.003, q = 0.038). This suggests that the L309W

mutation could also be selected against, owing to the positive impact it has on predicted

immunogenicity. The results are to be interpreted with caution, since the tool only has

a moderate accuracy, but it is generally true of classification predictors that the results

tend to be more accurate the further the score is from the threshold, which is 0.00 in this

case [Eng, 2005].

4.6 Evidence of higher selection pressure in the pre-

dicted epitope regions

Epitopes generated by antiretroviral mutations might also have an increase in sequence

variability or additional substitutions within these epitope regions [Karlsson et al., 2007].

The sequence variability needed to be measured in the context of the substitution that

generates this response or use a marker that acts as a indicator of general antiretroviral

resistance. Sequences from a total of 51 patients for the B*48/B*15-positive set and 803

patients from the B*48/B*15-negative set were used, i.e. patients harbouring the L90M

and T314Y/F sequences respectively. Substitutions used for assignment of the HLA types

as well as commonly associated mutations were excluded to reduce a positive-bias for the

B*15/B*48-positive sets. Surprisingly, in the LM9 region, a total of 25 variants in the

B*15/B*48 positive were found versus 61 Variants in the B*15/B*48-negative set. A

total of 88 variants were found in the B*15/B*48-positive set of 88 patients for RQ10

versus 165 variants in the B*15/B*48-negative set of 1165 patients. This result was quite

extraordinary, considering that the total pool of patients in the B*15/B*48-negative set
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were 15 times more. Using a unique sequence set per patient, SeqLogos were generated

with WebLogo 3.0 ( http://weblogo.threepointone.org). The logos are shown in

Figure 4.7 on the next page. These logos represent the proportion of substitutions found

in the LM9 and RQ10 regions respectively. In order to clearly identify substitutions,

the consensus sequence residues spanning LM9 and RQ10 were excluded from the logo

creation.

Interestingly, from the SeqLogos it can be deduced that regions from the LM9 and

RQ10 regions in B*15/B*48-positive sets have more substitutions associated with them.

Indeed, for LM9, three mutations, PR 89P, 92L, 94D and 95R/Y (positition 1, 4, 6 and 7 in

the Figure) are seen, although it should be mentioned that some substitutions seen in the

B*15/B*48-negative group are not observed. The difference in substitutions in the RQ10

between the B*15/B*48-positive and -negative sets is more extreme. Indeed, substitutions

209H/Q (B*15/B*48-positive) versus 209M/S (B*15/B*48-negative, position 4 in the

Figure) are in complete disagreement between the two sets. There are also a additional

observed mutations 213E/W (position 8 in the Figure) that are not seen in the B*15/B*48-

negative set. All this evidence points to selective pressures in these regions other than

those caused by antiretroviral therapy. Therefore, although Samri et al. did not find an

epitope induced by the mutation RT215Y/F, the evidence provided here does warrant

further investigation of the existence of the predicted epitopes.

4.7 Concerning HIV subtype C

It was of interest whether this analysis can be applied to another HIV subtype. HIV sub-

type C contributes to the majority of HIV infections and is concentrated in sub-Saharan

Africa. Although the available data from drug näıve patients infected with subtype C

is comparable to data from subtype B infected individuals, subtype C data from treat-

ment experienced patients is limited. Indeed, where there were 1,965 sequences available

for subtype B from treatment experienced individuals, only 375 sequences were available

for subtype C. Furthermore, many DRMs were found at lower levels, the frequencies of
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Figure 4.7: These figures represent SeqLogos generated for the regions PR 89-97 and RT
206-215. Figure a and c are the SeqLogos for the regions spanning LM9 and TQ10 in
the B*15/B*48-positive sequence set, whereas the figures b and d are for the B*15/B*48
negative set. The scores are given as bit scores (Shannon Entropy).

L90M, T314F and T314Y were 9.7%, 9.2% and 1.2% in the subtype C set compared to

the 13.0%, 51.1% and 43.5% in the subtype B set. As demonstrated, the HLA imputation

method used here demonstrated low sensitivity. Combined with the lower frequency of

major DRMs, using FET to infer HLA-associated diminished residues was challenging.

The HLA-associated mutation set by Brumme et al. was constructed for HIV subtype

B. Due to the nature of HIV subtype specific CTLs and that HLA associated mutations

may be HIV subtype specific, another set was acquired to impute HLA types for subtype

C data [Frahm et al., 2006; Carlson et al., 2014] 2.

HLA types were imputed for patients of the subtype C set using the same method as

for subtype B, but with the different HLA associated mutations provided by Carlson et al..

Performance measurements are shown in Table 4.2. As with subtype B, the performance

measurements in this case show a moderate PPV value with generally low sensitivity.

After imputing the HLA types for patients in the treatment experienced HIV subtype B

set, an FET was performed again also compensating for phylogenetic effects on the drug

resistance mutations. The tree was constructed with FastTree using PR-RT sequences

2Please refer to the supplementary information in the article by Carlson et al. [Carlson et al., 2014].
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of HIV subtype C and masking positions along PR-RT where DRMs occur. A total of

1,767 PR-RT sequences that included sequences from treatment experienced patients,

drug näıve patients and patients not annotated as either treatment experienced or drug

näıve were used for the construction of the tree.

The breakdown of the imputed HLA types is shown in table 4.13. The performance

values are shown in Table 4.14. As before, the HLA-assignments were used to compare

substitution frequencies HLA-positive and HLA-negative groups. The results are shown

in Table 4.15. It is evident from the results, considerably fewer significant results were

obtained for HIV subtype C than HIV subtype B. This may be due to the lack of adequate

sequence information as well as the general lack of accrual of certain DRMs, rather than

an artifact of HIV subtype C itself. Still, certain residues were indeed observed to be

diminished. Again, MHC affinity and stability were predicted for the consensus subtype

C sequence as well as changes caused by DRMs. The results are shown in Table 4.16 on

page 118.

Because of the smaller sample size, it was difficult to ascertain the significance of

MHC affinity and stability changes in the selection of DRMs. The mutation, L90M

noted earlier as diminished in the HLA B*15 assigned sets again showed an increase in

binding affinity for HIV subtype C. The difference being that the consensus residue for

HIV subtype C has a methionine at position 89 and a leucine at position 93 PR and

yielding a predicted epitope with the sequence MMTQLGCTL rather than LMTQIGCTL. The

FET results for subtype C showed that the counts were 0/36 for B*15-positive set versus

10/302 for the B*15-negative set, yielding a p-value of 0.60 and therefore could not be

shown to be significantly diminished. However, a slight enrichment of the mutation M89L

was observed, yielding a p-value of 0.14. While in itself not significant, it should be

remembered that there is a correlation between the development of the mutation at PR

89 and emergence of L90M [Abecasis et al., 2005]. Acquisition of more sequence data

from subtype C patients may yield some clarity in the selection of L90M in B*15 patients

infected with HIV subtype C undergoing treatment that include protease inhibitors. It is

noted that the RT Q174R (Q273R) substitution is favoured for HLA types A*03 and B*15.

The common pol ymorphism at this position is lysine. This pol ymorphism is predicted
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to create a novel CTL epitope for A*03, KILEPFRAK, while the ”R” mutation at the same

position does not increase binding affinity and stability to above the prediction thresholds.

While both the R and K mutations severely diminished the stability of another peptide

presented by B*15, AQNPEIVIY, the ”R” mutation has a more dramatic negative impact

on the predicted binding affinity of AQNPEIVIY. The importance of the Q174K mutation

is that it commonly associated with the M184V mutation that provides antiretroviral

resistance against lamivudine (3TC) and emtricitabine (FTC) [Doualla-Bell et al., 2004].

It is unknown what the impact is of the ariginine mutation over lysine. Another mutation

that is negatively associated with A*03 is V106M, which is associated with resistance

against efavirenz (EFV) and nevirapine (NVP). However, this mutation did not yield

any significant changes in MHC affinity or stability for A*03. Interestingly, it did yield

an increase in predicted affinity for B*15. Since A*03 and B*15 share a substitution

for HLA assignment, it will be worthy of investigating the effect of this mutation on

MHC affinity and stability in HLA B*15. Lastly, the mutation G190A (G289A), which

provides resistance against efavirenz (EFV) and nevirapine (NVP) was diminished in B*18

[Uhlmann et al., 2004]. However, no immunological association in terms of MHC affinity

or stability could be found. The mutation M184V (M283V) was observed to be decreased

in the HLA B*07 and B*35 set. No explanation could be provided for the B*35 set,

but the mutation T165I (T264I) was used for B*07 assignment. It is observed that this

mutation is negatively correlated with M184V (M283V), yielding a phi-correlation value

of -0.157. While in itself, this mutation is almost inconsequential in terms of providing

resistance to emtricitabine (FTC) and tenofovir (TDF), the mutation does decrease the

overall fitness of HIV [Kulkarni et al., 2012].

While the analysis of HLA-driven selection of the DRMs in HIV subtype C PR-RT

region do not provide as convincing results as obtained for HIV subtype C as for subtype

B, largely due to the smaller sample size and lower accumulation of DRMs in the sequence

set, some of the results do indicate a possible influence of HLA type on DRM selection.

Further data may provide better insight to the HLA-DRM interactions in HIV subtype

C.
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Table 4.13: This table represents the breakdown of the sample sizes of HLA-assigned
patients from which HIV-1 subtype C pol sequences were obtained. All the sequences were
annotated as from patients that are treatment-experienced. The first column illustrates
the HLA type, the second column indicates the number of assigned patients to that HLA
type and the last column indicates the substitutions used for HLA type classification.
Approximately half of the patients could be assigned a subtype by using the available pol
data. The total represents the overlapping total, meaning that some patients could be
assigned multiple HLA types.

HLA Type Number of assigned patients Filter Residues
A02 48 T134I, E138K, E139D, E237A

A03 55 K265R, Q273R

A26 18 K131R, I234R

A29 19 I234V

A68 33 E139D, E152D, K163R

B07 17 T264I

B15 36 T238A, Q273R, Q273E

B18 46 E237A, E306D

B35 55 D220H, E221K, D222E

B44 25 E105K, E303D, E306K, E306N

Total (Overlapping) 230

Table 4.15: The tables represent significant changes in substitutions within the PR-RT
region of HIV-1 subtype B pol. The Pos column shows the position within the concate-
nated PR-RT sequences, Org is the consensus residue at that position, Mut is the amino
acid substitution. The next three columns show the log2-Odds of the tested mutation,
the p- and q-values of the FET between the HLA-positive and HLA-negative sets unad-
justed for phylogeny. This is followed by a second group of three columns showing the
same odds-ratio, p- and q-values of the FET between HLA-positive and HLA-negative
sets adjusted for phylogeny. The final column shows a gain (g) or loss (l) of significance
for the FET in the adjusted results.

A02

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

13 I V 2.76 0.00602 0.109 2.76 0.00602 0.109

36 I M 1.69 0.00987 0.161 1.69 0.00987 0.160

37 N K 2.16 0.00596 0.109 2.16 0.00596 0.109

41 K N 1.91 0.01161 0.180 1.91 0.01161 0.179

60 D E 1.21 0.03595 0.366 1.21 0.03595 0.371

89 M I 2.27 0.0152 0.215 2.27 0.0152 0.213

127 E K 2.15 0.03576 0.366 2.41 0.0241 0.297

134 T I inf 0.0 0.000 inf 0.0 0.000

138 E D -2.13 0.00657 0.113 -2.13 0.00657 0.112

138 E K inf 0.0 0.000 inf 0.0 0.000

139 E D inf 0.0 0.000 inf 0.0 0.000

217 V I 1.90 0.03088 0.360 1.90 0.03088 0.352

220 D H -Inf 0.03583 0.366 -Inf 0.05469 0.490 l

Continued on the following page...
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222 D S 1.39 0.00291 0.079 1.58 0.00102 0.035

234 I T 0.83 0.09353 0.678 1.05 0.04487 0.432 g

234 I L 1.92 0.05054 0.471 2.14 0.0361 0.371 g

237 E A inf 0.0 0.000 inf 0.0 0.000

261 S A -2.85 0.02693 0.325 -2.85 0.02693 0.319

272 A T 1.36 0.00587 0.109 1.36 0.00587 0.109

276 E G 2.74 0.01475 0.215 2.74 0.01475 0.213

276 E D 1.01 0.04217 0.404 1.07 0.03544 0.371

313 F L 1.53 0.00581 0.109 1.53 0.00581 0.109

A03

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

14 K R 1.45 0.01987 0.463 1.51 0.02527 0.540

36 I V 2.17 0.03824 0.526 2.17 0.03824 0.542

138 E D 1.29 0.00966 0.315 1.29 0.00966 0.316

205 V M -2.22 0.01753 0.455 -2.09 0.04063 0.544

220 D Y 1.66 0.00387 0.154 3.07 0.00996 0.316

220 D H 1.84 0.00426 0.154 1.91 0.00797 0.316

221 E K -Inf 0.03246 0.526 -Inf 0.03246 0.542

222 D G -3.40 0.00243 0.132 -3.10 0.01026 0.316

265 K R inf 0.0 0.000 inf 0.0 0.000

273 Q K -2.00 8e-05 0.005 -2.00 8e-05 0.005

273 Q R inf 0.0 0.000 inf 0.0 0.000

295 G E 1.79 0.02663 0.526 1.79 0.02663 0.540

A26

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

159 I V -1.40 0.05491 1.000 -1.85 0.03674 1.000 g

197 A S 2.52 0.02962 1.000 2.81 0.01943 1.000

220 D Y 1.74 0.03902 1.000 -Inf 1.0 1.000 l

A29

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

19 I V 2.24 0.00696 0.543 2.40 0.00451 0.446

35 E D 1.45 0.04397 1.000 1.45 0.04397 1.000

138 E D -Inf 0.01759 0.802 -Inf 0.01759 1.000

234 I T -Inf 0.018 0.802 -Inf 0.03048 1.000

234 I V inf 0.0 0.000 inf 0.0 0.000

283 M I 3.58 0.00653 0.543 3.58 0.00653 0.485

A33

Unadjusted Adjusted

Continued on the following page...
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Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

60 D E 1.77 0.02457 0.596 1.77 0.02457 0.741

89 M I 2.72 0.02227 0.596 2.72 0.02227 0.741

139 E D 2.30 0.04142 0.638 2.30 0.04142 0.741

200 K E 1.82 0.04971 0.692 0.89 0.3344 1.000 l

217 V I 2.42 0.03433 0.638 2.42 0.03433 0.741

222 D S 1.34 0.061 0.697 1.50 0.03083 0.741 g

234 I T 1.48 0.04188 0.638 1.56 0.0549 0.801 l

237 E A inf 0.0 0.000 inf 0.0 0.000

257 A S 2.57 0.01198 0.463 2.57 0.01198 0.520

276 E G 4.40 0.00039 0.042 4.40 0.00039 0.040

278 V I 2.30 0.04142 0.638 2.30 0.04142 0.741

313 F L 2.42 0.00147 0.078 2.42 0.00147 0.074

A36

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

19 I V 4.84 0.0035 0.283 4.98 0.00274 0.209

89 M I 5.00 0.00631 0.291 5.00 0.00631 0.275

93 L I 5.15 0.00528 0.284 5.15 0.00528 0.268

134 T M 5.71 0.00272 0.283 5.71 0.00272 0.209

161 A V 5.71 0.00272 0.283 5.71 0.00272 0.209

234 I T 3.46 0.03397 1.000 3.74 0.02211 0.674

A68

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

12 S P 2.35 0.04403 0.897 2.35 0.04403 0.954

12 S T -1.72 0.01209 0.493 -1.42 0.04644 0.954

60 D E 1.79 0.00461 0.250 1.79 0.00461 0.237

63 L T 1.49 0.04381 0.897 1.49 0.04381 0.954

139 E D inf 0.0 0.000 inf 0.0 0.000

152 E D inf 0.0 0.000 inf 0.0 0.000

207 V I 2.04 0.01132 0.493 1.46 0.09201 1.000 l

222 D S 1.09 0.06222 1.000 1.26 0.03291 0.954 g

222 D G 1.36 0.03281 0.897 1.01 0.14427 1.000 l

B07

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

220 D Y 2.29 0.0066 0.337 3.41 0.02925 0.723

222 D E 2.62 0.02529 0.658 2.62 0.02529 0.723

234 I T 1.78 0.01606 0.546 1.33 0.15168 1.000 l

264 T I inf 0.0 0.000 inf 0.0 0.000

273 Q R 2.17 0.02613 0.658 2.17 0.02613 0.723

Continued on the following page...
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277 I L 2.42 0.00273 0.231 1.74 0.06233 0.945 l

283 M V -2.45 0.00475 0.291 -2.92 0.00183 0.176

B15

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

63 L T 1.66 0.02017 0.506 1.66 0.02017 0.495

220 D Y 1.64 0.01085 0.393 2.95 0.02089 0.495

220 D H 2.13 0.00315 0.147 2.06 0.01122 0.432

222 D G -2.67 0.04117 0.685 -2.37 0.09885 0.949 l

222 D E 1.91 0.0455 0.685 1.91 0.0455 0.681

273 Q K -3.06 2e-05 0.002 -3.06 2e-05 0.002

273 Q R inf 0.0 0.000 inf 0.0 0.000

306 E A -Inf 0.03553 0.685 -Inf 0.03553 0.681

B18

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

119 K R 2.06 0.00104 0.068 2.06 0.00104 0.064

139 E D 1.82 0.03506 0.544 1.82 0.03506 0.600

202 K N 1.22 0.01222 0.455 1.20 0.01537 0.473

205 V M -0.76 0.48258 1.000 -2.72 0.04243 0.622 g

234 I T 1.10 0.03354 0.544 1.20 0.02316 0.549

237 E A inf 0.0 0.000 inf 0.0 0.000

276 E G 2.81 0.01263 0.455 2.81 0.01263 0.473

277 I M 1.50 0.03312 0.544 1.27 0.15623 0.895 l

278 V I 1.82 0.03506 0.544 1.82 0.03506 0.600

289 G A -1.09 0.32915 1.000 -2.63 0.0415 0.622 g

306 E D inf 0.0 0.000 inf 0.0 0.000

B35

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

20 K R -1.36 0.02638 0.552 -1.75 0.00774 0.183

35 E D -1.38 0.03281 0.594 -1.38 0.03281 0.532

63 L A 3.26 0.0032 0.104 3.26 0.0032 0.099

220 D H inf 0.0 0.000 inf 0.0 0.000

221 E K inf 0.0 0.000 inf 0.0 0.000

222 D N -3.57 0.00088 0.032 -3.40 0.00239 0.082

222 D S -4.67 0.0 0.000 -Inf 0.0 0.000

222 D G -Inf 0.00019 0.008 -Inf 0.00092 0.035

222 D E inf 0.0 0.000 inf 0.0 0.000

272 A E 2.17 0.03824 0.656 2.17 0.03824 0.589

273 Q R 1.75 0.00855 0.214 1.75 0.00855 0.188

283 M V -0.98 0.02709 0.552 -1.09 0.01599 0.308

Continued on the following page...
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310 K R -1.05 0.10678 0.758 -1.72 0.02123 0.385 g

B42

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

89 M I 3.69 0.02083 0.611 3.69 0.02083 0.642

93 L I 3.85 0.01753 0.611 3.85 0.01753 0.642

127 E K 4.02 0.01448 0.611 4.20 0.01176 0.604

278 V I 3.31 0.03218 0.749 3.31 0.03218 0.826

295 G E 4.20 0.00251 0.205 4.20 0.00251 0.193

B44

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

35 E D 2.38 0.00013 0.008 2.38 0.00013 0.010

37 N S 1.97 0.01354 0.441 1.97 0.01354 0.596

257 A S 2.56 0.00574 0.234 2.56 0.00574 0.354

306 E N inf 0.0 0.000 inf 0.0 0.000

B45

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

93 L I 3.36 0.02901 1.000 3.36 0.02901 1.000

238 T K 4.21 0.0117 1.000 4.21 0.0117 1.000

272 A K 3.53 0.02407 1.000 3.53 0.02407 1.000

306 E Q inf 0.0 0.000 inf 0.0 0.000

B81

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

103 P S inf 0.0 0.000 inf 0.0 0.000

135 A E 2.93 0.04839 1.000 2.84 0.08597 1.000 l

217 V I 3.43 0.02816 1.000 3.43 0.02816 1.000

265 K R 2.94 0.02096 1.000 3.04 0.01787 1.000

289 G A 3.39 0.00494 0.403 3.06 0.02107 1.000

C02

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

12 S P 2.83 0.02069 0.320 2.83 0.02069 0.334

63 L T 1.63 0.04566 0.544 1.63 0.04566 0.575

89 M L 1.58 0.01187 0.294 1.45 0.03011 0.440

138 E D 1.78 0.00741 0.241 1.78 0.00741 0.227

220 D Y 2.45 0.00061 0.033 3.75 0.00557 0.214

220 D H 2.90 0.0002 0.013 2.82 0.00131 0.080

Continued on the following page...
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222 D G -Inf 0.03361 0.455 -Inf 0.05616 0.575 l

222 D E 2.56 0.01277 0.294 2.56 0.01277 0.318

264 T I 2.17 0.02613 0.369 1.42 0.21293 0.887 l

272 A E 2.83 0.02069 0.320 2.83 0.02069 0.334

273 Q K -Inf 0.0 0.000 -Inf 0.0 0.000

273 Q R inf 0.0 0.000 inf 0.0 0.000

277 I L 1.86 0.00827 0.244 1.61 0.03456 0.482

C04

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

20 K R -1.57 0.02551 0.416 -1.44 0.03781 0.485

35 E D -1.70 0.02071 0.375 -1.70 0.02071 0.399

36 I L 2.26 0.00235 0.109 2.26 0.00235 0.110

63 L A 2.85 0.01165 0.271 2.85 0.01165 0.276

127 E K 2.88 0.00447 0.146 3.20 0.00251 0.110

134 T K 1.86 0.03208 0.455 1.86 0.03208 0.462

138 E D 1.14 0.02852 0.428 1.14 0.02852 0.445

197 A G 1.72 0.04218 0.509 2.01 0.02422 0.437

220 D H inf 0.0 0.000 inf 0.0 0.000

273 Q R 1.86 0.00827 0.225 1.86 0.00827 0.232

283 M V -0.97 0.03892 0.508 -1.04 0.03453 0.462

299 A E inf 0.0 0.000 inf 0.0 0.000

303 E K 2.04 0.0408 0.509 2.04 0.0408 0.503

C07

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

10 L V 5.00 0.00502 0.722 5.00 0.00502 0.682

306 E N 4.74 0.00664 0.722 4.74 0.00664 0.682

C14

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

138 E K 3.29 0.03182 1.000 3.29 0.03182 1.000

222 D N 2.52 0.02254 1.000 2.71 0.01569 0.825

306 E Q 3.95 0.01539 1.000 3.95 0.01539 0.825

C18

Unadjusted Adjusted

Pos Res Mut log-Odds p q log-Oddsadj padj qadj Change

205 V M 3.37 0.01792 1.000 3.51 0.01427 1.000

4.7.1 MHC change
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Table 4.14: This table depicts imputed HLA types for patients from HIV subtype C
PR-RT data. The HLA type is listed with the corresponding sensitivity and positive
predictive value (PPV) as described in Section 3.2.1 [Carlson et al., 2014].

HLA PPV Sensitivity
A02 0.29 0.21
A03 0.28 0.33
A26 0.12 0.19
A29 0.21 0.11
A33 0.07 0.20
A36 0.19 0.09
A68 0.19 0.26
B07 0.37 0.19
B15 0.35 0.18
B18 0.19 0.28
B35 0.20 0.41
B42 0.32 0.21
B44 0.49 0.29
B45 0.19 0.07
B81 0.67 0.36
C02 0.27 0.10
C04 0.39 0.09
C07 0.64 0.06
C14 0.12 0.20
C18 0.44 0.11

Table 4.16: The following table represents the initial predicted MHC affinity and stability
predictions by NetMHCPan and NetMHCstab respectively for HIV subtype C PR-RT.
The HLA, Mut and Freq columns represent the HLA allotype for which the prediction was
made, the substitution and the frequency of the substitution. The following two columns
represent the consensus and mutated peptide, with the mutated residue in orange and
underlined. The IC50pep and IC50mut columns show the predicted 1− log50000IC50 value
obtained from prediction results for the consensus and mutated peptide, while the IC50∆

column shows the log difference between the two predicted scores. The opep and omut

columns show the predicted stability (measured as half-rate in hours) for the consensus
and mutated peptide. The o∆ value shows the difference between the two scores. The
”T” column shows when a change in score resulted in the crossing of the 1− log50000IC50
threshold of 0.42, with ”-T” meaning the affinity dropped to below the threshold and
”+T” meaning the affinity increased above the threshold.

HLA Mut Freq Pep Mut IC50pep IC50mut IC50∆ T opep omut o∆

A*1101 S12P 0.026 VSIKVGGQIK VPIKVGGQIK 0.50 0.09 -0.41 -T 1.51 0.47 -1.04

B*0702 S12P 0.026 VSIKVGGQI VPIKVGGQI 0.12 0.56* 0.44 +T 0.34 1.97 1.63

A*0201 S12T 0.351 TLWQRPLVSI TLWQRPLVTI 0.59 0.56 -0.03 3.30 4.45 1.14

A*1101 S12T 0.351 VSIKVGGQIK VTIKVGGQIK 0.50 0.56 0.06 1.51 2.82 1.31

Continued on the following page...
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A*0201 I13V 0.029 TLWQRPLVSI TLWQRPLVSV 0.59 0.70 0.11 3.30 6.61 3.30

B*5801 G16E 0.066 VSIKVGGQI VSIKVEGQI 0.40 0.46* 0.06 +T 1.33 0.97 -0.36

A*1101 I19L 0.086 VSIKVGGQIK VSIKVGGQLK 0.50 0.63 0.13 1.51 1.99 0.47

A*1101 K20R 0.25 VSIKVGGQIK VSIKVGGQIR 0.50 0.28 -0.22 -T 1.51 0.59 -0.92

B*1503 L33F 0.029 LDTGADDTVL LDTGADDTVF 0.31 0.47* 0.16 +T 0.46 1.03 0.57

A*1101 E35D 0.221 VLEEINLPGK VLEDINLPGK 0.40 0.42* 0.02 +T 1.02 1.25 0.24

A*1101 I36M 0.083 INLPGKWKPK MNLPGKWKPK 0.23 0.34 0.11 1.20 1.28 0.07

A*0301 N37S 0.086 VLEEINLPGK VLEEISLPGK 0.39 0.44* 0.05 +T 1.74 1.94 0.20

A*0301 N37S 0.086 INLPGKWKPK ISLPGKWKPK 0.15 0.38 0.23 0.65 1.03 0.39

A*1101 N37S 0.086 VLEEINLPGK VLEEISLPGK 0.40 0.43* 0.03 +T 1.02 1.16 0.14

A*1101 N37S 0.086 INLPGKWKPK ISLPGKWKPK 0.23 0.57* 0.34 +T 1.20 2.80 1.60

B*0702 K45R 0.057 KPKMIGGIG KPRMIGGIG 0.23 0.40 0.17 1.06 2.02 0.96

B*0702 K45R 0.057 KPKMIGGIGG KPRMIGGIGG 0.19 0.35 0.16 0.90 1.73 0.83

B*1503 K45R 0.057 KMIGGIGGF RMIGGIGGF 0.81 0.85 0.04 9.48 11.99 2.50

A*2601 M46I 0.029 KMIGGIGGF KIIGGIGGF 0.29 0.41 0.12 0.54 1.07 0.53

B*0702 M46I 0.029 LPGKWKPKM LPGKWKPKI 0.42 0.29 -0.13 -T 1.16 0.80 -0.36

B*1503 M46I 0.029 KMIGGIGGFI KIIGGIGGFI 0.60 0.28 -0.32 -T 1.01 0.49 -0.52

A*0301 L63A 0.023 ILIEICGKK IAIEICGKK 0.43 0.27 -0.16 -T 1.09 0.53 -0.56

A*1101 L63A 0.023 ILIEICGKK IAIEICGKK 0.41 0.44* 0.03 +T 3.31 2.95 -0.36

A*1101 L63A 0.023 QILIEICGKK QIAIEICGKK 0.41 0.42* 0.02 +T 1.72 1.35 -0.38

B*0702 L63A 0.023 KVRQYDQIL KVRQYDQIA 0.45 0.22 -0.23 -T 1.58 0.66 -0.92

B*0702 L63A 0.023 KVRQYDQILI KVRQYDQIAI 0.25 0.47* 0.23 +T 0.79 1.33 0.55

B*1503 L63A 0.023 KVRQYDQIL KVRQYDQIA 0.55 0.34 -0.20 -T 1.42 0.44 -0.97

A*0301 L63P 0.405 ILIEICGKK IPIEICGKK 0.43 0.07 -0.36 -T 1.09 0.363 -0.73

B*0702 L63P 0.405 KVRQYDQIL KVRQYDQIP 0.45 0.07 -0.38 -T 1.58 0.416 -1.16

B*0702 L63P 0.405 KVRQYDQILI KVRQYDQIPI 0.25 0.43* 0.18 +T 0.79 1.22 0.43

B*1503 L63P 0.405 KVRQYDQIL KVRQYDQIP 0.55 0.21 -0.34 -T 1.42 0.50 -0.91

B*1503 L63P 0.405 KVRQYDQILI KVRQYDQIPI 0.40 0.51* 0.11 +T 0.62 1.28 0.66

A*0301 L63S 0.063 ILIEICGKK ISIEICGKK 0.43 0.34 -0.09 -T 1.09 0.62 -0.47

A*1101 L63S 0.063 ILIEICGKK ISIEICGKK 0.41 0.57* 0.16 +T 3.31 5.74 2.43

B*0702 L63S 0.063 KVRQYDQIL KVRQYDQIS 0.45 0.10 -0.35 -T 1.58 0.51 -1.06

B*0702 L63S 0.063 KVRQYDQILI KVRQYDQISI 0.25 0.43* 0.18 +T 0.79 1.29 0.50

B*1503 L63S 0.063 KVRQYDQIL KVRQYDQIS 0.55 0.23 -0.32 -T 1.42 0.46 -0.95

B*1503 L63S 0.063 RQYDQILIEI RQYDQISIEI 0.88 0.88 0.01 5.22 6.53 1.31

A*0301 L63T 0.083 ILIEICGKK ITIEICGKK 0.43 0.39 -0.04 -T 1.09 1.01 -0.08

A*1101 L63T 0.083 ILIEICGKK ITIEICGKK 0.41 0.62* 0.21 +T 3.31 10.71 7.41

B*0702 L63T 0.083 KVRQYDQIL KVRQYDQIT 0.45 0.14 -0.31 -T 1.58 0.63 -0.95

B*1503 L63T 0.083 KVRQYDQIL KVRQYDQIT 0.55 0.27 -0.28 -T 1.42 0.43 -0.98

B*1503 L63T 0.083 RQYDQILIEI RQYDQITIEI 0.88 0.88 0.00 5.22 7.08 1.86

A*0201 V77I 0.103 VLVGPTPVNI VLIGPTPVNI 0.54 0.62 0.08 2.16 3.55 1.40

B*0702 V82A 0.057 TPVNIIGRNM TPANIIGRNM 0.49 0.59 0.11 1.70 2.53 0.83

A*0201 M89L 0.224 MLTQLGCTL LLTQLGCTL 0.49 0.42 -0.07 -T 2.54 3.06 0.51

B*3501 M89L 0.224 TPVNIIGRNM TPVNIIGRNL 0.54 0.40 -0.14 -T 2.00 1.07 -0.93

A*0201 L90M 0.029 NMLTQLGCTL NMMTQLGCTL 0.46 0.60 0.14 1.35 1.69 0.34

B*1503 L90M 0.029 MLTQLGCTL MMTQLGCTL 0.68 0.82 0.14 1.34 2.50 1.16
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B*5801 L90M 0.029 LTQLGCTLNF MTQLGCTLNF 0.45 0.59 0.14 1.49 1.82 0.33

A*0201 L93I 0.032 MLTQLGCTL MLTQIGCTL 0.49 0.53 0.04 2.54 3.78 1.24

B*1503 L93I 0.032 TQLGCTLNF TQIGCTLNF 0.85 0.86 0.01 3.27 6.79 3.52

A*0201 P103S 0.02 TLNFPISPI TLNFPISSI 0.52 0.42 -0.10 -T 1.29 1.04 -0.25

A*1101 P103S 0.02 SPIETVPVK SSIETVPVK 0.14 0.62* 0.48 +T 1.55 10.27 8.72

A*1101 P103S 0.02 ISPIETVPVK ISSIETVPVK 0.37 0.57* 0.20 +T 1.00 1.53 0.53

A*1101 P103S 0.02 PIETVPVKLK SIETVPVKLK 0.24 0.58* 0.35 +T 0.94 2.03 1.09

B*0702 P103S 0.02 SPIETVPVKL SSIETVPVKL 0.54 0.12 -0.42 -T 2.28 0.347 -1.93

B*3501 P103S 0.02 SPIETVPVKL SSIETVPVKL 0.55 0.19 -0.35 -T 1.61 0.54 -1.07

A*0301 K119R 0.092 KLKPGMDGPK KLKPGMDGPR 0.55 0.36 -0.19 -T 3.33 0.81 -2.52

A*1101 K119R 0.092 KLKPGMDGPK KLKPGMDGPR 0.46 0.30 -0.16 -T 1.32 0.57 -0.74

B*0702 K119R 0.092 GPKVKQWPL GPRVKQWPL 0.54 0.74 0.20 1.59 3.10 1.51

A*0201 E127K 0.029 KQWPLTEEKI KQWPLTKEKI 0.46 0.37 -0.09 -T 1.07 0.93 -0.14

A*0301 E127K 0.029 KVKQWPLTE KVKQWPLTK 0.13 0.62* 0.49 +T 0.93 10.11 9.18

A*1101 E127K 0.029 KVKQWPLTE KVKQWPLTK 0.13 0.68* 0.55 +T 0.42 2.67 2.25

A*0201 T134I 0.023 ALTAICEEM ALIAICEEM 0.45 0.60 0.15 4.17 6.37 2.21

B*4402 T134I 0.023 TEEKIKALT TEEKIKALI 0.17 0.28 0.11 0.351 1.08 0.73

A*0201 T134M 0.023 ALTAICEEM ALMAICEEM 0.45 0.73 0.28 4.17 8.69 4.52

A*0201 T134M 0.023 ALTAICEEME ALMAICEEME 0.06 0.16 0.10 0.68 1.06 0.38

B*1503 T134M 0.023 ALTAICEEM ALMAICEEM 0.53 0.70 0.18 0.99 2.89 1.90

B*1801 T134M 0.023 TEEKIKALT TEEKIKALM 0.15 0.45* 0.30 +T 0.351 1.04 0.69

B*4402 T134M 0.023 TEEKIKALT TEEKIKALM 0.17 0.32 0.15 0.351 1.04 0.69

A*0201 A135E 0.448 ALTAICEEM ALTEICEEM 0.45 0.57 0.12 4.17 5.90 1.73

A*1101 A135E 0.448 TAICEEMEK TEICEEMEK 0.45 0.13 -0.32 -T 1.65 0.90 -0.75

A*0201 M140L 0.092 ALTAICEEM ALTAICEEL 0.45 0.61 0.16 4.17 7.41 3.25

B*1503 T147S 0.19 ITKIGPENPY ISKIGPENPY 0.46 0.58 0.12 5.56 6.03 0.46

A*1101 A161V 0.023 FAIKKKDSTK FVIKKKDSTK 0.32 0.43* 0.10 +T 0.98 2.07 1.09

B*2705 D166N 0.147 KKDSTKWRK KKNSTKWRK 0.13 0.18 0.05 0.99 4.27 3.28

B*2705 K169R 0.083 TKWRKLVDF TRWRKLVDF 0.17 0.49* 0.32 +T 0.45 1.61 1.16

B*2705 K169R 0.083 TKWRKLVDFR TRWRKLVDFR 0.20 0.51* 0.31 +T 0.48 1.36 0.89

A*1101 L173V 0.02 KLVDFRELNK KVVDFRELNK 0.67 0.75 0.07 2.99 7.58 4.59

A*0201 A197G 0.046 VQLGIPHPA VQLGIPHPG 0.57 0.17 -0.40 -T 1.46 0.63 -0.82

A*1101 A197G 0.046 GIPHPAGLKK GIPHPGGLKK 0.45 0.41 -0.04 -T 1.10 1.03 -0.07

A*0201 A197S 0.04 VQLGIPHPA VQLGIPHPS 0.57 0.24 -0.32 -T 1.46 0.62 -0.84

B*1801 K200E 0.078 LKKKKSVTVL LEKKKSVTVL 0.04 0.32 0.28 0.158 1.08 0.92

B*4402 K200E 0.078 LKKKKSVTVL LEKKKSVTVL 0.04 0.24 0.21 0.158 1.08 0.92

A*0201 K200Q 0.023 LKKKKSVTV LQKKKSVTV 0.02 0.16 0.14 0.65 1.18 0.53

A*0201 K200Q 0.023 GLKKKKSVTV GLQKKKSVTV 0.18 0.31 0.14 2.04 3.39 1.35

B*1503 K200Q 0.023 LKKKKSVTV LQKKKSVTV 0.38 0.54* 0.17 +T 0.36 3.82 3.46

B*1503 K200Q 0.023 LKKKKSVTVL LQKKKSVTVL 0.60 0.73 0.13 0.67 9.83 9.16

A*1101 K201Q 0.02 GIPHPAGLKK GIPHPAGLKQ 0.45 0.04 -0.41 -T 1.10 0.321 -0.78

B*1503 K201Q 0.02 KKKKSVTVL KQKKSVTVL 0.71 0.82 0.11 0.88 13.23 12.35

B*1503 K201Q 0.02 KKKKSVTVLD KQKKSVTVLD 0.13 0.28 0.15 0.347 1.67 1.32

B*0702 K202R 0.02 KKKKSVTVL KKRKSVTVL 0.16 0.29 0.13 0.63 1.22 0.59

B*2705 K202R 0.02 KKKSVTVLD KRKSVTVLD 0.06 0.31 0.25 0.405 1.24 0.84
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B*2705 K202R 0.02 KKKSVTVLDV KRKSVTVLDV 0.13 0.45* 0.32 +T 0.49 1.66 1.17

A*2601 V205M 0.132 VTVLDVGDAY MTVLDVGDAY 0.38 0.67* 0.29 +T 0.81 1.24 0.44

B*1503 V205M 0.132 VTVLDVGDAY MTVLDVGDAY 0.45 0.59 0.14 2.62 2.44 -0.18

A*0101 D220H 0.078 PLDEDFRKY PLHEDFRKY 0.45 0.11 -0.34 -T 1.06 0.399 -0.66

A*1101 D220H 0.078 SVPLDEDFRK SVPLHEDFRK 0.45 0.52 0.07 1.33 2.52 1.19

B*1503 D220H 0.078 PLDEDFRKY PLHEDFRKY 0.17 0.38 0.21 0.338 1.36 1.02

B*3501 D220H 0.078 DAYFSVPLD DAYFSVPLH 0.08 0.27 0.19 0.98 1.81 0.83

A*0101 D220Y 0.112 PLDEDFRKY PLYEDFRKY 0.45 0.14 -0.30 -T 1.06 0.375 -0.68

A*1101 D220Y 0.112 SVPLDEDFRK SVPLYEDFRK 0.45 0.56 0.12 1.33 2.00 0.67

A*2301 D220Y 0.112 YFSVPLDEDF YFSVPLYEDF 0.63 0.77 0.14 0.64 1.24 0.60

A*2402 D220Y 0.112 YFSVPLDEDF YFSVPLYEDF 0.55 0.70 0.15 0.64 1.24 0.60

A*2601 D220Y 0.112 DAYFSVPLD DAYFSVPLY 0.04 0.62 0.58 +T 0.34 0.88 0.55

A*2901 D220Y 0.112 PLDEDFRKY PLYEDFRKY 0.32 0.51* 0.19 +T 1.06 0.375 -0.68

B*1503 D220Y 0.112 PLDEDFRKY PLYEDFRKY 0.17 0.46* 0.28 +T 0.338 1.50 1.16

B*3501 D220Y 0.112 DAYFSVPLD DAYFSVPLY 0.08 0.61* 0.53 +T 0.98 4.42 3.44

A*0101 E221K 0.063 PLDEDFRKY PLDKDFRKY 0.45 0.38 -0.07 -T 1.06 1.00 -0.06

A*1101 E221K 0.063 AYFSVPLDE AYFSVPLDK 0.06 0.52* 0.46 +T 0.361 1.24 0.87

A*1101 E221K 0.063 DAYFSVPLDE DAYFSVPLDK 0.04 0.43* 0.39 +T 0.315 1.01 0.70

B*1503 D222E 0.04 FSVPLDEDF FSVPLDEEF 0.54 0.65 0.11 2.76 4.30 1.54

B*3501 D222E 0.04 FSVPLDEDF FSVPLDEEF 0.35 0.49* 0.14 +T 1.28 1.69 0.41

B*5801 D222E 0.04 FSVPLDEDF FSVPLDEEF 0.59 0.69 0.11 1.05 1.64 0.59

A*0201 I234L 0.032 SINNETPGI SLNNETPGI 0.31 0.58* 0.28 +T 1.61 4.55 2.95

A*0201 I234M 0.02 YTAFTIPSI YTAFTIPSM 0.61 0.41 -0.20 -T 1.24 0.70 -0.54

A*0201 I234M 0.02 SINNETPGI SMNNETPGI 0.31 0.57* 0.27 +T 1.61 3.33 1.72

A*2601 I234M 0.02 YTAFTIPSI YTAFTIPSM 0.46 0.80 0.34 0.74 1.65 0.91

B*1503 I234M 0.02 YTAFTIPSI YTAFTIPSM 0.48 0.71 0.23 0.47 1.26 0.79

B*3501 I234M 0.02 YTAFTIPSI YTAFTIPSM 0.28 0.62* 0.34 +T 0.67 1.74 1.07

A*0201 I234T 0.218 YTAFTIPSI YTAFTIPST 0.61 0.33 -0.29 -T 1.24 0.58 -0.66

A*1101 I234T 0.218 SINNETPGIR STNNETPGIR 0.36 0.44* 0.08 +T 1.20 2.22 1.01

A*2301 I234T 0.218 KYTAFTIPSI KYTAFTIPST 0.73 0.26 -0.47 -T 4.91 0.91 -4.00

A*2402 I234T 0.218 KYTAFTIPSI KYTAFTIPST 0.67 0.18 -0.48 -T 4.91 0.91 -4.00

B*1503 I234T 0.218 INNETPGIRY TNNETPGIRY 0.53 0.38 -0.14 -T 1.82 0.90 -0.92

B*5801 I234T 0.218 SINNETPGI STNNETPGI 0.12 0.26 0.14 0.57 1.23 0.67

A*0201 I234V 0.055 YTAFTIPSI YTAFTIPSV 0.61 0.76 0.15 1.24 2.31 1.08

A*2601 E237A 0.055 ETPGIRYQY ATPGIRYQY 0.77 0.34 -0.43 -T 2.08 0.52 -1.56

B*3501 E237A 0.055 NETPGIRYQY NATPGIRYQY 0.23 0.60* 0.36 +T 0.60 2.40 1.80

A*0201 I241V 0.04 SINNETPGI SINNETPGV 0.31 0.47* 0.17 +T 1.61 3.01 1.40

A*1101 A257S 0.052 PAIFQSSMTK PSIFQSSMTK 0.40 0.49* 0.09 +T 0.89 1.28 0.39

B*0702 A257S 0.052 LPQGWKGSPA LPQGWKGSPS 0.59 0.40 -0.19 -T 1.67 1.29 -0.38

B*1503 A257S 0.052 GWKGSPAIF GWKGSPSIF 0.41 0.43* 0.02 +T 1.39 1.25 -0.14

A*0201 S261A 0.118 AIFQSSMTKI AIFQASMTKI 0.40 0.42* 0.02 +T 1.65 1.97 0.32

A*1101 S261A 0.118 SSMTKILEP ASMTKILEP 0.10 0.09 -0.02 2.25 3.46 1.21

B*1503 S261A 0.118 SSMTKILEPF ASMTKILEPF 0.81 0.79 -0.02 2.25 3.33 1.08

A*0201 S261C 0.118 AIFQSSMTKI AIFQCSMTKI 0.40 0.46* 0.06 +T 1.65 2.03 0.38

B*5801 S261C 0.118 SSMTKILEPF CSMTKILEPF 0.53 0.56 0.02 1.38 2.98 1.60
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B*0702 T264I 0.049 SPAIFQSSMT SPAIFQSSMI 0.39 0.63* 0.24 +T 1.18 2.03 0.85

B*1503 T264I 0.049 SMTKILEPF SMIKILEPF 0.86 0.90 0.04 3.32 6.30 2.99

B*1503 K265R 0.095 FQSSMTKIL FQSSMTRIL 0.76 0.82 0.06 2.07 3.19 1.13

A*1101 A272K 0.029 MTKILEPFRA MTKILEPFRK 0.13 0.67* 0.54 +T 0.284 1.57 1.28

B*1503 A272K 0.029 AQNPEIVIY KQNPEIVIY 0.80 0.82 0.01 19.34 22.29 2.95

B*5801 A272K 0.029 RAQNPEIVI RKQNPEIVI 0.46 0.06 -0.40 -T 1.02 0.405 -0.62

B*5801 A272K 0.029 RAQNPEIVIY RKQNPEIVIY 0.50 0.05 -0.44 -T 1.79 0.46 -1.33

A*0301 Q273K 0.397 KILEPFRAQ KILEPFRAK 0.12 0.61* 0.49 +T 0.76 5.17 4.42

A*1101 Q273K 0.397 KILEPFRAQ KILEPFRAK 0.10 0.61* 0.50 +T 0.60 10.03 9.43

B*1503 Q273K 0.397 RAQNPEIVIY RAKNPEIVIY 0.74 0.71 -0.03 6.45 10.59 4.15

B*5801 Q273K 0.397 RAQNPEIVI RAKNPEIVI 0.46 0.34 -0.12 -T 1.02 0.66 -0.37

B*5801 Q273K 0.397 RAQNPEIVIY RAKNPEIVIY 0.50 0.37 -0.12 -T 1.79 1.03 -0.77

A*0301 Q273R 0.072 KILEPFRAQ KILEPFRAR 0.12 0.38 0.27 0.76 1.01 0.25

A*1101 Q273R 0.072 KILEPFRAQ KILEPFRAR 0.10 0.41 0.31 0.60 2.31 1.70

B*0702 Q273R 0.072 RAQNPEIVI RARNPEIVI 0.24 0.45* 0.20 +T 0.62 1.00 0.38

B*1503 Q273R 0.072 RAQNPEIVIY RARNPEIVIY 0.74 0.77 0.03 6.45 10.27 3.82

B*5801 Q273R 0.072 RAQNPEIVI RARNPEIVI 0.46 0.38 -0.09 -T 1.02 0.59 -0.44

A*0101 E276D 0.233 NPEIVIYQY NPDIVIYQY 0.12 0.24 0.12 0.55 1.07 0.52

B*0702 I277L 0.129 EPFRAQNPEI EPFRAQNPEL 0.44 0.54 0.10 0.85 1.49 0.63

B*3501 I277L 0.129 EPFRAQNPEI EPFRAQNPEL 0.42 0.56 0.14 0.92 1.20 0.29

B*1503 I277M 0.072 AQNPEIVIY AQNPEMVIY 0.80 0.80 -0.00 19.34 20.77 1.43

B*3501 I277M 0.072 EPFRAQNPEI EPFRAQNPEM 0.42 0.70 0.28 0.92 2.45 1.53

A*0101 Y280C 0.124 VIYQYMDDLY VICQYMDDLY 0.38 0.35 -0.04 1.15 2.29 1.15

A*2301 Y280C 0.124 IYQYMDDLYV ICQYMDDLYV 0.61 0.07 -0.54 -T 1.07 0.294 -0.77

A*2402 Y280C 0.124 IYQYMDDLYV ICQYMDDLYV 0.56 0.05 -0.51 -T 1.07 0.294 -0.77

A*2901 Y280C 0.124 IYQYMDDLY ICQYMDDLY 0.60 0.37 -0.23 -T 0.56 1.12 0.56

A*2901 Y280C 0.124 VIYQYMDDLY VICQYMDDLY 0.74 0.63 -0.11 1.15 2.29 1.15

B*1503 Y280C 0.124 AQNPEIVIY AQNPEIVIC 0.80 0.38 -0.42 -T 19.34 1.38 -17.96

B*1503 Y280C 0.124 RAQNPEIVIY RAQNPEIVIC 0.74 0.27 -0.48 -T 6.45 0.44 -6.01

B*1503 Y280C 0.124 VIYQYMDDLY VICQYMDDLY 0.56 0.35 -0.21 -T 2.68 2.43 -0.25

B*5801 Y280C 0.124 RAQNPEIVIY RAQNPEIVIC 0.50 0.12 -0.38 -T 1.79 0.64 -1.16

B*3501 M283I 0.023 NPEIVIYQYM NPEIVIYQYI 0.51 0.26 -0.25 -T 1.74 0.74 -1.00

B*3501 M283V 0.523 NPEIVIYQYM NPEIVIYQYV 0.51 0.24 -0.27 -T 1.74 0.68 -1.06

A*0201 Y287L 0.02 LYVGSDLEI LLVGSDLEI 0.09 0.49* 0.41 +T 0.364 1.82 1.45

A*2301 Y287L 0.02 IYQYMDDLY IYQYMDDLL 0.54 0.68 0.14 0.90 2.00 1.10

A*2301 Y287L 0.02 LYVGSDLEI LLVGSDLEI 0.63 0.10 -0.53 -T 1.36 0.319 -1.04

A*2402 Y287L 0.02 IYQYMDDLY IYQYMDDLL 0.51 0.66 0.15 0.90 2.00 1.10

A*2402 Y287L 0.02 LYVGSDLEI LLVGSDLEI 0.53 0.07 -0.47 -T 1.36 0.319 -1.04

A*2901 Y287L 0.02 VIYQYMDDLY VIYQYMDDLL 0.74 0.13 -0.61 -T 1.15 0.34 -0.81

B*1503 Y287L 0.02 LYVGSDLEI LLVGSDLEI 0.43 0.51 0.08 0.322 1.37 1.05

B*1503 Y287L 0.02 VIYQYMDDLY VIYQYMDDLL 0.56 0.42 -0.14 -T 2.68 0.56 -2.12

A*0201 G289A 0.121 YQYMDDLYVG YQYMDDLYVA 0.22 0.64* 0.41 +T 0.58 1.28 0.70

A*2301 G289A 0.121 QYMDDLYVG QYMDDLYVA 0.36 0.45* 0.09 +T 1.03 0.87 -0.16

B*1503 G289A 0.121 YQYMDDLYVG YQYMDDLYVA 0.71 0.83 0.11 1.17 1.24 0.07

A*0301 E302K 0.037 EELREHLLK KELREHLLK 0.08 0.15 0.07 0.45 3.00 2.55

Continued on the following page...
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HLA Mut Freq Pep Mut IC50pep IC50mut IC50∆ T opep omut o∆

A*1101 E302K 0.037 EELREHLLK KELREHLLK 0.12 0.19 0.07 0.51 1.70 1.19

B*5801 E302K 0.037 EELREHLLKW KELREHLLKW 0.11 0.24 0.13 0.54 3.95 3.42

B*1503 E306Q 0.026 REHLLKWGF RQHLLKWGF 0.65 0.85 0.20 0.43 4.32 3.89

B*1801 E306Q 0.026 REHLLKWGF RQHLLKWGF 0.56 0.25 -0.31 -T 1.30 0.53 -0.76

B*2705 E306Q 0.026 REHLLKWGF RQHLLKWGF 0.28 0.50* 0.22 +T 0.61 3.16 2.55

B*2705 E306Q 0.026 REHLLKWGFT RQHLLKWGFT 0.13 0.27 0.13 0.355 1.04 0.69

B*4402 E306Q 0.026 REHLLKWGF RQHLLKWGF 0.44 0.21 -0.23 -T 1.30 0.53 -0.76

A*0201 H307Y 0.023 HLLKWGFTT YLLKWGFTT 0.49 0.76 0.28 1.19 4.37 3.18

A*0201 H307Y 0.023 HLLKWGFTTP YLLKWGFTTP 0.18 0.41 0.23 0.79 2.35 1.56

B*1503 H307Y 0.023 AKIEELREH AKIEELREY 0.44 0.76 0.31 0.53 2.13 1.60

B*1503 H307Y 0.023 RAKIEELREH RAKIEELREY 0.24 0.58* 0.34 +T 1.50 6.75 5.25

B*1801 H307Y 0.023 REHLLKWGF REYLLKWGF 0.56 0.66 0.10 1.30 1.22 -0.08

B*5801 L309W 0.037 KIEELREHLL KIEELREHLW 0.15 0.58* 0.43 +T 0.388 2.64 2.25

A*0201 F313L 0.135 HLLKWGFTT HLLKWGLTT 0.49 0.32 -0.17 -T 1.19 0.76 -0.43

B*1801 F313L 0.135 REHLLKWGF REHLLKWGL 0.56 0.40 -0.15 -T 1.30 1.92 0.62

B*4402 F313L 0.135 REHLLKWGF REHLLKWGL 0.44 0.36 -0.07 -T 1.30 1.92 0.62

B*1801 T314F 0.034 REHLLKWGFT REHLLKWGFF 0.16 0.46* 0.29 +T 0.47 1.15 0.68

B*4402 T314F 0.034 REHLLKWGFT REHLLKWGFF 0.20 0.38 0.18 0.47 1.15 0.68

A*0201 T314Y 0.106 HLLKWGFTT HLLKWGFYT 0.49 0.60 0.12 1.19 1.30 0.11

4.8 Summary

In this chapter, it was discovered that some mutations strongly associated with antiretro-

viral resistance were diminished in sequence sets with assigned HLA types. Of particular

interest were the mutations PR L90M and RT 215Y/F which are strongly associated with

resistance of HIV protease inhibitors and HIV reverse transcriptase inhibitors. These

mutations remained significantly diminished even after compensating for diminished cor-

related mutations. To investigate a possible causal relationship between HLA types B*15

and B*48, and diminished antiretroviral resistance residues, NetMHCPan, NetMHCStab

and NetChop 3.0 were utilized to predict changes in MHC affinity, stability and protea-

somal cleavage prediction scores. Interestingly, the diminished substitutions did result in

increased probability of peptide MHC affinity and stability predictions within the regions

of the diminished substitutions. The similarities in the diminished substitutions observed

in B*15 and B*48 can be attributed to the similarities of binding motif of HLA allotypes

within these HLA types, particularly the similarity between HLA B*48:02 and B*15:03.
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Further investigation lead to the discovery of enriched residues within the PR 89-97

and RT 206-215 regions. These substitutions resulted in decreased MHC affinity and

stability predictions in RT as well as an increased chance in proteasomal cleavage within

the LM9 epitope in PR. The patient assignments for the two HLA types were corrected

for phylogenetic effects and the results still remained significant. Taken together, these

results strongly indicate the presence of immunological pressure exerted by the acquisition

of the mentioned antiretroviral resistance mutations. Although results for subtype C were

not conclusive, additional data from patients undergoing ARV treatment may provide the

necessary data to determine negative correlation between DRMs and HLA in HIV subtype

C.
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5
Conclusionary Discussion

In the previous chapter, evidence was provided that allude to the existence of CTL epi-

topes generated by antiretroviral resistance mutations. It was shown that certain mu-

tations commonly associated with antiretroviral resistance were diminished in patient

sequence sets to which HLA type B*15 and B*48 were assigned. For both these HLA

types, it appeared that the PR mutation L90M as well as the RT mutations RT M41L,

L210W and T215Y (M140L, L309W, T314Y) were diminished. In an attempt to explain

these diminished residues, computational methods were employed to predict the changes

in MHC affinity and stability. The prediction results yielded higher affinity and stability

scores and thus it can thought that the mutations may result in the generation of CTL epi-

topes. Furthermore, the B*15 and B*48 sets also indicated enriched residues that in turn

allude to possible escape of these mutations. Phylogenetic correction identified founder

effects in some of the HLA assigned patients, but could not account for the differences

in frequencies of the mutations. In this chapter, the results obtained will be discussed

in light of the positive impact of CTL epitope generating ARV resistance mutations in

terms of lowering HIV viral load as discovered by other researchers and the implications

for future treatment strategies to combat HIV infection.
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5.1. FITNESS AND GENETIC HURDLES OF ARV RESISTANCE ACQUISITION UNDER INDUCTION
OF CTL RESPONSE

5.1 Fitness and genetic hurdles of ARV resistance

acquisition under induction of CTL response

Other research has shown that the transition from antiretroviral susceptible state to a

resistance state can sometimes be challenging if there is pressure from CTL responses

[Mueller et al., 2011]. In that study, it was demonstrated how the acquisition of a PR

mutation PR I47A, which provides resistance to LPV, was challenged by the presence of

HLA B*1501. It is known that the PR 45-53 epitope, KMIGGIGGF (KM9), lies within this

region. For Ile to mutate to Ala, requires at least two nucleotide substitutions and Val is

a transition residue in this process. However, the I48V mutation still renders the KM9

epitope viable and emergent HIV strains within a B*1501+ host with this mutation can

be quickly selected against [Mueller et al., 2011].

A similar mechanism could be the reason for the diminished residues associated with

the predicted LM9 and RQ10 epitopes. Evidence was provided here that allude to escape

mutations, but it is unknown which of these mutations need to be acquired first in order to

elude the immune response. Although the mutation PR I93L provides an escape to the PR

91-99 TQ9 epitope, coexistence of this mutation with the proposed LM9 escape mutations,

Q92K/R seems to be diminished. For the RQ10 epitope, the acquisition of ARV resistance

first needs to be discussed. According to the research by Rhee et. al., the mutation RT

T215Y precedes the mutations L210W and M41L [Rhee et al., 2007]. The transition from

Thr to Tyr requires two substitutions, the minimum cost being a T → S → Y series of

mutations, with an alternative being T → I → F → Y . It was noted that the mutations

215F/I were enriched. The 215F mutation is a known ARV resistance mutation, the 215I

mutation often only develops after the acquisition of 215F/Y. It was shown that the 215I

mutation could provide a mechanism of CTL escape for the RQ10 epitope. It may also

be that the 215I mutation acts as a transitional mutation to 215F/Y and enriched due to

the selection against the 215F/Y variants.

It would be interesting to know what the fitness burden would be of the enriched and

novel substitutions that occur in the LM9 and RQ10 regions would be on HIV-1. Further
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5.2. THE IMPORTANCE OF THE SUBSTITUTIONS PR 90M AND RT 215Y/F

experimental analysis would be needed to assess this. It can be assumed that some fitness

impact is imposed by the mutations Q92K/R, since they occur at very low frequencies. In

a similar fashion, the Saquinavir protease inhibitor is subjected to a resistance mutation,

PR G48V, which has been shown to negatively impact HIV fitness [Mammano et al., 1998].

Unfortunately, access to replicative fitness data for HIV HIV subtype B determined by

other researchers could not be obtained and thus this hypothesis could not be theoretically

calculated [Hinkley et al., 2011].

5.2 The importance of the substitutions PR 90M and

RT 215Y/F

There are reasons why emphasis is placed on the three mutations, PR L90M and RT

215F/Y. Referring to Table 1.2, is is seen that PR L90M confers resistance to all but two

of the nine listed HIV protease inhibitors. Similarly, RT T215F/Y provides resistance to

all but two of the seven reverse transcriptase inhibitors. The observed frequencies of these

mutations in the sequence set used here, were 0.42, 0.51 and 0.13. It also appears that

these mutations are favourable precursors to other mutations that, in combination with

them provide high levels of ARV resistance. However, even if immunological responses

may slow the accumulation of these mutations, it is unlikely that they would completely

prevent them, as can be demonstrated by the RT K103N mutation that is a ARV resistance

mutation against efavirenz (EFV) and nevirapine (NVP) [Mahnke and Clifford, 2006].

Researchers have demonstrated that this mutation induces a CTL response, but it appears

that there is no selection against this mutation in patients exhibiting a CTL response.

Selection of a mutation could also be due to the level of selection pressure applied. For

instance, the KF9 CTL epitope that lies in a region prone to accumulate ARV resistance

mutations, very rarely does so in the absence of ARV pressure. Indeed, there appears

to be a slight negative correlation in the acquisition of ARV resistance in regions where

potent CTL epitopes overlap [Karlsson et al., 2003; Brumme et al., 2009]. The rationale

is that alternative substitutions could be needed to either provide resistance to the ARVs

or escape from the novel epitopes. An illustration of the ideal scenario is provided in
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Figure 5.1: This figure depicts a theoretical model showing the HIV viral load in infected
patients over time, both in arbitrary units. The black line represents viral load of a
patient with a non-protective HLA allotype (patient #1) while the red line represents
the HIV viral load in a patient with a protective HLA allotype (patient #2). The five
green lines represent crucial time points, that represent the following: Time point 6 -
the administration of of an ARV. Time 12 - the acquisition of a primary antiretroviral
resistance mutation. Time point 14 - generation of a CTL response in patient #2 and
subsequent drop in viral load. Time point 17 - acquisition of a mutation diminishing the
CTL response in patient #2. Time point 18 - acquisition of a secondary ARV resistance
mutation. Source: created by the author.

Figure 5.1. This figure illustrates the hypothetical time course of an HIV infection showing

the viral loads of two patients at different time points. The first time point is associated

with the administration of an ARV. A dramatic subsequent drop in viral load is observed.

A primary ARV resistance mutation cause the viral load to increase. At time point 14,

a novel CTL epitope in patient #2 (red line) developed, driving the viral load down. At

the following time point a mutation resulting in a diminished CTL response is acquired in

patient #2 and at the following time point another ARV resistance mutation is acquired.

In the later time points, although the viral load in both patients #1 and #2 have increased,

patient #2 retained a lower viral load.
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5.3. INTERACTION BETWEEN HLA AND ANTIRETROVIRAL RESISTANCE MUTATIONS IN LIGHT
OF VACCINE DESIGN

5.3 Interaction between HLA and antiretroviral re-

sistance mutations in light of vaccine design

Several studies have been performed arguing for the inclusion of antiretroviral variants of

HIV proteins in vaccines and this has been extensively reviewed [Boberg and Isaguliants,

2008]. The theory is that immune responses can be augmented by priming the CTL re-

sponses against an antigen that may develop during the course of ARV treatment due to

resistance mutations. One striking example is the emergence of a novel CTL epitope due

to the acquisition of the Lamuvidine (3TC) mutation RT M184V. This mutation initially

provides both resistance and escape to the 3TC drug, but eventually CTL clones reac-

tive towards the new epitope expand and provide a measure of immune control [Schmitt

et al., 2000]. Other researchers have demonstrated that a generalized response against

drug resistance RT proteins could be achieved in immunized mice [Isaguliants et al., 2004].

Indeed, the drug resistant variants used for CTL stimulation included mutations within

the RT 210-220 region, implying the inclusion of RT T215F/Y, although the specific CTL

stimulatory epitopes were not determined, so results here could not be confirmed. The

enhancement of response against the HLA A2 epitope PR 76-84 via a plausible processing

mutation induced by L90M is worthy of consideration in HIV vaccine against drug resis-

tant variants, especially considering that the I84V substitution commonly associated with

drug resistance in all the protease inhibitors is also immunogenic. The I84V mutation is

also highly correlated with L90M [Rhee et al., 2007]. It may be argued that given these

responses against these induced epitopes are elicited in any case in an individual, a vaccine

or rather, a pre-exposure to these antigens may not augment the response. However, it

should be remembered that secondary exposure to CTL epitopes result in rapid responses

and that emergent epitopes in ARV treated individuals could make acquisition of CTL

escape mutations to these epitopes difficult [Koup and Douek, 2011]. The other point to

consider is that if a drug resistant variant is transmitted, the accepting host could already

have acquired protection against these strains through a vaccine.

Still, the extremely polymorphic nature of the HIV genome is problematic when con-

structing vaccines. Other factors such as distribution of HLA allotypes and HIV subtypes
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need to be taken into account [Kawashima et al., 2009; Chaudhari et al., 2013]. For the

results here, an interesting observation is made. The proposed epitope RQ10 spans the

region RT 206-215. The consensus sequence of this region, is RQHLLKWGFT for HIV sub-

type B (analysed here), whereas HIV subtype A and C respectively show the consensus

sequences RAHLLKWGFT and REHLLKWGFT. The mutation RT Q207E is a known escape mu-

tation for subtype B*15, while Q207A was shown here to abolish or severely attenuate the

binding capacity of the peptide to B*1501, B*1503, B*4801 and B*4802. It is interesting

to note that HIV-1 HIV subtype A is prevalent in Asia together with the HLA allotype

B*4801. Whether the RT 207A variant was accumulated partly due to B*4801 needs to

be tested. The reason for the 207A variant instead of the 207E variant, is that Glu (E)

is still a favourable residue for the binding pocket as position 2 for B*4801. The Glu

residue at position two is an unfavourable binding residue for the HLA allotypes B*4802

and B*1503. The HLA allotype, B*1503 is found in populations of sub-Saharan African

descent and HIV subtype C is by far the most prevalent HIV subtype in this region. The

B*4802 HLA allotype, however, is found in native-American populations and HIV sub-

type B is main subtype found in this region. The LM9 epitope spanning PR 89-97 spans

a region for which differences in the subtypes mainly occur at PR 93 and alternating be-

tween Ile and Leu. It should be noted, however, that in the subtype A and C sequences,

the occurrence of L90M is far lower and thus although this substitution may elicit an

immune response, the low accumulation of the mutation in subtype A and C may reduce

it’s candidacy as a vaccine target.

The sequences used here for HLA subtype assignment were only limited to HIV-1

subtype B. Due to the nature of the HLA subtype assignment procedure, which seems

to be limited to subtype B as well as drug resistance data, the results could not be

extrapolated to other HIV subtypes. Another issue with HLA subtype assignment is the

diversity of the HLA allotypes belonging to the same subtype and seemingly agreement

of MHC binding motif across different HLA types.

Further investigations of potential ARV resistance induced protective CTL epitopes

is needed to elucidate a large enough set for treatment-augmented vaccines. Indeed,

evidence provided here and by other researchers strongly imply that the HLA genotype of
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ANTIRETROVIRAL RESISTANCE

an infected individual should be taken into consideration prior to the design of a treatment

regimen, by virtue of the expected mutations that can accumulate as a result of prolonged

ARV treatment.

5.4 Further improvements of CTL epitope detection

in HIV strains with acquired antiretroviral resis-

tance

Although a lot of evidence was provided in this study for the existence of the LM9 and

RQ10 epitopes induced by PR L90M and RT T215F/Y, one of the major drawbacks

of the approach is that it might miss a lot of potential epitopes. Heavy reliance was

placed on the assignment of HLA types according to substitutions observed in the Pol

sequences due to the lack of HLA annotation in especially sequences from treatment-

experienced patients. Added to this is that very little sequences were available from

treatment-experienced patients that included other protein products of the HIV genome.

However, the substitutions used to assign HLA types were deemed appropriate according

to the p and q-values obtained for their HLA association from the study by Brumme et.

al. [Brumme et al., 2009]. Furthermore, with the exception of the mutation RT R211G,

none of the mutations used to assign the HLA types were diminished in sequences from

patients that are treatment-experienced. The effects of false HLA type assignment should

also be evident by non-discovery of substitutions that differ significantly in frequency.

The protocol used here, i.e. detection of diminished frequency of a substitution followed

by providing evidence of CTL epitopes in the form of high MHC affinity and stability

predictions is limited in various aspects, e.g. the mutational pressure exerted by a drug

may override the immunological pressure encountered by the generation of novel epitopes

[Mahnke and Clifford, 2006; Karlsson et al., 2007]. Although a tool was recently created

to predict to some degree the potential of an epitope to be immunogenic, this tool had a

modest accuracy and thus the results are interpreted with caution. Lastly, it has to be
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taken into account that the whole HLA genotype of a patient can play a crucial role in

determining the immunogenicity of a CTL epitope [Kosmrlj et al., 2010].

Experimental assignment of HLA types for the patients would still be the best way

to analyse frequency discrepancies between HLA types. Using tools such as MHCClust,

HLA allotypes can be grouped into clusters that can be analysed as a whole.

The current methods for predicting potential epitopes are moderately good, but ac-

quisition of additional experimental data in the form of proteasomal cleavage sites, MHC

binding data for multiple HLA allotypes, MHC stability predictions and immunogenicity

predictions could vastly improve the rate at which epitopes can be discovered and the

mechanism of their escape be inferred [Groot and Berzofsky, 2004; Groot, 2006; Korber

et al., 2006]. It is very possible, given an improvement in accuracy of these tools that

drug induced vaccine targets can be discovered for HIV-1. Perhaps future treatments will

include HLA genotype of a patient into account to augment ARV treatment regiments.

5.5 Conclusion

This study provided novel methods for the detection of potential CTL epitopes elucidated

by the mutations PR L90M and RT T215Y/F that are both implicated in resistance to

many HIV protease and reverse transcriptase inhibitors respectively. In this endeavour,

unique methods were used in the assignment of HLA types to patients that are otherwise

unannotated. To compensate for the possibility of lower occuring epistatically-interacting

ARV mutations in the assigned groups as a whole, both a linear model and robust method

were created to compensate for the diminished frequencies of L90M and T215F/Y in the

HLA type B*48 assigned sequence sets. Even after compensation, these mutations still

differed significantly in frequency. Comparing the prediction results of MHC affinity and

stability in the subtype B consensus HIV-1 Pol protein, it was determined that these

mutations may have impact on the generation of novel CTL epitopes. Two epitopes,

LM9, LMTQIGCTL and RQHLLRWGF(Y/F) were discovered. Subsequent analyses revealed

the enrichment of residues in these sequence groups. It is proposed that these mutations
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could act as CTL escape mutations. Taking into account the importance of members

of the B*15 HLA type in the management of HIV-1 infection, it is hoped that this new

data may be helpful in determining treatment augmentation of HIV-1 infected individuals

harbouring the appropriate HLA allotypes. The author encourages other researchers to

continue the detection of potential CTL epitopes generated by antiretroviral resistance

mutations. Depending on the nature of these epitopes, i.e. the immunogenicity, the

conservative nature of the region where it occurs and the HLA allotype coverage, it could

have a profoundly positive impact on future vaccine and treatment designs that do take

antiretroviral resistance mutations into account.
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